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53. Washington 1/6/2021.  
Wroclaw/Poland 1/3/2021  

  

All of my films, and not just mine, that were shot from September and mainly concern 

protests, can be viewed on BitTube.  

  

I've already written about the US election twice.  

This is a very important election that can determine the fate of the world.  

Probably most of you will ask what else I can write about. It is clear who won the election. 

Well, that's not so at all. This is what the corrupt media represent. And for most people, they are 

the only source of information.  

  

However, it is sufficient to open up to other broadcasters such as Epoch Times or the German-

language NTD Deutsch in order to receive information that remains carefully hidden from us.  

  

For example, if there were elections in Germany and they were clearly deceived, even if the 

loser was a politician I hated, and there are many of them, I would defend the deceased and 

not be happy if he had disappeared for good.  

Although I only considered the US president a recalcitrant Texan cowboy six months ago - 

probably thanks in large part to media coverage - I would be more cautious about such hasty 

judgments today. Democracy is not about destroying political opponents by all means.  

  

But let's get back to the situation in the States. The mass media, also here in Europe, argue 

contrary to the obvious that Trump has provided no evidence of electoral fraud.  

But the facts are different. The evidence is there, but no court in the United States has wanted to 

look into it. Nobody was interested in the evidence. All claims were simply dismissed on 

procedural grounds - not always in accordance with applicable law.  

It seems that judges are simply afraid of politicians and succumb to pressure.  

  

On January 6th, a joint parliamentary session of the two houses will be held in the Congress 

building in Washington to decide on these elections.  

  

And what can we expect on this day besides boring parliamentary sessions? Well, these 

negotiations are by no means going to be boring. On the contrary, it promises to be one of the 

most interesting parliamentary sessions in US history.  

More than twenty MPs from both parties have already announced that they will object to 

unfair elections in several US states. What will the results be, nobody knows yet?  

Candidate Joe Biden doesn't know either.  

Few people may be aware of a lawsuit brought against him by the Ukrainian government for 

the return of the $ 14 billion he received in bribes. The evidence is conclusive. Further criminal 

proceedings are pending against him and his son Hunter Biden.  

  

But that is only a secondary issue. The US Congress will finally come up with evidence of the 

biggest electoral fraud in the history of the world.  

These deliberations will be led by US Vice President Mike Pence. Yesterday he publicly 

announced that he intended to join the investigation into election fraud on November 3, 2020. 

It takes 10 days to show evidence from Trump's lawyers! Yes, you read it right. It is the widely 

ignored testimony, material evidence, and expert testimony that make up such a large amount 

of evidence today..  

There is also evidence of Mr. Biden's corruption there.  

https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
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If the Vice President keeps his word, this session of the US Parliament will be the most 

tumultuous one in history. A couple of other records are likely to be broken. It's only been 

a few days ...  

  

  

Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing 

here?  Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  
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54. Where is Tiffany Dover?  

Vienna 1/14/2021  

  

All of my films, and not just mine, that were shot from September and mainly concern 

protests, can be viewed on BitTube.  

  

In chapter 57, I mentioned a nurse in Tennessee, USA, who had been vaccinated and appeared 

in front of television cameras. A few minutes later she passed out. At the end of the chapter 

"It starts, the vaccines are there", I presented a video about it.  

  

Hours later she was interviewed and stated that she regularly lost consciousness from pain ...  

  

And that was the last hint that she was among the living.  

Her account on Facebook was deleted, she did not answer despite thousands of inquiries 

about her health on Instagram.  

Before vaccination, she added a new photo on average every two days.  

The hospital where she worked posted a short 20-second video with the nurses from that 

hospital, one of whom was supposed to be Tiffany Dover. She looks similar but is not the 

same woman.  

  

You can watch three videos in German dealing with her fate after she passed out: How 

to turn on English subtitles on YouTube?  

  

Tiffany Dover part 1.  

Tiffany Dover part 2.  

Tiffany Dover part 3.  

  

If these videos are no longer available on YouTube, you can watch them on my Bittube 

channel.  

  

This is not the only fatal case. Almost every day the press reports that someone has died after 

being vaccinated. Journalists immediately know that the vaccine was not the cause of death.  

  

Dacember 9th article Six people die during Pfizer/BioNTech’s coronavirus vaccine 

trials. January 5th article about a Portuguese nurse who died two days after being 

vaccinated..  

January 9th article about a doctor in Miami, Florida.  

  

https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://www.wojcik.at/en/youtube.php
https://www.wojcik.at/en/youtube.php
https://www.wojcik.at/en/youtube.php
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD7OC23rVY8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD7OC23rVY8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzBhvOp-Q_Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzBhvOp-Q_Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIqk2N9sAzg%22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIqk2N9sAzg%22
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://egyptindependent.com/fda-six-people-die-during-pfizer-biontechs-coronavirus-vaccine-trials/
https://egyptindependent.com/fda-six-people-die-during-pfizer-biontechs-coronavirus-vaccine-trials/
https://egyptindependent.com/fda-six-people-die-during-pfizer-biontechs-coronavirus-vaccine-trials/
https://www.wionews.com/world/portuguese-nurse-dies-two-days-after-getting-the-pfizer-covid-vaccine-354526
https://www.wionews.com/world/portuguese-nurse-dies-two-days-after-getting-the-pfizer-covid-vaccine-354526
https://www.wionews.com/world/miami-doctor-dies-after-taking-pfizers-coronavirus-vaccine-cdc-launches-investigation-355619?fbclid=IwAR3PWHq0QHm_hsdlZkX-3ezSvUDEWXJ0VZD2KVPqcD4SMZG11mbn7xlYdMA
https://www.wionews.com/world/miami-doctor-dies-after-taking-pfizers-coronavirus-vaccine-cdc-launches-investigation-355619?fbclid=IwAR3PWHq0QHm_hsdlZkX-3ezSvUDEWXJ0VZD2KVPqcD4SMZG11mbn7xlYdMA
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Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing 

here?  Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  
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55. Sweden 2020  

Vienna 1/18/2021   

protests, can be viewed on BitTube.  

  

As you may have noticed, I have not presented evidence against a false pandemic for a long 

time.  

I'm doing this because in my opinion the ones already presented will be enough.   

Furthermore, I believe that this phenomenon was invented and used as an excuse to change our 

world.  

  

In this chapter, however, I will make an exception and deal with the situation in Sweden. You 

can download all statistical information on this page by clicking on "Statistics 1/22/21" in the 

top menu. It's a PDF document.  

All data on the C virus in Sweden come from the Eurostat website.  

Why Sweden? Because this country has chosen a different way of responding to the 

plandemic. I will set out in points what happened in Sweden (the source is the statistics above).   

• No Lockdown! The government communicates the narrative "No Lockdown, please, 

because we are Swedish".  

• Schools remain open up to grade 9, higher grades and universities distance learning  

• From 16.03. MPs in parliament reduced from 349 to 55  

• From 19.03. - 13.6. entry ban for non-EEA citizens (Attention: EEA is not equal to EU, 

Sweden takes a special path here because of the close trade relationship with Iceland!!!)  

• From 27.03. Events with more than 50 persons prohibited  

• From 01.04. - 01.10. visiting bans in old people's homes  

• 01.11. - 24.11. Events with up to 300 participants are allowed, but only if they are seated 

throughout  

• From 20.11. ban on alcohol sales after 10 p.m.  

• From 24.11. again ban on visitors, events limited to 8 participants  

  

In Sweden, wearing masks was not always compulsory - only if you wanted to.  

There were also no mandatory tests for the C virus prior to admission to the hospital.  

Shops, restaurants and cafes were not closed.  

Sweden is also unfamiliar with the concept of short-term work due to a plandemic. Economic 

problems only arose with companies that were dependent on production in lockdown 

countries.  

  

https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/main/home
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/main/home
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All of my films, and not just mine, that were shot from September and mainly concern  

  
  

To enlarge this image on PC, just click on it. On smartphones and tablets, you can zoom in the 

classic way with two fingers.  

Here, in the last line, we see the death rate in Sweden from 2010 to 2020.  

The last three weeks of 2020 were statistically forecast (extrapolated), as the data were not yet 

available at the time these statistics were published on 5.1.2021.  

In this ranking, position 1 (2010) is the highest number of deaths. Rank 11 - 2019 - again marks 

the best year (lowest death rate) for Sweden.  

The ranking takes population changes into account. The year 2020 was in 9th place after 2019 

and 2018.  

This means that last year was the third best year due to the low death rate over the past 11 years.  

Remember, if someone tries to convince you that it was only thanks to the lockdown that they 

could avoid a greater tragedy.  

Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing here?  

Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  
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56. WHO  

Vienna 1/27/2021   

protests, can be viewed on BitTube.  

  

The World Health Organization released this document on January 20, the day the new US 

President was sworn in.  

  

It follows that the WHO is reinterpreting the results of the PCR test. It turned out that even this 

corrupt organization is no longer suggesting using the test itself as the sole basis for 

diagnosing coronavirus infection. It is recommended that a medical examination be performed 

in the event of a positive test result.  

  

And here the "wonderful" theory of Mr. Christian Drosten (Germany) ended its life. The 

mainstream press does not use the title of professor for him because he does not have a 

doctoral thesis. Could he be a cheat?   

According to his theory, the very dangerous and incredibly contagious form of COVID-19 is 

asymptomatic.  

  

All over the world - including Sweden and Japan - the result of this test is practically the only 

criterion for a quarantine decision and, even worse, for statistical calculations that lead to a 

catastrophic lockdown.  

  

A year ago, when the WHO declared a pandemic and recommended that governments use the 

PCR test worldwide, most countries followed suit.  

Why is WHO making such changes to the narrative? We can only speculate here.   

  

There are voices that the WHO wants to support the new US president and shows that the 

planning situation will improve under his presidency.  

Malicious people claim that this is the way WHO is trying to extort more dollars from its 

benefactors like the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.   

On occasion. Do you know who the greatest farmer is in the USA? Who owns most of the 

hectares in this country? Exactly, Mr. Bill Gates - famous vaccinologist.   

It is said to be a good investment that, like precious metals, protects against the effects of 

inflation. It would be difficult to steal land from burglars.  

  

Back to the WHO article. The credibility of the COVID-19 statistics is also questionable, as the 

PCR test itself is the only criterion for assessing whether the patient has this media disease or 

not.   

It looks even worse with the mortality statistics. Here it is sufficient if the deceased achieves a 

positive result of this test within the last four weeks of life in order to die with or from a Covid. 

Even when he was the victim of an accident.  

Why isn't this done for rubella, for example?   

Discrimination against diseases and the tendency to unfairly inflate Covid statistics are clearly 

visible.  

  

Do you like to play with bubble wrap?  

  

https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://www.who.int/news/item/20-01-2021-who-information-notice-for-ivd-users-2020-05
https://www.who.int/news/item/20-01-2021-who-information-notice-for-ivd-users-2020-05
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All of my films, and not just mine, that were shot from September and mainly concern  

  
  

Attention!  

You are releasing the air out of China!   

Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing here?  

Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  
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57 World bankruptcy  

Vienna 1/29/2021   

protests, can be viewed on BitTube.  

  

Where does this bizarre title come from? Because I prefer to call things what they deserve. The 

theme of this chapter will be the planned bankruptcy of the world, euphemistically called the 

Great Reset.   

So this term great resets is just a big cassation or a really big bankruptcy.  

  

Most economists have been warning of the world's excessive indebtedness for years. Debt 

is either on the micro-private bank lending scale, or on the macro-government debt scale.  

  

What really happens when Mr. Smith goes to the bank for a loan?   

The bank checks the chances of loan repayment (sometimes it doesn't even do so) and transfers 

the loan amount to Mr. Smith's account after the contract is signed.  

Where does the bank get this money for a loan from? You will likely say that this is the money 

of the customers who have made deposits with this bank or are keeping money in their own 

accounts.  

Nothing could be more wrong - this loan money is purely virtual. Banks have the right to 

transfer amounts specified in banking law and create new money out of nothing. That's 

right, that money has no market coverage for new goods or services.  

  

Since this has been around for a long time, why is there no inflation, on the contrary, the interest 

rate is close to zero and sometimes even below?  

This is due to the surplus of goods on the market and the deflationary policies of the World 

Banks, including the FED.  

  

And now the question arises: how long?  

Don't expect an exact answer from me - I don't have a crystal ball and even if I did I couldn't use 

it.  

However, I have information from people who have extensive business knowledge. The range of 

predictions made by these people is incredibly broad.  

From assumptions that the economy will return to normal in 2021 and catch up on losses 

quickly (these are mostly experts who assist governments), to those who say there will be 

runaway inflation, restrictions on bank withdrawals and a There must be a ban on trading in 

gold, etc.  

So we have two extreme positions and the actual course of events should be somewhere in 

between. Yes but...   

  

This is where Mr. Klaus Schwab and his World Economic Forum come into play.   

  

You might be interested in what is published on their websites? Take a quote like this:  

  

"Welcome to the year 2030. Welcome to my city - or should I say, "our city". I don't own 

anything. I don't own a car. I don't own a house. I don't own any appliances or any clothes."  

  

It is a utopian vision of an incorrigible supporter of the disease known as communism. 

According to the rule: you will be happy if you have nothing. This is nothing new, the elders 

https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Economic_Forum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Economic_Forum
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/how-life-could-change-2030/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/11/how-life-could-change-2030/
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All of my films, and not just mine, that were shot from September and mainly concern  

who remember the times of communism know it. Many generations have gone through this 

experience in the 20th century. The most radical and still functioning system is North Korean 

communism with concentration camps and uniform clothing for everyone. Many have already 

forgotten what Pol Pot did in Cambodia.  

  

Please don't get me wrong, I'm not going to write anything against the left - that's not the topic.   

When a conservative party carries out a major social reform that the left dared not think about, it 

is difficult these days to take artificial political divisions seriously.  

However, the argument that communism fell because it was poorly introduced is utterly 

thoughtless - no society will sacrifice itself under duress for the public good.  

Freedom and motivation to improve one's own and family situation are the main source of 

prosperity in the West.  

  

The annual agenda of the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland ends today.  

The leaders of many EU countries, Russia, China, India, Japan and many others took part.  

  

Klaus Schwab has published a book with the title "COVID-19: The Great Change".  

  

It's an in-depth study that suggests an easy way out of the world's financial collapse.  

Bankrupt the world and start over.  

This is what Lenin did after the revolution in Russia 100 years ago when he terminated all of 

the Tsar's treaties. All of the Tsar's creditors of Russia had to say goodbye to their debt 

recovery demands.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pol_Pot
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pol_Pot
https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2021
https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2021
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Are we going to repeat this story?   

  

Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing here?  

Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  
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58 Prohibited demonstration  

Vienna 2/1/2021  

  

All of my films, and not just mine, that were shot from September and mainly concern 

protests, can be viewed on BitTube.  

  

A great freedom demonstration was supposed to take place in Vienna yesterday. The day 

before, on Friday, the organizers received an email that the demonstration had been banned 

by the Interior Minister. You had 90 minutes to appeal. The appeal has been drawn up.  

  

Seventeen demonstrations were reported and only two of them were allowed. One against the 

dictatorship in Belarus and the other because of the release of Mr. Navalny, whom I consider 

a fraud. Not because I support everything Putin does, but because of his theory that he was 

poisoned against all common sense.  

All demonstrations that contradicted the lines of the Austrian narcissistic government were 

simply banned.  

  

Despite the ban, religious processions were organized for followers of all religions to promote 

world peace. Hence, in the videos - BitTube link to my three demo videos above - you can see 

the prayers.  

  

The police blocked one of Vienna's main streets, the Ring, in two places in order to separate 

the gathered demonstrators from those who were ready to join.  

In my opinion, more people came to this protest than two weeks ago. Back then it was 50,000 

and yesterday ...  

  

The Austrian police arrested several people, but behaved in such a way that the emotions did 

not escalate. In my video you can see the police gradually lifting the blockade to finally 

remove it after two hours.  

  

I am convinced that the police are not on the side of the minister for internal repression here. 

This is shown in the film about the police officers who took off their helmets and went with 

the demonstrators . You can also see in this video (minute 3:20) how the police officers 

demonstrate.  

  

Apparently the government ban tactic failed.   

  

https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7fBtGDGpOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7fBtGDGpOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7fBtGDGpOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7fBtGDGpOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDeSnWge2ds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDeSnWge2ds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDeSnWge2ds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gDeSnWge2ds
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Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing here?  

Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  
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59 Vaccinated  

Vienna 2/14/2021  

  

In this chapter, I'd like the topic of Where is Tiffany Dover? expand with new knowledge.  

  

I read an article in the Texas Health Impact News about U.S. deaths after COVID19 

vaccination.  

Monarchists - as I call coronavirus supporters - view this article as part of yet another 

conspiracy theory.   

By the way, did you notice how many "conspiracy theories" are no longer theory and have 

become our daily practice?  

Yes, this newspaper is not part of the mainstream media that only preaches the "real truth". 

However, the article refers to the US CDC.  

  

  
  

The statistics included Pfizer and Moderna vaccinations in USA.  

Again it is said that there is no evidence that the cause of death was the vaccine. Right, there 

aren't any. And what is the evidence that someone who dies after a positive PCR test has died 

from the virus?  

  

I'll show you another article, this time in Spanish.  

I don't know Spanish, but what do we have translators for?  

Tragedy in Spain: 761 elderly people died in nursing homes within a week, most of them after 

vaccination.  

  

  

https://www.wojcik.at/de/Pandemie.php#tiffany
https://www.wojcik.at/de/Pandemie.php#tiffany
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdc-over-500-deaths-now-following-mrna-experimental-injections-vaccine-hesitancy-increasing/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdc-over-500-deaths-now-following-mrna-experimental-injections-vaccine-hesitancy-increasing/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdc-over-500-deaths-now-following-mrna-experimental-injections-vaccine-hesitancy-increasing/
https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/cdc-over-500-deaths-now-following-mrna-experimental-injections-vaccine-hesitancy-increasing/
https://actualidad.rt.com/actualidad/382634-peor-cifra-fallecimientos-ancianos-residencias-abril
https://actualidad.rt.com/actualidad/382634-peor-cifra-fallecimientos-ancianos-residencias-abril
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An elderly woman speaks through the glass to a relative at a nursing home in Barcelona on 

August 28, 2020.  

  

For the curious, I present a list of complications and deaths collected in the world after these 

miraculous vaccinations.  

Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing here?  

Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  

  

  

  

    

  

https://greatreject.org/corona-vaccine-deaths-overview/
https://greatreject.org/corona-vaccine-deaths-overview/
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60 World government  

Vienna 2/22/2021  

  

For those who do not believe in the existence of such a government with ambitions of global 

power, please visit that government's website.  

You can see the film 75 Years of the United Nations on YouTube. I assure you that this film 

will not be censored like my films.  

  

On Saturday I published a video on YouTube about the happening in Mariahilfer Straße in 

Vienna.   

Half an hour later, my video was deleted from YouTube, like two other videos last year, with 

this statement:  

  

Warning of violations of community guidelines  

  

Your content has been removed for violating our Community Guidelines. You 

cannot upload videos, post or broadcast live content for 1 week.  

  

But let's get back to the subject of this chapter, world government.  

The question is: who will rule the world?  

I haven't found a straight answer, but I know what organizations this government is already 

working with. These are the United Nations, the IMF (International Monetary Fund) and of 

course the WHO.  

The UN video - link above - shows well-known global strategies for future economic, 

political and environmental plans.  

It sounds like a symphony for a bright future thanks to the use of a plan and a great reset to 

start over and of course much better than before to create a "brave new world".  

  

Has anyone asked us what we - I mean, the self-thinking inhabitants of the world - think about 

it?  

Or do you think that the 18-year-old Swede financed her global environmental campaign 

herself?  

Perhaps you think that the pillars with windmills greatly improve our environment and 

contribute to the satisfaction of energy needs?  

Perhaps you believe that humanity can in some way affect carbon dioxide levels and change 

the temperature in the world?  

Perhaps you believe that the same people who contributed most to the spread of hunger in the 

world are now going to show us how to tackle it?  

  

There are many such questions, and the answer is one: in creating a new reality, the same 

methods of manipulation are used that contributed to this crisis.  

  

https://www.worldgovernmentsummit.org/
https://www.worldgovernmentsummit.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuw9alBaCZk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kuw9alBaCZk
https://bittube.tv/post/a37e6288-1e0b-477d-95c4-3c2a28057fa1
https://bittube.tv/post/a37e6288-1e0b-477d-95c4-3c2a28057fa1
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Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing here?  

Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  
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61 The third world war  

Vienna 3/11/2021  

  

Before dealing with the topic of the Third World War, I would like to present a collection of 

documented deaths and vaccine complications mainly of elderly people. You can read the 

original article in German here.  

For those unfamiliar with Gethe's language, I have translated the whole into English.  

  

"This is the third world war without weapons".  

This is how the management of one of the German nursing homes for the elderly described 

the current situation .  

If you are afraid of losing your sense of security, you better not watch this movie. Your 

delusions may be threatened by cruel facts.  

I did a lot of work to translate and create English subtitles for this movie. I did it because I 

believe that if you watch it, you will be one of the brave ones who are not afraid of facts, and 

there are really few such people.  

  

Or maybe you are one of those people for whom the word empathy has no meaning?  

Maybe you don't care that mainly elderly people die en masse after receiving the experimental 

vaccine?  

Wait, they'll get to you sometime. You will not be forever young. Maybe you will be lucky 

and there will be someone brave who will stand up for you.  

  

If, in a retirement home, every third inhabitant does not survive vaccination, then this 

pharmaceutical product can be safely classified as an arsenal of weapons of mass destruction.  

  

  

Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing here?  

Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  

https://www.rubikon.news/artikel/das-sterben-nach-der-impfung
https://www.rubikon.news/artikel/das-sterben-nach-der-impfung
https://www.wojcik.at/en/Rubikon.php
https://www.wojcik.at/en/Rubikon.php
https://www.wojcik.at/en/Images/Altersheim_en.mp4
https://www.wojcik.at/en/Images/Altersheim_en.mp4
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62 Where is this virus?  

Vienna 3/14/2021  

  

Has anyone really seen the corona virus?  

This childlike question was asked six months ago. We have had about 7 billion virologists on 

earth for a year. I'm skipping little kids here.  

And most of them know that the virus cannot be seen. Even under a normal microscope. What 

is this ridiculous question?   

This isn't entirely pointless - virology can isolate something like the virus.  

Hundreds of articles on the subject have appeared in the press and on television for a year.   

  

If we take a closer look at the way virologists work, we conclude that they don't follow the 

rules imposed on them by the makers of microbiology.  

None of the listed processes for isolating this virus fulfills all of Robert Koch's easy-

tounderstand and logical postulates.  

  

And here was the problem. A group of people in Germany decided to donate a good amount 

of € 225,000 to the first person to correctly isolate the coronavirus or to present a 

scientifically documented virus isolation process.  

  

A further 11,250 euros were added to this sum, which was financed by another group. This 

offer was published in November 2020.   

  

It is interesting that no one has shown up for such easy-to-raise money in many months. Or 

maybe some of the readers work in this industry and want to significantly improve their 

financial resources in a simple way?  

  

In any case, if you read again in the press that scientists isolated the virus, I advise you to 

ponder the credibility of the information ...  

  

  

https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/9/20-1495_article
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/9/20-1495_article
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
https://www.samueleckert.net/isolat-truth-fund/
https://www.samueleckert.net/isolat-truth-fund/
https://www.samueleckert.net/isolat-truth-fund/
https://www.samueleckert.net/isolat-truth-fund/
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Don't you agree with me? Do you have information that contradicts what I'm writing here?  

Please write to me:   

  

I don't argue, I discuss.  
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I've created a new platform for you  

Vienna 3/26/2021  

  

I have often been criticized for the fact that my website you are on is out of date, 90s style.  

Criticism totally justified - I really created this site around the turn of the century. My 

goal then was to present my own professional achievements.  

  

When the pandemic broke out a year ago, I used an existing platform to write immediately 

about the spread of the fear pandemic and to be able to prevent it.  

  

Yes, exactly to prevent it. By spreading hidden facts and putting the documented facts back in 

their proper context, I prevent a pandemic. The political and media pandemic.   

I do this by enabling all readers to reach inconvenient facts and by encouraging them to seek 

the truth and, most importantly, to think for yourself.  

  

The more of us - people who have escaped the limits of propaganda - the more difficult it 

becomes to introduce into the world a totalitarian system which until recently - in many 

countries of the world over 30 years ago - suppressed all signs of independent thought.  

  

Although most of us are unaware of it, a global information war is raging in the world: On 

the one hand, it repeats itself like a mantra, in the same way, spreading the same content in 

most countries of the world - official propaganda.   

On the other hand, there are many small and medium-sized information dissemination centers 

that do not follow the line of this official narrative.  

  

I'm not saying the former is just telling lies and the latter is just telling the truth. Such a black 

and white vision can never be real.   

If I preached something like this, I would not be much different from the propagandists and 

disseminators of the health dictatorship.  
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A symbol of our time: freedom and its limitations.   

  

This chapter is the last one I posted here.   

Any new ones will only appear on the new platform.  

  

You can find my new platform here:  

  

  
  

Link to this platform:  

  

world-scam.com  

  

I hope you will like it. See you on the new page.  

  

    

  

https://www.world-scam.com/
https://www.world-scam.com/
https://www.world-scam.com/
https://www.world-scam.com/
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63. Fear od feath  

Vienna 3/28/2021  

We are probably all afraid of death, although it is inevitable. In my opinion it is the fear of 

something unknown, a mystery and the impossibility of returning.  

Some people fear the pain of death, others don’t even know what they are really afraid of.  

Most of us just don’t want to die. Me too, although I don’t panic when I think of that woman 

with the scythe.  

I love to live with everything good and bad. I also love those bad moments – without them we 

wouldn’t learn anything in our lives. It is these small, private tragedies that force us to make 

decisions that we would never think about. Only when there is no sense or no possibility of 

remaining in the calm of habits do we jump into the abyss of unknown and previously 

inexperienced situations with our soul on our shoulder.  

Then, being afraid of dying, why are we all ready to embark on a dangerous, even suicidal 

path that will lead to death for many of us?  

During yesterday’s protest march in Vienna, a woman who took part had the inscription:  

Humanity is about to commit suicide for fear of death.  

And that’s how society works today. For reasons that have always existed, the disease that is 

said to be causing the pandemic has resulted in a disaster of unprecedented proportions. The 

only thing that has changed is the fear propaganda, which has been repeated over and over 

again for a year.  

There were no new diseases. There are no scientifically proven facts about a dangerous virus. 

Just this media pandemic of lies that have been artificially fueled in the public media.  

Of course, people also die from lung diseases. Didn’t people die two years ago? They just 

died quietly with no media campaign.  

Author: Marek Wojcik  

  

    

  

https://www.wojcik.at/en/
https://www.wojcik.at/en/
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64. Vaccinations statistics  

Vienna 3/31/2021  

On March 26, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) published Statistics on the side effects 

of COVID 19 vaccines in Europe. According to these figures, there have been 105,068 cases 

of serious symptoms across Europe, including 3,350 deaths.  

These statistics only contain the officially compiled information on the side effects of the 

vaccine.  

Statistically, this is a small percentage as around 100 million people in Europe have already 

been vaccinated. The UK tops this ranking with over 30 million people vaccinated. Serious 

side cases make up “only” 0.1%. Correspondingly fewer deaths.  

So what? Will it make people who have lost their sight feel better? Or do the relatives of the 

deceased feel encouraged to believe that only a small percentage of those vaccinated have 

died?  

We are being misled by politicians and journalists who only speak positively about these 

vaccinations when they are not really vaccinations.  

I would not have brought up this topic if there had been reliable information in the mass 

media about the advantages and disadvantages of these vaccinations. Unfortunately, today’s 

work of an official media journalist is very similar to that of the GDR era. Even then, only 

those who wrote in accordance with the government’s line, precisely according to the 

guidelines of the SED (Communist Party of Germany) propaganda department, could publish.  

Only a well-informed person can make the right decision. Only factual arguments based on 

real scientific research can make a difference here.  

  

    

  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Serious_Vaccination_Cases_Europe.xlsx
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Serious_Vaccination_Cases_Europe.xlsx
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Serious_Vaccination_Cases_Europe.xlsx
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Serious_Vaccination_Cases_Europe.xlsx
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65. New normality  

Vienna 4/1/2021  

It’s been going on for a year but nobody really knows what it is?  

Mask, test, vaccine? These are only symptoms, maybe symbols too, but they are not 

determinants of this new reality. After all, a snout isn’t the most important sign of captivity 

for a dog. It is mainly the length of the leash or chain.  

We are not yet reduced to the role of a dog! That’s right – especially when the word “still” is 

underlined.  

A divided society – a sad reality. Are you for wearing a mask or against it. Accept or decline 

the vaccination. To test, or not to test. They all have arguments that are perfectly appropriate 

to them. This split divides family and friends.  

The new reality has been carefully planned, but how it will be shaped in the future is entirely 

up to us. The plandemists are a minority. That’s no more than 2,000 to 3,000 people 

worldwide. Most prime ministers and presidents are just corrupt puppets and do not belong to 

them. More than half of the total capital belongs to the people who invented this story for us. 

And that’s what their strength is based on.  

As you can see from the example of the media, the media landscape has been corrupted 

worldwide. In large part, but not all.  

This minority is very afraid of us. If they fail, and I think that’s what will happen in the end, 

they will be held accountable. you use psychological methods of warfare. Yes, they will only 

do what is safe for them to do.  

Any resistance is a great risk for the plandemists. That is why I take part in every peaceful 

demonstration, regardless of whether there is an ordinance by the Interior Minister against it. 

You cannot counteract injustice by following the rules set by criminals.  

    

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjvXvHNCiWs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjvXvHNCiWs
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66. Emer Cooke  

Vienna 4/3/2021  

Ms. Emer Cooke was born in Ireland in 1961. University education in pharmacy and business 

administration.  

From November 16, 2020, she took over the position of Director of the EMA – European 

Medicines Agency in Amsterdam. Everything would be fine, after all experts should occupy 

such important positions.  

However, there is one thing.  

In 1991 Ms. Cooke took over the position of Scientific and Regulatory Director at EFPIA, the  

European association of the pharmaceutical industry based in Brussels. The central purpose of 

EFPIA is to improve the competitiveness of research-based pharmaceutical companies in 

Europe in the regulatory and political environment. That is, she was lobbying 33 of the largest 

pharmaceutical companies – members of the EFPIA.  

When you consider that 86% of the EMA budget is payments from pharmaceutical 

companies, who will be surprised by the hasty decisions to allow dangerous substances – 

wrongly called vaccines – against plandemic? The same organization poses insurmountable 

barriers to alternative means to reduce the frequency of positive PCR test results.  

We are dealing with Mafia structures that use corruption as the most important tool to achieve 

their goals – profit maximization. If this goal were achieved and at the same time contributed 

to improving the health of people in Europe, I would approve of it. Unfortunately, health is 

just an ideological cover here.  

Healing people is the last thing this mafia could support. This should be logical for everyone. 

Who Would Cure Diseases and Restrict the Market for Drugs? These companies are legally 

committed to the best economic performance, and do so with laudable zeal.  

It is a pity that they do not cure, but artificially cause new diseases.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Federation_of_Pharmaceutical_Industries_and_Associations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Federation_of_Pharmaceutical_Industries_and_Associations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Federation_of_Pharmaceutical_Industries_and_Associations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Federation_of_Pharmaceutical_Industries_and_Associations
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/about-us/how-we-work/governance-documents/funding
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/about-us/how-we-work/governance-documents/funding
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/about-us/how-we-work/governance-documents/funding
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/about-us/how-we-work/governance-documents/funding
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67. Polish pastor from Canada  

Vienna 4/6/2021  

The Catholic Church’s pro-pandemic stance probably surprised all of us. When the churches 

closed for Easter a year ago, there was no protest.  

The church, which helped risk the lives of clergymen during the war to save people, which 

was a refuge for people in difficult times, this time failed to fulfill its basic mission – to serve 

God and the believers.  

Of course, as always, there were exceptions, but the vast majority of clergy, including the 

head of the Church, meekly surrendered to the dark side and obediently, sometimes 

overzealously, obeyed rules that were inconsistent with ethics and religion. Holy water 

disappeared from the churches, the number of exhibition participants was limited, and sheep 

without a mask are put outside the door.  

I want to show you the attitude of the Polish Protestant Pastor Artur Pawłowski from Calgary, 

Canada. He chased away police officers who were illegally entering the temple in order to 

fine the believers. He shouted to them to find out that there was no room for the Gestapo in 

the church and called on the Nazis.  

As you can see in the video, his intervention was successful, the police never returned to this 

church.  

And the clergy? Well, maybe he doesn’t pray enough?  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziWXH7T15zw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziWXH7T15zw
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68. Globalresearch.org  

Vienna 4/8/2021  

Today I want to show you how, without knowledge of foreign languages, you can find 

interesting information that does not necessarily match the official Covid line imposed on us.  

Using Globalresearch.org as an example, I’ll show you how to read articles in Spanish. There 

are many more such websites.  

This platform publishes all articles in 51 different languages.  

How do I choose a Spanish language?  

The first time you open this page, it will be displayed in English. Above you can see 

something like this:  

  

Clicking the yellow item I highlighted will bring up a list of these 51 different languages for 

you to choose from. You have to do a bit of searching, but I can assure you that Spanish is 

here too. After selecting the language, all of the following articles will be displayed in 

Spanish:  

  

If you have allowed the use of cookies, your computer remembers your selection and you do 

not have to repeat it again.  

What can you expect on this website? Above all, it is a platform dedicated to discovering the 

darker side of globalism. It’s hard to believe today, but globalism also has positive aspects. I 

have always praised the possibility of crossing European borders without control. That is also 

globalism.  

For beginners, it may come as a shock to learn about the CIA’s involvement in the 

hypocritical propaganda that sparked the war in Iraq, illegal under international law on 

August 2, 1990. Over a million people died then.  

Our supposedly truthful media never wrote the truth about it. But why? The answer is simple: 

the media lose their economic existence if they write something like this. Government grants 

are a great way to convince editors what is right and what is not.  

  

https://www.globalresearch.ca/
https://www.globalresearch.ca/
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You don’t have to agree to everything, because that’s not what this is about. You need more 

different views of our world in order to decide according to your beliefs what game is being 

played in the world. Anyone who only has access to one-sided information is inevitably 

condemned to this “no alternative, correct” ideology.  
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69. Is Virology a Science?  

Vienna 4/9/2021  

Is there an answer to this question? Yes, and this is:  

No, virology is not a science.  

I can already hear the scream of indignant representatives of this profession. I’m sorry girls 

and boys – you are not scientists. They do not meet, or rather, virology does not meet the 

basic requirements to be accepted into the – lately less and less respected – group of science.  

But since I am speaking to you, dear virologists, how can you earn a million euros without 

much effort? This is not a joke – the April Fool’s joke is long behind us. I wrote in the 

chapter Where is this virus? with an amount of 225 thousand euros for the first person to 

present a scientifically documented isolation of the coronavirus. Well, due to the fact that no 

one volunteered, this award has been increased to one million euros.. The website is in 

German, but if there is a million euro deposited for a clever virologist, such a trifle should not 

be a problem.  

(Vienna 4/27/2021 The price is currently 1.5 million euros).  

Well, that doesn’t justify my answer to the title question. However, I think that this material 

argument will convince any skeptic. It is true that you have yet to learn the arguments for 

unscientific behavior in virology.  

I came across three red cards for the Corona on a German site. On this website, people are 

mobilized to send letters to the plumbing offices documenting the lack of scientific evidence 

for the effect of corona measures. Such an initiative could prove to be an effective weapon 

against the lawlessness of corrupt authorities and the greatest punishment for the lowest 

officials for participating in the annihilation of the nation.  

I have translated a document from this website into Polish, which presents seven facts proving 

an unscientific approach in virology.  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/738
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/738
https://www.samueleckert.net/isolat-truth-fund/
https://www.samueleckert.net/isolat-truth-fund/
https://rotekartefuercorona.de/drei-rote-karten.php
https://rotekartefuercorona.de/drei-rote-karten.php
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/three-red-cards-for-corona-v0.2-2021.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/three-red-cards-for-corona-v0.2-2021.pdf
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70. Twenty-four US states that do not require mask  

Vienna 4/22/2021  

This time positive news from the USA. Source: tkp.at  

Already 24 US states with no mask requirement and 12 with a ban on vaccination pass.  

There are more and more – now two more with Alabama and New Hampshire have been 

added. The positive and successful examples of the states that have lifted the mask 

requirement seem to be catching on. Not least because, in spite of all prophecies of doom, 

these states in particular have developed better than those with strict measures including the 

obligation to wear a mask.  

Florida had already lifted all measures including the mask requirement at the end of  

September 2020. The state has thus also proven in practice what the world’s leading 

epidemiologists, immunologists and public health experts – site in Germane – said:  

Lockdowns, schools and business closings, quarantine and contact tracing as well as masking 

requirements do not help at all, but they do considerable harm.   

Florida – and in Europe, of course, Sweden – have impressively demonstrated that these 

scientific findings are correct, while virologists have failed practically all along the line and 

have given incorrect advice. After all, it’s about politics for people, not viruses. Because 

Florida can be compared very well with the California – site in Germane, which has 

implemented draconian measures over many months. But without achieving any advantage in 

infections, hospitalizations, and deaths, it has seen more unemployment and significantly 

poorer economic data.  

https://tkp.at/2021/04/22/bereits-24-us-bundesstaaten-ohne-maskenzwang-und-12-mit-verbot-vom-impfpass/
https://tkp.at/2021/04/22/bereits-24-us-bundesstaaten-ohne-maskenzwang-und-12-mit-verbot-vom-impfpass/
https://tkp.at/2020/09/25/wenn-sich-politiker-in-zeiten-von-corona-rat-von-spitzenwissenschaftlern-holen/
https://tkp.at/2020/09/25/wenn-sich-politiker-in-zeiten-von-corona-rat-von-spitzenwissenschaftlern-holen/
https://tkp.at/2020/09/25/wenn-sich-politiker-in-zeiten-von-corona-rat-von-spitzenwissenschaftlern-holen/
https://tkp.at/2020/09/25/wenn-sich-politiker-in-zeiten-von-corona-rat-von-spitzenwissenschaftlern-holen/
https://tkp.at/2020/09/25/wenn-sich-politiker-in-zeiten-von-corona-rat-von-spitzenwissenschaftlern-holen/
https://tkp.at/2020/09/25/wenn-sich-politiker-in-zeiten-von-corona-rat-von-spitzenwissenschaftlern-holen/
https://tkp.at/2021/02/23/florida-vs-kalifornien-keine-auswirkung-von-lockdown-und-strikten-massnahmen/
https://tkp.at/2021/02/23/florida-vs-kalifornien-keine-auswirkung-von-lockdown-und-strikten-massnahmen/
https://tkp.at/2021/02/23/florida-vs-kalifornien-keine-auswirkung-von-lockdown-und-strikten-massnahmen/
https://tkp.at/2021/02/23/florida-vs-kalifornien-keine-auswirkung-von-lockdown-und-strikten-massnahmen/
https://tkp.at/2021/02/23/florida-vs-kalifornien-keine-auswirkung-von-lockdown-und-strikten-massnahmen/
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As you can see from the tweet, Florida was not the pioneer at all. A total of 10 states never 

had the mask requirement, but that has remained under the radar. First Florida really caught 

the eye and then at the beginning of March when Texas and Mississippi followed – much to 

the annoyance of the US President and the cohort of Democratic governors, who base their 

policies on the wishes of the pharmaceutical, digital and financial industries.  

North Dakota had already canceled everything beforehand, as it turned out that the 

neighboring state of South Dakota was better off without any measures. Iowa and Montana 

followed, and then on March 2nd, Texas and Mississippi.  

And as we can see, the remaining 26 states and DC that have always been masked have more 

confirmed cases than the other states right now. Although this can also be caused by fewer 

tests.  

For the states without masks and without restrictions it certainly also speaks that the people 

there are better off and their health is not harmed by masks, imprisonment and fear 

propaganda.  

We can look forward to seeing when the next domino will tip over and when other states will 

lift the restrictions. For Biden and the governors of the Democrats, it is becoming more and 
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more difficult to maintain their policies. Biden’s chief adviser Anthony Fauci, who straps two 

masks onto his face, is acting completely absurd.  

In the United States, false science is being pushed back more and more. Politics are made for 

people instead of viruses, consultants are public health experts and immunologists instead of 

virologists. That is why the mask requirement is falling in more and more US states.  
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70. Fascism  

Vienna 4/25/2021  

I would like to compare the commonalities of German fascism in the first half of the 20th 

century – as it was introduced – with the changes in the world today. You might ask what one 

has to do with the other? Exactly, I’m looking for an answer to that question.  

The first question that arises concerns the racial struggle of the National Socialists. Today we 

will not find discrimination against nations in such direct form.  

While national identity is an obstacle to the implementation of the Great Reset, it has not been 

directly targeted by globalists. I suspect they will solve this problem after victory when they 

are in full power. At this stage she would not risk consolidating the forces of the opponents of 

the world government.  

For those who are not aware of the pre-existing structures of global government, see the 

World government, where I described this topic.  

Democracy and national sovereignty are only compatible if globalization is pushed back – 

Quote from Klaus Schwab’s book “COVID-19: The Great Coup”. Klaus Schwab is the 

founder of the World Economic Forum (WEF) – one of the main representatives of the 

globalists and promoters of Great Reset.  

Certainly no nation will be chosen as the best. Globalists also learn from the mistakes of 

history. Their goal is also to create a new power elite, regardless of nationality. This elite 

includes the richest people in the world. So this aspect of fascism is not reflected in the 

pandemic reality. But only if it is literally understood as the Holocaust of certain national 

groups.  

The green passport that is now being introduced is undoubtedly the first step towards 

discrimination against people who do not want to be vaccinated against a scientifically 

unfounded vaccine (see chapter Is virology a science?).  

It is psychological abuse based on a new religion – Covidianism. Belief in a pandemic has no 

scientific basis, no clinical trial support, it is based only on dogma. His temple is television, 

radio, and the press.  

I leave it to you to choose whether such discrimination can be seen as a feature of fascism.  

We come to the remaining, less contradicting, aspects of the fascist ideology that exist today. 

According to the historian Roger Eatwell’s book “Fascism: A History”, these are:  

A plan to change human nature and create a better society. Hasn’t there been any drastic 

changes in human relationships in a year, divisions that people with different views denounce 

as lacking in solidarity with the pandemic of fear?  

Criticism of capitalism, liberalism and socialism as systems that break up or weaken the 

community. I will use a quote from the aforementioned book by Mr. Schwab: Given the 

failures and weaknesses in the cruel daylight of the corona crisis, we could be forced to act 

faster by replacing failed ideas, institutions, processes and rules with new ones that better 

meet current and future needs.  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/723
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/723
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/1537
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/1537
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Communicate fascist values to people through the media and propaganda. I don’t think I have 

to prove anything to anyone on this point, although most of us don’t know that media 

manipulation today works very similarly to Goebbels propaganda 90 years ago. One-way 

communication that condemns everything to nonexistence that does not support this “only 

correct” ideology.  

We connect fascism with political murders, with Nazi militias. However, fascism received its 

greatest support in the tacit approval of an average citizen who is indifferent to the fate of 

other citizens.  

If you think that political murders are only history, I recommend the film Murder or tragic 

Accident? The film is German, but you can enable English subtitles.  

  

     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6_6NiYZI60&t=909s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6_6NiYZI60&t=909s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6_6NiYZI60&t=909s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f6_6NiYZI60&t=909s
https://www.world-scam.com/en/english-subtitles-on-youtube-videos
https://www.world-scam.com/en/english-subtitles-on-youtube-videos
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72. Why?  

Vienna 4/28/2ß21  

This video in German inspired me to write this chapter.  

The questions asked here come from this film and should be asked to all monarchists – that’s 

what I call Corona supporters.  

Here you are:  

1. Why don’t we see these televised ambulances out on the streets day and night?  

2. Why aren’t funeral parlors more overloaded than in previous years?  

3. Why don’t we see endless rows of people in cemeteries carrying their relatives to the 

grave?  

4. Why do statistics show the death rate did not increase in 2020?  

5. Where are the people who died from the flu?  

6. If the first measures were successful, why do we repeat them?  

7. Why does the government only listen to experts of their choice and ignore recognized 

scientific experts?  

8. Why are we watching overcrowded intensive care units on TV when they are not 

overcrowded at all?  

9. Why are trained nurses unemployed and why do clinics have low occupancy of 

hospital beds?  

10. If the masks are contaminated with a dangerous virus, why do we run into them every 

step of the way when they are on the street?  

11. Why do we have different rules for separation between people in many countries?  

12. Why, if children are not carriers of the virus – are schools closed?  

13. If the masks are so effective, why weren’t they used for the flu?  

14. Why can’t you see people die in the street?  

15. Why are big stores opened that hundreds of people come into and small stores that 

only two or three can enter are closed?  

16. Why are PCR-positive people defined as Covid-infected and not just tested positive?  

17. Why was it forgotten to report that WHO admitted the PCR test was unreliable?  

18. Why is it recommended to disinfect the hands several times a day, although it is very 

harmful to the skin of the hands?  

19. Why do we need an experimental vaccine against the virus with a 99.9% survival rate?  

20. If the vaccine is working, why can the person vaccinated infect others?  

21. If you are vaccinated why do you still have to wear a mask and keep your distance?  

22. How many people who died of Covid do you know personally?  

23. How many people who suffer from vaccination complications do you personally 

know?  

24. Why are hundreds of thousands of vaccine damage and vaccine deaths not reported?  

25. Why are vaccine manufacturers not legally responsible for the harm they cause?  

26. Why hasn’t everything shut down when this virus is deadly?  

27. Why can we live peacefully with thousands of different viruses but not the corona?  

28. Why are fewer people dying in some countries – Sweden, Belarus, Tanzania – who 

have not taken action against Covid than elsewhere?  

These sensible questions were asked by German school children. Why is there no answer to 

that?  

    

https://bittube.tv/post/a53d765e-2c6d-4ceb-ba82-8f3e39fa9038
https://bittube.tv/post/a53d765e-2c6d-4ceb-ba82-8f3e39fa9038
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73. White Rose  

Vienna 5/2/2021  

World War II story. South Germany, Munich, summer 1942.  

A group of students and a university professor decided to counter Goebbels propaganda. They 

started printing leaflets informing about Nazi crimes, mainly in the occupied territories in the 

east. Their movement is known as the white rose.  

First the leaflets were distributed in Munich, then the movement spread to other major 

German cities. At its peak, 9,000 leaflets were printed and distributed at the same time.  

The activity of this group lasted until mid-February 1943. At that time the siblings Hans and 

Sophie Scholl were caught by other students during a dissemination campaign at the 

university and held until the arrival of the Gestapo.  

A few days later they were sentenced to death and beheaded on February 22, 1943 in Munich.  

So much for this tragic story. Let’s move on to the present.  

On April 8, 2021, a family court in Weimar ruled on the wearing of masks and tests in 

German schools. The judgment, which prohibits action to the detriment of the students, was 

justified on 178 pages with the testimony of experts and many witnesses.  

On April 26, German police raided the private home and the premises of the court of the 

judge who issued the sentence. His computer and cell phone were confiscated.  

That is why the initiative to support this judge was introduced in the form of white roses and 

candles as a sign of mourning after democracy.  

White roses also appeared in front of the German embassy in Vienna.  
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There will likely be those who will be outraged by this comparison. They’d rather we wait for 

them to start beheading people.  

Fascism was also introduced gradually until it became so strong that protest was no longer 

possible.  
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74. The world has gone mad  

Vienna 5/3/2021  

Someone tried to tell me a year ago that I would like to hear the sounds of the Internationale 

at a demonstration  

I would reply that I normally don’t go to demonstrations, and certainly not to demonstrations 

where I would have to listen: “Arise ye, prisoners of starvation …”  

That happened on Saturday May 1st. As usual, I took part in the forbidden demonstration 

against the plandemic in front of the Vienna City Hall and heard this hymn there from both 

communists and social democrats.  

Why did it make me happy? Nobody will make a communist of me. It didn’t work out in the 

People’s Republic of Poland. I was happy about that because the media would fool around if 

they accused the Austrian Communist Party (KPÖ) of National Socialism. Anti-Covid 

measures protesters are described in the media as right-wing extremists. So far, the KPÖ sat 

like a mouse under a broom and feared that the virus could attack their immortal ideology. So 

I followed these noises and came across a demonstration of them.  

I listened to what they had to say and was surprised. I was surprised that they didn’t bring up 

the issue of class struggle or even condemn capitalism. This time they protested against the 

imposition of dictatorship, the abolition of civil rights, and a few other issues that, oddly 

enough, overlap with ours.  

I have no illusions and I know that if this nightmare ends with the plandemic, they will 

promote their never-fulfilled ideas again.  

In the time of the People’s Republic of Poland there was a joke: how do you call a journalistic 

duck? Answer – TASS.  

For those who don’t know, TASS stands for the Soviet press agency that published the Truth 

newspaper. At the time it had as much to do with truth as I did with ornithology – nothing.  

Why am I writing about it? If you want to be informed objectively and reliably about the 

socalled pandemic, I recommend that you consult the official Moscow media. This is not a 

joke  

– you won’t find any provocative propaganda there. It is different if there is an article on 

Putin’s policy, and yes, such information is heavily biased, like in the western media – just in 

a different direction, of course.  
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Or maybe it wasn’t the world that was going crazy, but despite my dislike of communist 

ideology, I forced myself to listen to what they had to say?  
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75. Show me  

Vienna 5/6/2021  

This short YouTube Video inspired me to write this chapter. The movie is in German, but 

English subtitles can be turned on.  

1. Show me the studies that show that the PCR test can detect the infection.  

2. Show me the documents that the PCR test is reliably performed with a CT value of 

less than 25.  

3. Show me the study that proves that incidence values reflect the actual infection 

process.  

4. Show me the evidence that rapid antigen tests are always reliable and meaningful.  

5. Show me the study that proves that there is an asymptomatic infection that 

asymptomatic viruses capable of replicating can transmit and that this form of 

transmission is relevant for the infection process.  

6. Show me the studies that show that high numbers of infections correlate with high 

numbers of deaths.  

7. Show me the evidence that corona deaths actually mainly died of corona.  

8. Show me the evidence that excess mortality was significantly higher in countries with 

little to no lockdown.  

9. Show me the evidence that health systems in countries with little to no lockdown have 

collapsed, or at least more collapsed than in previous years.  

10. Show me the evidence that the horror predictions have arrived in countries with little 

to no lockdown.  

11. Show me the studies that show that previous influenza epidemics would not have been 

pandemics according to the new WHO definition.  

12. Show me the studies that show that only the mRNA vaccine can save us.  

13. Show me the studies that show that those who died after the vaccination did not die 

from the vaccination.  

14. Show me the studies that show that herd immunity can only be achieved after mass 

vaccination.  

15. Show me the studies that show that all people need to be vaccinated before the 

pandemic is over.  

16. Show me the studies that show that other healing methods, other remedies are totally 

ineffective.  

17. Show me the studies that show that partially anonymized contact tracing is effective 

for fighting pandemics.  

18. Show me the studies that show that open schools contribute to the infection process.  

19. Show me the studies that show that masking makes sense for children and does not 

harm them physically or psychologically.  

20. Show me the evidence that curfews and demo bans reduce the number of infections.  

21. Show me the evidence that lockdown does more good than harm.  

Show me, show me the evidence. If you support the measures and “science follows”, then tell 

me what science is saying. If you think science should have the last word in our democracy, 

show me what that last word is.  

Show me. If you restrict our freedom and accept the threat to the health of our children, the 

isolation of the elderly, increased poverty and unemployment, the total economic recession 

and the death of cultural and social life, then show me that it is necessary and that it is there is 

no other way.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0i7Cr6LTUwA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0i7Cr6LTUwA
https://www.world-scam.com/en/english-subtitles-on-youtube-videos
https://www.world-scam.com/en/english-subtitles-on-youtube-videos
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Show me. If you want to suspend our Basic Law, violate our civil rights and freedoms, then 

the burden of proof is on you. Everything else is arbitrariness and oppression.  

I have nothing more to add.  
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76. The Emperor’s New Clothes  

Vienna 5/7/2021  

The fairy tale “The Emperor’s New Clothes”, written by Hans Christian Andersen in the 19th 

century, is still relevant today. Please read it carefully and compare it to the current 

“emperors” and the imperial court.  

Many years ago, there was an Emperor, who was so excessively fond of new clothes, that he 

spent all his money in dress. He did not trouble himself in the least about his soldiers; nor did 

he care to go either to the theatre or the chase, except for the opportunities then afforded him 

for displaying his new clothes. He had a different suit for each hour of the day; and as of any 

other king or emperor, one is accustomed to say, “he is sitting in council,” it was always said 

of him, “The Emperor is sitting in his wardrobe.”  

Time passed merrily in the large town which was his capital; strangers arrived every day at 

the court. One day, two rogues, calling themselves weavers, made their appearance. They 

gave out that they knew how to weave stuffs of the most beautiful colors and elaborate 

patterns, the clothes manufactured from which should have the wonderful property of 

remaining invisible to everyone who was unfit for the office he held, or who was 

extraordinarily simple in character.  

“These must, indeed, be splendid clothes!” thought the Emperor. “Had I such a suit, I might at 

once find out what men in my realms are unfit for their office, and also be able to distinguish 

the wise from the foolish! This stuff must be woven for me immediately.” And he caused 

large sums of money to be given to both the weavers in order that they might begin their work 

directly.  

So the two pretended weavers set up two looms, and affected to work very busily, though in 

reality they did nothing at all. They asked for the most delicate silk and the purest gold thread; 

put both into their own knapsacks; and then continued their pretended work at the empty 

looms until late at night.  

“I should like to know how the weavers are getting on with my cloth,” said the Emperor to 

himself, after some little time had elapsed; he was, however, rather embarrassed, when he 

remembered that a simpleton, or one unfit for his office, would be unable to see the 

manufacture. To be sure, he thought he had nothing to risk in his own person; but yet, he 

would prefer sending somebody else, to bring him intelligence about the weavers, and their 

work, before he troubled himself in the affair. All the people throughout the city had heard of 

the wonderful property the cloth was to possess; and all were anxious to learn how wise, or 

how ignorant, their neighbors might prove to be.  

“I will send my faithful old minister to the weavers,” said the Emperor at last, after some 

deliberation, “he will be best able to see how the cloth looks; for he is a man of sense, and no 

one can be more suitable for his office than he is.”  

So the faithful old minister went into the hall, where the knaves were working with all their 

might, at their empty looms. “What can be the meaning of this?” thought the old man, 

opening his eyes very wide. “I cannot discover the least bit of thread on the looms.” However, 

he did not express his thoughts aloud.  

The impostors requested him very courteously to be so good as to come nearer their looms; 

and then asked him whether the design pleased him, and whether the colors were not very 

beautiful; at the same time pointing to the empty frames. The poor old minister looked and 
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looked, he could not discover anything on the looms, for a very good reason, viz: there was 

nothing there. “What!” thought he again. “Is it possible that I am a simpleton? I have never 

thought so myself; and no one must know it now if I am so. Can it be, that I am unfit for my 

office? No, that must not be said either. I will never confess that I could not see the stuff.”  

“Well, Sir Minister!” said one of the knaves, still pretending to work. “You do not say 

whether the stuff pleases you.” “Oh, it is excellent!” replied the old minister, looking at the 

loom through his spectacles. “This pattern, and the colors, yes, I will tell the Emperor 

without delay, how very beautiful I think them.”  

“We shall be much obliged to you,” said the impostors, and then they named the different 

colors and described the pattern of the pretended stuff. The old minister listened attentively to 

their words, in order that he might repeat them to the Emperor; and then the knaves asked for 

more silk and gold, saying that it was necessary to complete what they had begun. However, 

they put all that was given them into their knapsacks; and continued to work with as much 

apparent diligence as before at their empty looms.  

The Emperor now sent another officer of his court to see how the men were getting on, and to 

ascertain whether the cloth would soon be ready. It was just the same with this gentleman as 

with the minister; he surveyed the looms on all sides, but could see nothing at all but the empty 
frames.  

“Does not the stuff appear as beautiful to you, as it did to my lord the minister?” asked the 

impostors of the Emperor’s second ambassador; at the same time making the same gestures as 

before, and talking of the design and colors which were not there.  

“I certainly am not stupid!” thought the messenger. “It must be, that I am not fit for my good, 

profitable office! That is very odd; however, no one shall know anything about it.” And 

accordingly he praised the stuff he could not see, and declared that he was delighted with both 

colors and patterns. “Indeed, please your Imperial Majesty,” said he to his sovereign when he 

returned, “the cloth which the weavers are preparing is extraordinarily magnificent.”  

The whole city was talking of the splendid cloth which the Emperor had ordered to be woven 

at his own expense.  

And now the Emperor himself wished to see the costly manufacture, while it was still in the 

loom. Accompanied by a select number of officers of the court, among whom were the two 

honest men who had already admired the cloth, he went to the crafty impostors, who, as soon 

as they were aware of the Emperor’s approach, went on working more diligently than ever; 

although they still did not pass a single thread through the looms.  

“Is not the work absolutely magnificent?” said the two officers of the crown, already 

mentioned. “If your Majesty will only be pleased to look at it! What a splendid design! What 

glorious colors!” and at the same time they pointed to the empty frames; for they imagined 

that everyone else could see this exquisite piece of workmanship.  

“How is this?” said the Emperor to himself. “I can see nothing! This is indeed a terrible affair! 

Am I a simpleton, or am I unfit to be an Emperor? That would be the worst thing that could 

happen–Oh! the cloth is charming,” said he, aloud. “It has my complete approbation.” And he 

smiled most graciously, and looked closely at the empty looms; for on no account would he 

say that he could not see what two of the officers of his court had praised so much. All his 

retinue now strained their eyes, hoping to discover something on the looms, but they could 

see no more than the others; nevertheless, they all exclaimed, “Oh, how beautiful!” and 
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advised his majesty to have some new clothes made from this splendid material, for the 

approaching procession. “Magnificent! Charming! Excellent!” resounded on all sides; and 

everyone was uncommonly gay. The Emperor shared in the general satisfaction; and 

presented the impostors with the riband of an order of knighthood, to be worn in their 

buttonholes, and the title of “Gentlemen Weavers.”  

The rogues sat up the whole of the night before the day on which the procession was to take 

place, and had sixteen lights burning, so that everyone might see how anxious they were to 

finish the Emperor’s new suit. They pretended to roll the cloth off the looms; cut the air with 

their scissors; and sewed with needles without any thread in them. “See!” cried they, at last. 

“The Emperor’s new clothes are ready!”  

And now the Emperor, with all the grandees of his court, came to the weavers; and the rogues 

raised their arms, as if in the act of holding something up, saying, “Here are your Majesty’s 

trousers! Here is the scarf! Here is the mantle! The whole suit is as light as a cobweb; one 

might fancy one has nothing at all on, when dressed in it; that, however, is the great virtue of 

this delicate cloth.”  

“Yes indeed!” said all the courtiers, although not one of them could see anything of this 

exquisite manufacture.  

“If your Imperial Majesty will be graciously pleased to take off your clothes, we will fit on 

the new suit, in front of the looking glass.”  

The Emperor was accordingly undressed, and the rogues pretended to array him in his new 

suit; the Emperor turning round, from side to side, before the looking glass.  

“How splendid his Majesty looks in his new clothes, and how well they fit!” everyone cried 

out. “What a design! What colors! These are indeed royal robes!”  

“The canopy which is to be borne over your Majesty, in the procession, is waiting,” 

announced the chief master of the ceremonies.  

“I am quite ready,” answered the Emperor. “Do my new clothes fit well?” asked he, turning 

himself round again before the looking glass, in order that he might appear to be examining 

his handsome suit.  

The lords of the bedchamber, who were to carry his Majesty’s train felt about on the ground, 

as if they were lifting up the ends of the mantle; and pretended to be carrying something; for 

they would by no means betray anything like simplicity, or unfitness for their office.  

So now the Emperor walked under his high canopy in the midst of the procession, through the 

streets of his capital; and all the people standing by, and those at the windows, cried out, “Oh!  

How beautiful are our Emperor’s new clothes! What a magnificent train there is to the mantle; 

and how gracefully the scarf hangs!” in short, no one would allow that he could not see these 

much-admired clothes; because, in doing so, he would have declared himself either a 

simpleton or unfit for his office. Certainly, none of the Emperor’s various suits, had ever 

made so great an impression, as these invisible ones.  

“But the Emperor has nothing at all on!” said a little child.  

“Listen to the voice of innocence!” exclaimed his father; and what the child had said was 

whispered from one to another.  
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“But he has nothing at all on!” at last cried out all the people. The Emperor was vexed, for he 

knew that the people were right; but he thought the procession must go on now! And the lords 

of the bedchamber took greater pains than ever, to appear holding up a train, although, in 

reality, there was no train to hold.  
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77. Spanish flu  

Vienna 5/8/2021  

More than 100 years have passed since one of the largest pandemics in history. According to  

Wikipedia, it was brought to Europe by US soldiers. An exceptionally high mortality rate of 

5-10% resulted in 21 to 100 million people worldwide dying from influenza, depending on 

the sources of information.  

I found a 100 year old article from New Zealand that told you how scientists studied the 

causes, ways of spreading and treating the flu a century ago. Source.  

Also 100 years ago, scientific studies were carried out to understand how the flu spreads. A 

number of such studies were conducted in the United States (Boston and San Francisco) 

between November 1918 and March 1919. A total of 10 different experiments were carried 

out to explain how people can get infected with flu. 62 young and healthy volunteers who had 

never had a history of influenza were involved in these experiments.  

Even as we know today, these volunteers were exposed to more and more dangerous contact 

with infected people. The first experiment looked at the effect of only being close to one 

infected person. Then the secretion obtained from the lungs, nose and throat of contaminated 

patients was introduced into the nose, throat and eyes of test subjects. In exercise 5, such a 

contaminated fluid was injected subcutaneously.  

In all 10 experiments there were no cases of influenza transmission to the test subjects.  

If you are interested in a detailed description of these experiments, you can read this 

dokument. You can also download this document from this page. The description of these 

experiments can be found on the pages in the PDF file 172 – 272.  

We know from experience that diseases like the flu are contagious. However, not everyone 

who comes into contact with the infected person automatically becomes ill. Why is this 

happening? I can answer this question by presenting my theory – as I understand it.  

Whether or not a person becomes infected depends, in my opinion, on the state of their 

immune system. I know – it’s nothing new, but reading the mainstream media shows that our 

immunology is more of an obstacle to treatment.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_flu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spanish_flu
https://www.nzma.org.nz/journal-articles/etiology-and-treatment-of-influenza
https://www.nzma.org.nz/journal-articles/etiology-and-treatment-of-influenza
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/influenza_1919.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/influenza_1919.pdf
https://archive.org/details/experiments-upon-volunteers-to-determine-the-cause-and-mode-of-spread-of-influen/page/n301/mode/2up
https://archive.org/details/experiments-upon-volunteers-to-determine-the-cause-and-mode-of-spread-of-influen/page/n301/mode/2up
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After the First World War, the situation was perfect for a pandemic. Hunger, poverty and poor 

hygiene could not stop this cruel plague.  
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78. The effects of vaccinations in Germany  

Vienna 5/13/2021  

Today I found information in German from the Federal Ministry of Health in Germany about 

vaccination complications in this country.  

This is an answer to how many people who received vaccines were hospitalized and how 

many died.  

Today, May 13th, this journalist (Boris Reitschuster) received this answer:  

Hello Mr. Reitschuster,  

In response to yesterday’s question as to whether there are surveys of the percentage of those 

who tested positive, of those admitted to hospitals and of those who died of COVID-19, the 

following submission was made:  

After more than 36 million vaccination doses were administered, a total of 57,146 (0.016%) 

vaccinated COVID-19 cases were reported, of which 44,059 (77%) were vaccinated once and 

13,087 (23%) were vaccinated twice. Due to the short response time, it is not possible to state 

whether the disease occurred 15 days after the 2nd vaccination (start of the assumed complete 

immune protection through the vaccination) and is therefore to be regarded as a breakthrough 

vaccination for the 2x vaccinated persons due to the short response time.  

Of the 1x vaccinated (n = 44,059), 28,270 (64%) people reported an onset of the disease, 

4,562 (10%) reported hospitalization and 2,045 (4.6%) reported that they had died.  

Of the 2x vaccinated (n = 13,087), 4,999 (38%) people reported an onset of the disease, 1,659 

(13%) reported hospitalization and 662 (5.1%) reported that they had died.  

Information on the proportion with intensive medical treatment is not available for either 

group.  

With best regards  

XXXX XXXX  

Press department  

Federal Ministry of Health  

https://reitschuster.de/post/2-707-menschen-nach-impfung-an-covid-19-gestorben/
https://reitschuster.de/post/2-707-menschen-nach-impfung-an-covid-19-gestorben/
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79. Mutations from India  

Vienna 5/24/2021  

I haven’t written here for a long time. Not because nothing happens – on the contrary. You 

can’t complain about the cucumber season these days. I was in Poland for a week.  

Today I recently found a letter from the Government of India aimed at social media. It is the 

so-called Indian mutation of the Corona Virus.  

The letter was written in English and the original looks like this:   
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Another lie that should panic in societies in many countries around the world.  

Two Indian Government links used in this letter:  

www.meity.gov.in https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1717876   

  

      

http://www.meity.gov.in/
http://www.meity.gov.in/
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1717876
https://pib.gov.in/PressReleasePage.aspx?PRID=1717876
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80. Another global lie  

Vienna 5/28/2021  

Once upon a time, when journalists from the German magazine Die Welt could still do their 

job properly, something unimaginable happened today: Instead of copying CNN or Reuters 

news, as is common today, the journalist did a good job.  

What I am writing happened almost exactly 10 years ago. In April 2011, an article on global 

warming was published in this once respected magazine.  

You may be wondering what is the relationship between global warming and plandemic? At 

first glance, not at all. However, as we get closer, it turns out that ten years ago similar 

methods were used to convince the public of a theory that is believed to be true but has as 

much to do with reality as today’s public television broadcasts  

Here, too, the rules of psychological warfare apply, fear of scientifically unfounded claims 

spreads. Here, too, people with a different opinion are fought instead of arguing with their 

views. Ten years ago, globalists did not have most media dependent on their advertising or 

simply on payments in the millions, as they do today.  

A “tremendous threat” has been created to the earth, creating fear of climate collapse. We 

have destroyed our environment on an unprecedented scale since the industrial revolution, 

more than 150 years ago. That is true, and real attention must be paid to it. However, such 

measures must be based on honest research. Instead of limiting the emission of CO2, which is 

necessary for the life of all plants and thus indirectly for the fauna, we should invest more 

energy in the search for new, more ecological production methods. And certainly not to get 

involved in actions such as building pylons with power generators. Their influence on the 

energy balance is imperceptible and the environmental impact is considerable.  

The vast majority of environmental protection measures are more damaging to the 

environment. Its only use is for politicians, who then boast of such “achievements” and 

carefully hide the damage they have caused.  

  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Clima.html
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Clima.html
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Clima.html
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Clima.html
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During the largest demonstration in Europe in defense of freedom and democracy, which took 

place on August 29th last year in Berlin, I had the opportunity to meet the math and physics 

teacher Björn Köhler. More than a year ago, he conducted a series of physics experiments that 

showed that global warming could in no way be due to carbon dioxide. He published this 

experience on YouTube. Here is a link to the first video CO2 lie or is it greenhouse gas? Part 

1 attempt with terrible results. The movie is in German, but English subtitles can be turned 

on.  

  

    

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwOCGWv8wH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwOCGWv8wH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwOCGWv8wH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EwOCGWv8wH8
https://www.world-scam.com/en/english-subtitles-on-youtube-videos
https://www.world-scam.com/en/english-subtitles-on-youtube-videos
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81. Artificial intelligence  

Vienna 5/30/2021  

An interview with Microsoft boss Brad Smith about neutron networks appeared in the English 

Daily Mail on Thursday. There would be nothing unusual about that, after all, this company 

has invested large sums in the development of this modern technology.  

It is noteworthy that the president of a technology giant based in Redmond, Seattle, USA, 

warns against total Orwellian surveillance. I was even more surprised by the call to limit the 

spread of AI. Yes, the threat indicated is very real. And it’s true that China is most interested 

in using this technology to control its own (and not just) citizens.  

However, there is the other side of the coin – the US. A country with the greatest traditions of 

freedom. But are these proud traditions still recognized by the US government? Suffice it to 

say, after World War II, 87% of all armed conflicts worldwide were initiated by the US 

government.  

Although I have a technical education, I am a staunch opponent of technocracy. I can see the 

dangers of a purely technical understanding of the world. Right now, the belief is widespread 

that Covid is tested, not diagnosed – it’s a technocracy, too. I am in favor of putting in place 

mechanisms to prevent the misuse of new technologies for purposes that are contrary to the 

interests of man and nature. Here I admit that Mr. Smith is right that legal issues should be 

addressed.  

The problem isn’t with the technology itself, but with the intentions of the people who use it. 

It is also worth fighting for a ban on the sale of axes, because one of the neighbors, under the 

influence of emotions, murdered another man with an ax.  

  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-9625719/Microsoft-president-Brad-Smith-warns-life-like-Orwells-1984-2024.html?ico=embedded
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-9625719/Microsoft-president-Brad-Smith-warns-life-like-Orwells-1984-2024.html?ico=embedded
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82. Homo Hygienicus  

Vienna 6/3/2021  

Gradually the awareness of the new day returns to me. My eyes are closed Just a moment – 

that’s good. The clock radio is still silent so I can still keep my eyes closed. I reach for my 

face. Yes! It didn’t slip while I slept. My protection, my most important weapon. Thanks to 

her, I’m still alive.  

I’m listening to the radio – so it’s time to get up. “Today 684 people died of the Corona 

Virus.” And I’m still alive!  

I disinfect my hands in the bathroom. Yes, it is very important. I am using the best product I 

could buy. I do the same with my toothbrush. I tilt the mask slightly to brush my teeth. It’s 

only because I’m careful that I’ve made it to this day.  

I don’t take off my gloves in the elevator. Fortunately it was empty. If someone were inside, I 

would have to go up the stairs without touching the railing.  

I met this Smith on the street again on the way to the editorial office. He went without a 

mask and even smiled at me. Rude selfish. I don’t understand people like that. If you are 

tired of life that is your business, but why are you ignoring basic hygiene. After all, it is a 

threat to the healthy. Once I even called the police that a not masked neighbor was walking 

down the street, but they ignored me. They said that when they came he wouldn’t be there 

anymore. And they didn’t come.   
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Fortunately, my boss is a sensible man. When I told him a week ago that a work colleague 

from the family department was walking down the hall without a mask and even wanted to 

shake my hand, he punished him and no one knew that I had initiated it.  

We have been fighting for the truth in our editorial team for over a year. Yes, it’s a fight 

because there are also supporters of conspiracy theories – I don’t know what to call them 

anymore. We keep receiving information that there are groups of people who provide 

pseudoscientific “evidence” that the pandemic was invented. What a bummer! After all, the 

whole world is talking and writing about it, and the whole world cannot be wrong.  

I wrote an article about one of these today. Suffice it to say that he is a right-wing extremist 

and a believer in flat earth theory. Even if this is not the case, he will not be able to present 

his case anyway. This is better than dismantling your unsubstantiated arguments one by one.  

Why should I argue with morons?  
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In the shop, in line for the checkout, an attractive woman, admittedly wearing a mask, was 

standing right behind me so that I could almost feel her breasts on my back. Somehow such 

miracles didn’t happen to me before the pandemic. I pointed out to her that social distance 

still applies. After returning home, I had to jump into the bathtub and thoroughly disinfect 

myself after bathing.  

I live alone because my wife left me a year ago. She didn’t like my take on the pandemic. 

Well, she was always stupid – that’s why I was with her. Now it is easier for me to adhere to 

the hygiene regime. I feel happy and fulfilled.  
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83. Homo Libertatis  

Vienna 6/3/2021  

The alarm rang. The awareness of the new day returns. Today is going to be an important day. 

It’s Saturday and we’ve announced a big demonstration.  

I am registered as a speaker in the stands. Subject: Child protection from medical 

experiments. I have to read the text again and correct it. Every word is important. A quick 

breakfast and I’ll turn on my computer. So much has been said that it is not easy to find 

something original.  

I still have to go shopping in the morning. There can be problems because I never put this rag 

on my face.  

And there were problems. They weren’t sellers, but my neighbor started a fight in the store. 

He called me selfish egoists with no solidarity. I am a threat to all human beings. In my 

opinion, the lack of a mask isn’t a threat here. My attitude threatens to collapse his views. 

That is what he fears most. Hence, it is immune to all logical and scientific arguments. 

Well, I am and will not be anyone’s therapist. I bought what I wanted.   
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A dictatorship is a state in which everyone is afraid of a man and a man of everyone.  

I’m going to a demonstration. I already feel this energy that accompanies such events. 

When thousands of people like you and me come together to protest an open crime. Later 
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we will see on TV that we are extreme nationalists or right-wing extremists. Such an insane 

narrative, contrary to the direct experience of reality, is intended to discourage those who 

have not yet experienced it live from participating in such demonstrations. The rest is lost 

to the regime anyway.  

I step into the stands, my heart beats as always in situations like this. I will probably never get 

over my nervousness. It’s good that I practiced my speech at home. Now I am fluent and can 

see the interest in my audience’s eyes. “Let’s not let our children inject unknown drugs. The 

first death of vaccinated children must be a warning to parents. I know you want the best for 

her. Do not allow yourself to have to take care of paralyzed or blind children for your entire 

life.”  

I know this affects the emotions, but how else can you convince parents not to harm their sole 

dependent children? On the other hand, we are dealing with a huge propaganda machine that 

uses everything to increase the sales of the vaccine companies.  

I got a lot of applause and a few whistles. I am satisfied with myself. I act according to my 

knowledge and my convictions. I feel happy and fulfilled.  
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84. Homo Sapiens  

Vienna 6/3/2021  

Today I wrote two chapters on people of the plandemic age. It is this time that forces us to be 

clear about what we mean. Even if the context shows that only one interpretation is correct. In 

both chapters I presented two radically different attitudes. I am not saying that anyone who is 

afraid of the virus or even sleeps with a mask on is automatically an informer. A claim that is 

basically absurd and yet there are those who would be outraged. I have purposely chosen 

attitudes that perceive the world through the prism of ideology.  

While this is a common practice today, it is by no means the rule. I apologize to those who 

take what I write for granted, but there are also others who describe themselves as 

empathic. It is they who defend those who find this defense very exaggerated.  

We are homo sapiens, but do we always use the gift of our mind? If I cannot find the hidden 

key, it means that I have completely relied on automatic, thoughtless, unconscious actions 

for this purpose. What does thinking mean? I call it using knowledge and experience to 

learn from the current situation. On television, information that does not blatantly contradict 

our worldview is viewed as fact. If we hear from the weather forecast that tomorrow will be 

a clear day, we act accordingly.  

However, it is hardly conceivable that we create a weather forecast ourselves, laboriously 

collect information from weather stations and build computer models that are more or less 

likely to generate a forecast for the future. We don’t do it because it’s too much work and the 

benefits are rather limited. It’s easier to rely on the TV even if the rain hits us the next day.  

Such widespread behavior has been used by media propaganda for years to force a certain 

way of thinking on people. Most wars were preceded by mass disinformation to convince 

their citizens that the enemy is ruthless and worthy of punishment.  

  

War in Libya. Do you remember? Because the media “for people” have long forgotten it.  
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Both Muammar al-Gaddafi in Libya and Saddam Hussein in Iraq were dictators. Both were 

defeated by a war prepared by media manipulation without any justification under 

international law. The government of one country in the world decided to get rid of them 

because they stood in the way of oil resources in their own countries and that was lawless.  

I’m writing about it for one purpose only – let’s start making more use of our own minds. 

Especially when we are unable to get the TV news in the right place. In the bin..  
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85. 12.000 dead in the experiment  

Vienna 6/5/2021  

As of May 22, 12,184 people in Europe had died after being injected with one of the four 

experimental mRNA substances. Number of people with severe complications: 1,196,190, 

over a million. This was announced by the European Medicines Agency EMA. Source in 

German – Source in French.  

  

Two weeks earlier, on May 8, the same agency released similar data:  

https://unser-mitteleuropa.com/die-nebenwirkungen-der-anti-covid-pseudo-impfstoffe/#comment-16539
https://unser-mitteleuropa.com/die-nebenwirkungen-der-anti-covid-pseudo-impfstoffe/#comment-16539
https://unser-mitteleuropa.com/die-nebenwirkungen-der-anti-covid-pseudo-impfstoffe/#comment-16539
https://unser-mitteleuropa.com/die-nebenwirkungen-der-anti-covid-pseudo-impfstoffe/#comment-16539
https://nouveau-monde.ca/quelle-est-lampleur-des-effets-secondaires-des-pseudo-vaccins-anticovid/#identifier_1_15481
https://nouveau-monde.ca/quelle-est-lampleur-des-effets-secondaires-des-pseudo-vaccins-anticovid/#identifier_1_15481
https://nouveau-monde.ca/quelle-est-lampleur-des-effets-secondaires-des-pseudo-vaccins-anticovid/#identifier_1_15481
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I am not going to enumerate here the rate of growth of this mass destruction of the 

population. This would not make sense as only a fraction – estimated by statisticians at 10% 

– is reported to the database. Therefore, the increase in cases may be due to improvements in 

the data collection method.  

I’ll show you what the situation – as of May 8, 2021 – looked like with individual products:  

Pfizer: 5,368 deaths, 170,528 serious complications  

Moderna: 2,865 deaths, 22,985 serious complications  

Astrazeneca: 2,102 deaths, 208,873 major complications  

Janssen: 235 deaths, 2,873 serious complications  

Current data on complications after ingestion of an experimental genetic substance now 

show more than 3 million cases of serious side effects.  

While this information is available, it will not be published or disclosed in the mass media. 

After all, you have to move the business forward. And that people are killed or mutilated for 

life? Who cares – money matters.  

I want to remind you that a year ago the same people pointed out the feeling of solidarity and 

responsibility for the lives of others.  

    

https://dap.ema.europa.eu/analytics/saw.dll?PortalPages
https://dap.ema.europa.eu/analytics/saw.dll?PortalPages
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86. The language of flowers  

Vienna 6/9/2021  

Yesterday, June 8th, the German-language Epoche Times published an article about a Berlin 

flower shop, that had not closed a single day during the planedemic. If the customer of this 

florist showed up with no hidden face, they would get an extra flower and smile from the 

seller.  

How was that possible? Has Germany finally introduced the worst virus terror in all of  

Europe? It’s true. They were officials from the public order office. The shopkeeper spoke to 

them. Now my standard message to the officers is: I need a personal notification from 

you so that my damage insurance pays or, if you have acted wrongly, that you pay. 

Everyone is afraid of that. We received two tough charges last April, but the court 

immediately refused to hear the matter.  

Customers came to them willingly, including police officers.  

The florist owner’s philosophy was simple: Once you have understood how the media 

works and you don’t allow yourself to be drawn into it, then normal, common sense is 

enough. He tells me that we have to live as we have lived before. That families have to 

stick together in a crisis and not be torn apart. That the most important thing for old 

people is to have contact with their children and grandchildren. In my opinion, this is 

where the greatest vital energy is drawn.  

Despite supply difficulties, a term familiar to GDR citizens, the flower shop owner saved 

his flower shop, in which he had put so much work and savings. That they are so afraid of 

this virus that they accept it without complaint, that their own existence, which was partly 

built up over decades, will be destroyed.  

https://www.epochtimes.de/meinung/gastkommentar/trotz-lockdown-berliner-ladenbesitzer-haelt-blumengeschaeft-waehrend-corona-pandemie-geoeffnet-a3529437.html
https://www.epochtimes.de/meinung/gastkommentar/trotz-lockdown-berliner-ladenbesitzer-haelt-blumengeschaeft-waehrend-corona-pandemie-geoeffnet-a3529437.html
https://www.epochtimes.de/meinung/gastkommentar/trotz-lockdown-berliner-ladenbesitzer-haelt-blumengeschaeft-waehrend-corona-pandemie-geoeffnet-a3529437.html
https://www.epochtimes.de/meinung/gastkommentar/trotz-lockdown-berliner-ladenbesitzer-haelt-blumengeschaeft-waehrend-corona-pandemie-geoeffnet-a3529437.html
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Flowers – they never get boring.  
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87. News in advance  

Vienna 6/9/2021  

I will provide the media news in advance that I expect in three years  

Monday, June 10, 2024  

The tragic consequences of the globalist conspiracy.  

The data published on https://ourworldindata.org/covid-vaccinations-death shows that 

yesterday we exceeded the 10 million deaths from introducing illegal, experimental genetic 

experiments on humans three and a half years ago. Until the announcement of the ban on 

this experiment, i.e. until November 12, 2021, the substance that changes the genetic code 

had been accepted by over 874 million people worldwide. Currently, the number of 

registered cases of serious medical complications is around 297 million, or nearly 34% of all 

misled victims of this genocide campaign.  

Preparations for the process of the century.  

The trial of three people accused of mass murder is being intensively prepared in Nuremberg.  

The accused are: Virologist Prof. Christian Drosten, responsible for spreading false 

information and manipulating the PCR test he developed to justify the conspiracy theory of 

the 2020 pandemic, Prof. Lothar Wieler, former head of the German Robert Koch Institute ( 

RKI), which spreads misinformation to spread fear of an imaginary pandemic, and Tedros 

Adhanom Ghebreyesus, former head of the World Health Organization. All defendants face 

life imprisonment if found guilty. There was a large demonstration with over 100,000 

demonstrators in front of the courthouse. They are calling for the reintroduction of the death 

penalty for genocide.  

Investigation into Gao Fu’s death  

The Chinese Ministry of Justice has announced an investigation into the former head of the 

CDC’s China Center for Disease Control, Gao Fu, who mysteriously died yesterday. Gao Fu 

attended Event 201 conference in New York, where exercises were held in November 2019 

in the event of a coronavirus pandemic. In December 2019, he sent letters to WHO 

informing them of a “deadly threat” with a new type of virus that initiated the process of 

WHO declaring a false global pandemic in February 2020.  

The largest criminal case in the United States.  

Preparations for the genocide trial are also underway in New York. The defendants are:  

Anthony Fauci, the President’s health advisor, Bill Gates – one of the main instigators of the 

false pandemic and promoter of the criminal gene experiment, and George Soros, who 

spread the pandemic’s criminal propaganda. Among other things, by financing the so-called 

corrective, which defamed scientists with pseudo-scientific arguments and distorted the facts 

about the pandemic. If convicted, all three face the death penalty.  

Are we going back to testing?  

It’s hard to believe, but governments in many countries allow tests to be used to detect 

mRNA substances, which are a holdover from a criminal experiment that started in 
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December 2020 and lasted almost a year. The problem affects those willing to marry. The 

law in these countries allows such tests to be carried out – always for both candidates – in 

order to exclude the presence of residues from participating in this experimental genetic 

experiment that are dangerous to the life and health of future children. Again we hear 

justifications related to concern for the health of ourselves and our generations …  

  

This is perhaps the first such epidemic in world history where most people fear the vaccine 

more than the virus.  

This is how I envision the end of this crime. The world will have health, economic and 

psychological repercussions in the decades to come.  
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88. Cheated  

Vienna 27.6.2021  

I haven’t written anything for a long time. I was in Poland for almost two weeks – an excuse  

like that should be enough . Seriously: Although there are many topics, I write 

when I want to convey something – important in my opinion.  

It is very easy to deceive someone by repeating a lie like a mantra. It is much more difficult to 

convince a victim of fraud that they are being betrayed.  

Where does it come from? Why do reasonable people ignore logical, reasonable arguments 

and defend their position as if it were independence. They subconsciously feel that they are 

in a losing position. This is clearly shown in their reactions. The most common of these is 

the insult to those who dare to undermine their “perfect worldview”. At the same time, they 

are not very original. They repeat hackneyed epithets from television. Nazis, conspiracy 

theorists, Covididiots. Several different terms that are safe to apply to yourself.  

To answer the question of where these seemingly absurd attitudes come from, one would have 

to turn to a psychologist.  

It is recommended in this context You’re being manipulated and don’t even know it | Nate 

Pressner | TEDxYouth@Base.  

People who succumb to propaganda are prone to fear. We are all manipulated through 

advertising, television books, and radio. After love, fear is the strongest known human 

emotion. The fear of contracting a very modern virus is widespread these days. But isn’t the 

subconscious fear of the collapse of the worldview even stronger?  

People deceived by propaganda belong to the group of people who make others think for 

themselves. It is enough for a TV journalist to rely on an unknown scientific expert and 

accept everything that is tried to tell him without criticism.  

Science is not a monolith. It is a dynamic process in which different and often extremely 

contradicting theories collide. In addition to corrupt pseudoscientists, there is also a group of 

people who propose controversial theses based on the principles of science and their own 

beliefs. And in different directions. Many journalists choose theses that fit the propaganda and 

completely ignore the existence of other concepts. Is that how the truth should be 

communicated?  

Someone could say that I also do propaganda and that I really want to convince people that 

they are being fooled. I don’t want to convince anyone. I just want to make you think and – 

which seems impossible for most people and is very easy – to look for information sources 

on the Internet yourself.  

There are many such sources. I recommend Amazing Polly. Even if the political attitude is 

not yours. Here, too, the rule should apply: Don’t take anyone at their word – we’ll check 

the sources. Such a procedure, rarely used by most of us, will teach us to reach more 

reliable sources than CNN ABS, or BBC.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKMTVRu5Guk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKMTVRu5Guk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKMTVRu5Guk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oKMTVRu5Guk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CqZFHWVTO4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CqZFHWVTO4
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They will say you are not a journalist, let them do this job. Sure, but then don’t be surprised if 

something you firmly believe in turns out to be perfectly prepared manipulation.  
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89. My theory  

Vienna 7/2/2021  

If you have read a few articles from this blog, you can safely guess which side of the 

barricade, Covid or critical, I am on.  

In this chapter I am going to present you with my opinion on what has been going on in our 

crazy world for 16 months. The most subjective opinion. Based on my thoughts and 

experiences in finding sources for my previous articles on this blog. I will state my position 

and I will not prove anything. My job right from the start is not to convince anyone of the 

law. It is my job to provoke the reader into an independent search for the truth – even if he 

finds something that contradicts the theses that I am presenting here.  

I would be unhappy if everyone thought like me. It would be the same nightmare as in the 

media – only one opinion can be right! Nothing is more wrong than such a unanimity. It is 

multithreading, curiosity and doubt that are the driving force behind the development of life. 

I remember exactly this one and only right direction that television and the press imposed 

during the GDR era.  

Quite a long introduction, so let’s get to the merits of the case – my theory. Today I heard it 

on independent television Auf1 that COVID-19 vaccine makers are expecting $ 132 billion 

in annual profits by 2025. It was this show that gave me the idea to write this article. 

Following the money trail, the easiest way to find the truth. For a small fraction of that 

amount there would be some people susceptible to the worst.  

I believe the pandemic was carefully planned and rehearsed. For at least twenty years there 

have been organizations – mainly in the USA – which deal exclusively with this topic. The 

biggest attempt was made ten years ago – the swine flu pandemic. Even then, Professor 

Drosten propagated fear in Germany and spoke of the millions of future victims of swine flu. 

Then a mistake was made. There was no news in the media and the swine flu subsided after a 

year. This time these errors did not occur again. Most of the world’s media today rely on 

government subsidies and advertising from pharmaceutical companies. This is why it is so 

difficult to convince someone who only watches TV shows that they are simply being 

scammed.  

After reading Klaus Schwab’s book The Great Reset, I have no doubt that the World 

Economic Forum is a platform that coordinates the actions of most governments to 

establish a world government based on the Chinese model. Yes, the richest people in the 

world support the totalitarian Chinese system as a counterweight to democracy. And 

democracy stands in the way of full control over societies. The German Ministry of 

Education recently published a document that outlines possible directions for the 

development of future societies. Chinese models are also promoted here. I did not translate 

this file from German. I leave it to the inquisitive, after all, anyone can use a free translator 

from Google.  

That is why I call the creators of the planedmics globalists. This is, in my opinion, a group 

of around 3,000 of the richest people involved in this conspiracy. These include well-known 

personalities such as Bill Gates, George Soros and Jeff Bezos. But members of royal 

families or other covert groups also belong to this group. Anthony Fauci, whose emails 

were published, was undoubtedly one of these elites.  

https://auf1.tv/fact-check-friday-auf1/ignoranz-indoktrination-und-impfung
https://auf1.tv/fact-check-friday-auf1/ignoranz-indoktrination-und-impfung
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/BMBF_Foresight_Wertestudie_Langfassung.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/BMBF_Foresight_Wertestudie_Langfassung.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/BMBF_Foresight_Wertestudie_Langfassung.pdf
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In the first chapter of this blog I wrote: I also don’t know whether it is true that the 

coronavirus was manufactured in military laboratories. This is also not the subject covered 

on this page. However, the media began to write about it itself. Apparently the globalists 

began to fight among themselves. A year ago anyone who dared write about an artificially 

created virus in a laboratory was branded a conspiracy theorist. Today 90% of these 

conspiracy theories are our reality.  
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90. End of the pandemic in England  

  

  

Vienna 7/7/2021  

The biggest protests against the corona restrictions recently took place in London. It is 

estimated that over a million people took to the streets last Saturday and Saturday two weeks 

ago.  

UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson has decided to take advantage of yet another scandal – this 

time a married health minister – that was caught by a surveillance camera hugging his 

department employee to turn plandemic policy 180 degrees.  

The new UK Health Minister Sajid Javid announced, and the Prime Minister confirmed a 

day later, that the UK would treat COVID19 like any other disease on July 19, 2021. If 

someone so wishes, they can still wear masks and keep their distance, but it will not be 

forced on anyone. Schools, event locations, cinemas, theaters and all events will also be 

able to take place without restrictions as before.  

In my opinion, this is the easiest way out of the impasse. Most of the world’s governments 

just don’t know how to get out of a year and a half of lies and manipulation on such a 

massive scale. Yesterday I read the information that the Austrian government spent over a 

billion euros in the past year to advertise its policy in the media, that is 2.7 million euros a 

day.  

  

Of course, time will tell whether ideas will come up again to lock us up in the fall season of 

the forgotten flu.  

The UK will be the second country in Europe not to recognize the WHO declared pandemic. 

The first was and is Belarus. Isn’t it because Great Britain is no longer part of the EU?  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/UK%20must%20‘learn%20to%20live’%20with%20Covid,%20says%20new%20health%20secretary%20Financial%20Times.htm
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/UK%20must%20‘learn%20to%20live’%20with%20Covid,%20says%20new%20health%20secretary%20Financial%20Times.htm
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Another question arises: can the statements made by the English government be believed? So 

far it has not been possible. It may well turn out to be part of a psychological warfare. You 

show the child a piece of candy so as not to give it to him. Such tactics leave many people 

apathetic. Let’s wait until July 12th and then another week. On the following Monday, July 

12th, the British government will analyze the “epidemiological” situation and take a decision.  
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91. CT – parameters of the PCR test  

Vienna 7/8/2021  

I will come back to the subject of PCR testing. There are so many misunderstandings about 

this technology that even educated people like German Chancellor Angela Merkel confuse 

its concepts when they talk about it. On June 23, she showed in the German Bundestag that 

she was not aware of what she was talking about. The Chancellor has a degree in physics..  

The PCR technology was developed by Kary Mullis in 1983 and received the Nobel Prize 

in Chemistry for it in 1993. This technology has become a milestone in the science of 

genetic research. Its use makes it possible to duplicate a genetic sample for repeated use in 

scientific research. PCR technology has found wide application in both science and 

laboratory forensics. When AIDS tests were made based on this technology, it tested 

positive for Kary Mullis. For many years he was treated for an illness which, it later turned 

out, he did not have at all. Since then he has fought tirelessly against the use of PCR 

technology for medical diagnostics. From then on he became an “unperson” in the 

Orwellian sense.  

Today you can read about Kary Mullis on Wikipedia, that he was an alcoholic and a 

mindless junkie – allegedly he took LSD. You can judge for yourself how Kary Mullis 

spoke. But let’s go back to the CT parameter – cycle threshold. The German Chancellor 

described it as the result of an investigation depending on the patient’s state of health. 

Nothing could be more wrong – this is one of the parameters that the laboratory determines 

before performing the test. This is the only exponential growth factor during this year and a 

half plandemic that results in a multiplication of the sample taken. This is due to the PCR 

technology itself. A CT value of 1 doubles the sample, and a value of 2 gives you four 

times as many molecules to test. A value of 20 multiplies the number of particles by 

1,048,576 times. Everything in nature has its limits – therefore it was assumed that the CT 

value should not exceed 28 (268,435,456 times) because it cannot guarantee the purity of 

such reproduction. This millionfold replication takes matter, and that can disrupt the 

process.  

Laboratories around the world have been selecting CT values based on their own experience 

for over a year.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cB8MZ8TfXKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cB8MZ8TfXKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cB8MZ8TfXKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cB8MZ8TfXKE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zEoRmJgt00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zEoRmJgt00
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zEoRmJgt00
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A few days ago a major scandal broke out in the Austrian parliament when a member of the 

parliamentary committee of inquiry was tested with this test on Friday and informed of the 

positive result on Saturday. He ordered a voluntary quarantine for himself, informed 

everyone he had contact with and sent information about the test result to the parliamentary 

authorities on Monday. 10 minutes later, rumors surfaced in the media that an opposition MP 

(FPÖ) infected other MPs as a source of infection. The CT value used in this case was above 

30. Quarantine is currently not recommended for this CT.  

Recently someone said: if we didn’t have a PCR test, no one would notice a higher health risk 

than in the years before.  
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92. Experimental passes  

Vienna 7/9/2021  

While the European Union is vigorously trying to introduce a “green passport” certifying the 

acceptance of an experimental substance wrongly called a vaccine, governments in other 

countries like Israel are withdrawing from this idea of a new form of apartheid.  

This tendency is even clearer in the USA. On July 1st, an article appeared in the US 

magazine MIT Technology Your guide to what’s happening with vaccine passports in the 

US. Only four of the 50 US states use this document. These are Hawaii, California, 

Louisiana, and New York. The use of such a passport is strictly prohibited in 19 countries. 

appropriate legislation will be prepared in the next 7. Three states are currently considering 

introducing such a ban. No decisions were made in the remaining 21 states.  

  

And what about in Europe? Well, 7 out of 27 EU countries put this document into effect on 

July 1st. These are Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Greece, Germany and 

Poland.  

How it works: The certificate comes in the form of a QR code, which can be either stored 

on a cell phone or printed out on paper. The data is not retained anywhere afterwards, the 

commission said, for security and privacy reasons.  

https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/07/01/1027768/us-vaccine-passport-guide/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/07/01/1027768/us-vaccine-passport-guide/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/07/01/1027768/us-vaccine-passport-guide/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/06/02/1025633/seven-eu-countries-just-got-a-digital-vaccine-passport/
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/06/02/1025633/seven-eu-countries-just-got-a-digital-vaccine-passport/
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93. Graphene oxide  

Vienna 7/13/2021  

Last Wednesday, the Swiss magazine uncatnews.ch published an article stating that the Pfizer 

vaccine consists of 99.99% graphene oxide: “You want to kill people”. Spanish researchers 

have found that a substance known as the COVID19 vaccine contains enormous amounts of 

graphene oxide.  

They randomly selected a Pfizer vial and divided it into six doses, just like an injection. Then 

they analyzed the chemical composition and it turned out that 99.99103%, so almost 

everything, was graphene oxide. The rest is RNA, i.e. genetic substance  

The effects of introducing such an amount of graphene oxide into the body are not fully 

understood. After all, it is a “voluntary” experiment. In an article by nanopartikel.info about 

graphene you will find the following paragraph:  

Is there any risk from this material to humans and the environment?  

So far it is too early to conclude on positive or negative biological effects on humans, but 

first experiments with animals showed that lung damage can occur after inhalation of 

graphene nanoparticles. Concern has been raised by lung specialists about the safety of 

graphene and graphene oxide. They strongly recommend that appropriate inhalation (lung 

uptake) experiments of graphene must be undertaken in order to better understand the 

respiratory safety profile of this group of materials.  

For the curious, I provide a link to a 2016 scientific study in the journal Particle and Fiber 

Toxicology on what happens when graphene oxide enters human cells.  

 

What causes the world to perish has long since ceased to matter.  

https://uncutnews.ch/pfizer-impfstoff-besteht-zu-9999-aus-graphenoxid-sie-wollen-menschen-toeten/
https://uncutnews.ch/pfizer-impfstoff-besteht-zu-9999-aus-graphenoxid-sie-wollen-menschen-toeten/
https://uncutnews.ch/pfizer-impfstoff-besteht-zu-9999-aus-graphenoxid-sie-wollen-menschen-toeten/
https://uncutnews.ch/pfizer-impfstoff-besteht-zu-9999-aus-graphenoxid-sie-wollen-menschen-toeten/
https://nanopartikel.info/en/knowledge/materials/graphene/
https://nanopartikel.info/en/knowledge/materials/graphene/
https://particleandfibretoxicology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12989-016-0168-y
https://particleandfibretoxicology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12989-016-0168-y
https://particleandfibretoxicology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12989-016-0168-y
https://particleandfibretoxicology.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12989-016-0168-y
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Another “conspiracy theory” turned out to be true. However, nanoparticles are used to label 

people with them.  
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94. Mutants  

Vienna 7/17/2021  

The Austrian daily Kurier reports that traces of a fashionable virus, a dangerous mutation of 

course, have been found in the sewage treatment plant on the Wörtersee near the Italian 

border. I suspect that due to jokes about the delta mutation, allegedly from India – although 

the Indian government has officially denied the existence of this variant – the new version 

did not receive a letter from the Greek alphabet and was called: Colombian coronavirus 

variant B.1.621. And rightly so – it sounds more scientific – maybe it will convince more 

people of the absurdities of today’s world.  

How should our reaction be – we should of course be afraid, because then we work at full 

speed and show the most creativity. A year ago I wrote that in Germany the deceased 

hermetically wrapped in foil had been found in the apartments. All windows to the 

apartment have been barricaded and sealed to prevent a pandemic from entering their 

rooms. The leading cause of death was asphyxiation, sometimes with malnutrition and 

dehydration. If the goal of the plandemists was to get rid of fearful people in the first place, 

who would not even allow the thought that something was wrong, then they have 

succeeded completely. However, I am convinced that such people, whom they can 

manipulate freely through fear, do not want to get rid of. This increases the number of 

skeptics, which is dangerous for an already weakened pandemic with no scientific basis.  

  

A German mutation of the coronavirus was discovered. You lose your sense of smell and 

taste, your fortune and your company.  

But since we are less and less afraid and, what is worse, we laugh about it more often, what 

else can they do but make up this nonsense? The theory is that viruses will always mutate 

because this is an important part of natural selection, according to Charles Darwin. Only 

through changes, i.e. mutations, do new variants arise. And those that will survive will stay 

longer until they are replaced with even more suitable versions. This natural and long-lasting 

process is now being used to scare us.  

https://kurier.at/wissen/gesundheit/kolumbianische-corona-variante-ist-in-oesterreich-angekommen/401446675
https://kurier.at/wissen/gesundheit/kolumbianische-corona-variante-ist-in-oesterreich-angekommen/401446675
https://www.world-scam.com/archive/2077
https://www.world-scam.com/archive/2077
https://www.world-scam.com/archive/2077
https://www.world-scam.com/archive/2077
https://www.world-scam.com/archive/2077
https://www.world-scam.com/archive/2077
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Perhaps based on the idea of the famous Polish children’s book author Janusz Korczak from 

“King Hanschen I”, we all stomp and blow until the army of villains and liars runs away in 

fear.  
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95. Who really rules us?  

Vienna 7/18/2021  

A president or prime minister will answer this question. They pull the strings of their dolls 

as they please. My question is: who is seriously influencing these people? Who influences 

Chancellor Mercel, President Biden, President Macron and almost all rulers in the world. 

Who caused it that when we vote, we can choose from almost all politicians and parties that 

stand … – what exactly?  

The World Economic Forum (WEF) appears to be the most appropriate organization. Why? 

Because since 1971 he has been training people who support globalism. So what? Not 

everyone can take part in these training courses. You don’t just have to have views that 

support or want to support globalism. You must have a serious impact on society. 

Therefore, politicians, media representatives and famous or potentially famous musicians 

and writers are admitted to such training. Prominent names can be found in Shaping History 

the First 40 Years 1971 – 2010.  

An organization called Global Leaders for Tomorrow (now Young Global Leader) was 

formed, whose members are the graduates of these courses. I quote an excerpt from this 

book – link above:  

Global Leaders for Tomorrow  

In 1992, the Forum launched a new community, the Global Leaders for Tomorrow (GLTs), 

composed of 200 young leaders from business, politics, academia, the arts and the media, all 

of them under 43 years of age and well established through their achievements and positions 

of influence. Among those nominated in the first year were many individuals (indicated 

below with their titles at that time) who would later assume key responsibilities or 

distinguish themselves further in their fields:  

Martine Aubry, Minister of Labour, Employment and Vocational Training of France  

José Maria Aznar, President, Partido Popular, Spain  

José Manuel Durao Barroso, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Portugal  

Anthony C. L. Blair MP, Shadow Cabinet Minister, United Kingdom  

Gordon Brown, Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer, United Kingdom  

Yuriko Koike, Senator, Japan New Party, Japan  

Anne Lauvergeon, Deputy Secretary-General, Elysée Palace, France  

Yo-Yo Ma, Musician  

Angela Merkel, Federal Minister for Women and Youth of Germany  

Nicholas Sarkozy, Assistant Secretary, RPR, France  

Lawrence Summers, Vice-President and Chief Economist, World Bank, Washington DC  

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_First40Years_Book_2010.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_First40Years_Book_2010.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_First40Years_Book_2010.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_First40Years_Book_2010.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_First40Years_Book_2010.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_First40Years_Book_2010.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_First40Years_Book_2010.pdf
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The group which would hold its own Summits, partially in conjunction with the Annual 

Meeting in Davos, would be reconstituted in 2003 as The Forum of Young Global Leaders.  

Most of you have probably recognized people like Toni Blair, Nicholas Sarkozy, and Angela  

Merkel. There were more outstanding WEF students. For example Jeff Bezos, owner of  

Amazon (1998). Last year Ms. Analena Berbock, candidate for Chancellor of the Greens 

Germany, took part in the training – she was published on the Internet as her own texts 

about lies in the declaration of ownership, irregularities in the published biography and 

publication of the book, the content mainly consisting of texts written in the Internet found 

was presented as their own.  

The number of these graduates is currently thousands. In 2015 alone, 949 people took part in 

the training.  

And now I turn to the other side of the coin – those politicians who did not accept globalist 

ideas in their countries. In February of this year the British newspaper The Guardian 

published this article It’s time for Africa to rein in Tanzania’s anti-vaxxer president.  

The Guardian has been funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation for at least 10 years:  

  

Tanzania’s President John Magufuli did not approve the constitutional amendment in order 

to run again in the elections. He cut the salaries of himself and other politicians to support 

funds for infrastructure expansion. This is the same person who ridiculed the use of a PCR 

test for human diagnostics over a year ago and sent samples of papaya, rabbit and motor oils 

to the lab. The results of these tests were positive. The article introduces many African 

politicians who opposed the recognition of the pandemic and who died of the “Corona”. The 

President of Tanzania went missing a month later and was found dead in hospital a few days 

later. The official cause of death was heart disease. His political opponents claimed he died 

today of the most popular media disease. A few days later, the President of Madagascar, 

who was also against the pandemic theory, Didier Ratsiraka, died.  

https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/feb/08/its-time-for-africa-to-rein-in-tanzanias-anti-vaxxer-president
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/feb/08/its-time-for-africa-to-rein-in-tanzanias-anti-vaxxer-president
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/feb/08/its-time-for-africa-to-rein-in-tanzanias-anti-vaxxer-president
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2021/feb/08/its-time-for-africa-to-rein-in-tanzanias-anti-vaxxer-president
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The President of Haiti Jovanel Moise  

The Haitian President Jovenel Moise died on July 7, 2021. As Arte.tv reports, he was shot 

dead in an attack on his house. He did not consent to a universal vaccination. Two days after 

his death, US President Biden announced that delivery of these experimental substances to 

Haiti had begun…  

  

    

  

https://www.arte.tv/de/videos/104674-000-A/haiti-praesident-jovenel-moise-ermordet/
https://www.arte.tv/de/videos/104674-000-A/haiti-praesident-jovenel-moise-ermordet/
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96. The value of our lives to the government  

Vienna 7/20/2021  

The flood disaster in West Germany was predicted by meteorologists. The flood disaster in 

West Germany was predicted by meteorologists. The flood disaster in West Germany was 

predicted by meteorologists.  

As The Guardian writes, the European flood warning system EFAS issued a flood warning 

early last week asking why there are more than 180 victims of the natural disaster in 

Germany? The inhabitants of the region affected by this tragedy were inundated by a wave 

of water that reached a height of 9 meters and people were surprised at home or while trying 

to save their belongings. Nobody but the government knew what was coming.  

120 Austrian firefighters, together with 16 special vehicles and 26 boats, completed the 

rescue operation for flood victims in Belgium and returned to Austria. The Austrian interior 

minister offered help to a German colleague. It was refused. At the same time, there were 

mainly private individuals in the flooded areas who spontaneously tried to help the victims. 

These Samaritans were also initially severely disabled because they were too close to the 

opponents of the corona measure and were not welcome.  

The head of the crisis team in Ahrweiler did not agree with the participation of the parents 

stand up in helping the injured children and stated that they were too close to Querdenker 

(lateral thinkers). Apparently only people in Germany who are not Querdenker can help. 

Despite these obstacles it was possible to get school rooms for the creation of a logistical 

base and so far this is the most effective aid in the region.  

Chancellor candidate Armin Laschet laughs during his visit to the disaster area:  

  

Photo from the article on Stern.de  

https://www.bild.de/news/inland/news-inland/deutscher-wetterdienst-zur-flut-wir-haben-drei-tage-vorher-alle-gewarnt-77128392.bild.html
https://www.bild.de/news/inland/news-inland/deutscher-wetterdienst-zur-flut-wir-haben-drei-tage-vorher-alle-gewarnt-77128392.bild.html
https://www.bild.de/news/inland/news-inland/deutscher-wetterdienst-zur-flut-wir-haben-drei-tage-vorher-alle-gewarnt-77128392.bild.html
https://www.bild.de/news/inland/news-inland/deutscher-wetterdienst-zur-flut-wir-haben-drei-tage-vorher-alle-gewarnt-77128392.bild.html
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/16/western-germany-floods-angela-merkel-horror-catastrophe-deaths-missing-search-flooding-belgium
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jul/16/western-germany-floods-angela-merkel-horror-catastrophe-deaths-missing-search-flooding-belgium
https://www.ots.at/presseaussendung/OTS_20210717_OTS0022/oesterreich-beendet-hilfseinsatz-in-belgien
https://www.ots.at/presseaussendung/OTS_20210717_OTS0022/oesterreich-beendet-hilfseinsatz-in-belgien
https://www.stern.de/politik/deutschland/armin-laschet-fuer-lachanfall-waehrend-hochwasser-besuchs-in-der-kritik-30620366.html
https://www.stern.de/politik/deutschland/armin-laschet-fuer-lachanfall-waehrend-hochwasser-besuchs-in-der-kritik-30620366.html
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On the other hand, Chancellor Angela Merkel, instead of explaining why the authorities did 

nothing for the victims of the disaster, said the tragedy was the result of a man-made 

ecological disaster. The mayor of the community of Schuld, Helmut Lussi, replied:  

We took a look in the chronicle of the community of Schuld: The first flood was around 

1790. I think there was no climate change or not in the dimensions. The second flood was 

now in 1910. The third, which exceeded infinite dimensions, was now in 2021. Well, I think 

no flood protection would have helped us, because you can’t even calculate what the Ahr 

will behave with such masses of water, that is almost impossible.  

Someone said that the help of a farmer on the scene of a tragedy is worth many times more 

than the 700 politicians who sit in Berlin.  

The German government, whether consciously or not, has shown complete ignorance and 

indifference to the value of human life. That is the real solidarity that the Chancellor spoke 

about so much at the start of the plandemic. Does anyone still believe in the good intentions 

of politicians?  

  

     

https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
https://reitschuster.de/post/angela-merkel-erhaelt-lektion-in-klimawandel-vom-ortsbuergermeister/
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97. Psychological warfare  

  

Vienna 7/25/2021  

Yesterday there was a worldwide demonstration against the unfounded restrictions of a 

fabricated pandemic. I’m not going to justify the adjective “fabricated” – I’m referring to 

nearly a hundred chapters on this blog. In Vienna, too, there was a peaceful protest on 

MarieTheresien-Platz. According to my estimates, about 10,000 people came. I have 

documented the whole thing on two films that you can click on films  

For those who prefer to read books instead of clicking individual chapters, I have created 

chronological versions of this blog in three language versions. I will update them every time 

I publish a new chapter. You can find the free eBook in PDF format in the menu – eBook. 

Anyone can download and distribute this book as long as no changes are made to the content 

or form of the book.  

Yesterday, among others, the social psychologist Ms. Mag appeared at a demonstration.  

Katayun PRACHER-HILANDER. You can see her performance in this video in German.  

Today’s chapter relates to that speech.  

Psychological Warfare Aspects:  

1. Conscious divisions in society  

2. A wedge between parents and children  

3. Illogical and contradicting rules  

4. A frequently perceived loss of control  

5. Social and Human Alienation – Isolation and Masks.  

One can clearly see the solidly made work of psychologists, prepared for many years, whose 

morality is being questioned.  

Ms. Mag. He contacts the Austrian Minister of Health, Mr. Wolfgang Mück, directly  

Mr Mückstein, as a social psychologist, I have to tell you that the actions and events that 

children and young people sell for vaccinations under the guise of “youth protection” are 

absurd, immoral, irresponsible and perfidious. And I think, like I said, it’s a crime. Mainly 

because vaccination campaigns under your direction manipulate an age group known to be 

affected by the weakness of the identity problem. After all, we know that young people are 

looking for their own identity and are therefore particularly vulnerable to outside influences. 

As experienced psychologists, we can say that this group is unable to make responsible 

decisions about vaccinations.  

We also see that doctors have their logical problems, otherwise we wouldn’t be 

demonstrating here. You, Minister, organize actions in schools, churches, football clubs and 

even in discos that are unparalleled in terms of criminal energy. In this psychological trap 

there is a tactic that may fit in with the Prater (Vienna’s famous amusement park), but 

certainly not in a vaccination campaign with an experimental emergency substance. In other 

words, you and your government have discovered a lucky bag called psychology. For a year 

and a half you have been using the laws of psychology to use them for evil purposes, to use 

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/MAH00229.MP4
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/MAH00229.MP4
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them as an invisible weapon against people. Nothing prevents you from using psychological 

weapons against children and adolescents.  

The discoveries of psychology are there to serve people, not to harm them. Only unscrupulous 

people could have thought of using psychology as a weapon. Such acts cannot be tolerated in 

society and those responsible must be punished.  

Psychology is also a real surprise bag for us. It shows us that we are enough to decide this 

trial of strength for ourselves, Mr. Mückstein. There are enough of us and tomorrow we can 

lead a self-determined and free life. Mr. Mückstein, you know that, your chancellors and 

your backroom psychologists, and now the public knows it too.  
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98. Dr. Anthony Fauci  

Vienna 7/27/2021  

The leading virologist in the US is Dr. Anthony Fauci. Since 1984 he has been the director of 

the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). Since the presidency of 

Ronald Regan (1981–1989) he has advised all US presidents on infectious diseases and 

pandemics.  

During the coronavirus plandemic, he became famous for creating fear and appearing on 

television to promote safety – while wearing two masks.  

In May of this year. was questioned before the US Congress, where he claimed he had 

nothing to do with the gain of function research carried out in the Chinese laboratory in 

Wuhan preparing a virus so that it can be used as a biological weapon. Such research has 

been banned in the US since 2014.  

During a Senate hearing, Republican Senator Rand Paul presented the evidence in the form of 

an email from the Wuhan lab to Mr. Fauci, in which a lab worker thanked him for funding 

research to develop the pathogenicity of the virus.  

The information I am relying on comes mainly from the Dr. Fauci in the US Senate in 

German.  

During that hearing, Mr. Fauci did not deny that the organization he headed funded the 

Chinese laboratory, but instead defended himself against the obvious facts that it was not a 

prohibited gain of function.  

Senator Rand Paul accused Dr. Fauci was partly responsible for the deaths of 4 million 

people. As long as he is protected by politicians, there is no trial ahead of him because, as 

in Europe, some people are above the law.  

With that, another conspiracy theory becomes fact.  

https://kenfm.de/anhoerung-von-dr-fauci-im-us-senat-von-thomas-roeper/
https://kenfm.de/anhoerung-von-dr-fauci-im-us-senat-von-thomas-roeper/
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99. The dimension of the giant fraud  

Vienna 7/29/2021  

Without official media coverage, the Portuguese court’s decision to classify the deaths as 

Covid-19 has been ignored. According to the court ruling, the true number of deaths from this 

fashionable disease is more than 100 times lower than previously thought.  

The number of people who can be counted as victims of the corona in Portugal is 152. It 

applies for the entire period from the declaration of the plandemic to April 2021. So far it has 

been 17,320.  

Source and in German used below.  

The dimension of the gigantic fraud, with which irrational fear was maintained as the main 

driving force of this pandemic, becomes clearer with every new clarification and 

retrospective background analysis – but as always, the truth comes to light sooner or later – 

even if it will be a long time before it is also recognized in the brainwashed minds of most 

global panic victims. What has now been legally confirmed in Portugal at the instigation of 

a citizens’ petition is another crack in the masonry of the building that has been lying 

around us for 16 months..  

The citizens’ initiative pursued the goal of finally making verified Covid-19 death data 

public. A Lisbon court has now been forced by the successful petition to order its clearance. 

The result, which portals such as “AndreDias.net” and the US site “Frontline Doctors” are 

the first to report, has it all: According to the judgment, the number of court-verified 

COVID-19 deaths in the period from January 2020 to April In 2021 not – as officially 

announced by the government and health authorities, and also led by the WHO – 17,000, 

but just 152 – corresponding to 0.9 percent.  

If we applied this scientifically correct method of counting deaths around the world, 

following the example of Portugal, we would get fewer than 37,000 deaths instead of more 

than 4 million. The rest died from other diseases such as flu, heart disease, cancer, and 

tuberculosis.  

Inconvenient court decisions are still simply ignored. In Germany, a judge from Weimar was 

punished with the search of his private apartment and flats by experts who had participated in 

the Weimar trial in April 2021.  

https://journalistenwatch.com/2021/06/29/nicht-corona-tote/
https://journalistenwatch.com/2021/06/29/nicht-corona-tote/
https://journalistenwatch.com/2021/06/29/nicht-corona-tote/
https://journalistenwatch.com/2021/06/29/nicht-corona-tote/
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100. Better late than never  

Vienna 8/5/2021  

Recently, new videos appeared on YouTube with news and opinions from the German 

magazine Bild, which surprise me a lot. A month ago, on July 8th, 2021, this film was 

released Endless Corona Rules: When does the madness end? In this film, Julian Reichelt, 

the head of the magazine, appears personally and objectively criticizes the federal 

government’s handling of the pandemic.  

The film begins with a speech by the German Minister of Health, who announces that the 

mask requirement will be extended and that distance will be kept. Mr. Reichelt said: The 

question is not why we have to obey these rules – the question should be: Does the 

government have the right to impose such rules on us?  

The health minister said government action due to the pandemic will be halted once 85% of 

German citizens are vaccinated. So the title of this film – the federal government does not 

want to end the pandemic – was too appealing and could end very badly for the government 

if asked about the reasons for a pandemic of national scope.  

If this newspaper had criticized the pandemic behavior of the authorities from the start, it 

would not have come as a surprise. For a year and a half, information on new infections and 

deaths from Covid19 has appeared there every day. For the most part, real information was 

based, but presented in a way that had the desired effect – fear. One example is an article 

dated November 17, 2020, which describes how inmates load dozens of corona deaths into 

refrigerator trucks. Today we know that this information was specially prepared for the fear 

pandemic.  

I’ve seen at least ten films like the one featured recently. Sensible, non-aggressive criticism 

with good arguments. We haven’t dealt with anything like this for a long time – hence my 

surprise.  

There can be several reasons for making reporting more reliable. This could be an attempt to 

blackmail the authorities. Give us more money, we’ll stop writing like that. This could try to 

influence the outcome of the federal election at the end of September. Perhaps – what I would 

like best in my naiveté – would be the attempt to end the media propaganda and to break the 

monopoly of the “one true truth”.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwkgUc_g7HY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwkgUc_g7HY
https://www.bild.de/news/ausland/news-ausland/corona-in-texas-usa-haeftlinge-laden-dutzende-tote-in-kuehlwagen-73983160.bild.html
https://www.bild.de/news/ausland/news-ausland/corona-in-texas-usa-haeftlinge-laden-dutzende-tote-in-kuehlwagen-73983160.bild.html
https://www.bild.de/news/ausland/news-ausland/corona-in-texas-usa-haeftlinge-laden-dutzende-tote-in-kuehlwagen-73983160.bild.html
https://www.bild.de/news/ausland/news-ausland/corona-in-texas-usa-haeftlinge-laden-dutzende-tote-in-kuehlwagen-73983160.bild.html
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101. Davos dictatorship  

Vienna 24/8/2021  

After a successful vacation in Poland, I return to publishing information I found.  

This time I was inspired by The Road to De-Mask-Us: Addressing the Davos Dictatorship 

on YouTube. This film mentions the name of the former US Presidential Advisor and 

Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. He is (currently 98) a staunch globalist and also 

supports all the lies propagated by the Davos globalists.  

It is said that Henry Kissinger told WHO in February 2009:   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHZ0UjZjMe4&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHZ0UjZjMe4&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHZ0UjZjMe4&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHZ0UjZjMe4&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHZ0UjZjMe4&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NHZ0UjZjMe4&t=0s
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And he would be right if it weren’t for a mistake: he has forgotten that there are also losers.  

And that is the vast majority. But these little ones are not included in their calculations by  
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such globalists. Only then do they take them into account when they protest the harm done to 

them.  
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102. Australian winters  

Vienna 8/26/2021  

Once I had the idea to spend half a year in Europe and the other half in the southern 

hemisphere, e.g. in Australia, so that I always have summer. I even met a man who put this 

idea into practice. I haven’t appreciated summer and heat for a long time, and winter, 

although many don’t believe it, also has its charms.  

NoCovid’s policy in Australia is that if there is only one C19 positive person, the entire 

region will be closed. If someone violates the quarantine rules, they are locked in a camp 

behind barbed wire.  

One example is now shocking the global public. In June, for example, a young man who was 

returning to Australia from Belgium to see his dying mother was forced to charter his own 

plane in order to comply with Australia’s insane Covid-19 rules. The young man protested 

with a hunger strike, and the mother later died alone in the hospital. Other similar cases are 

also reported.  

By the way, dogs are shot in animal shelters so that they are not picked up by animal lovers. 

Because these could also endanger the staff of the animal shelter. The Australian quarantine 

internment camps have been causing criticism in the international media for months. 

Incidentally, anyone who breaks the quarantine requirements there is immediately put out to 

the public with a photo and name to be searched. The police then chase people down like 

terrorists. The situation in New Zealand is particularly blatant. There, after a single (!) Covid 

infection with the Delta variant becomes known, the Prime Minister calls on the population 

to stop talking to the neighbors.  

  

The Howard Springs quarantine facility was originally a village for oil and gas workers.  
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It is unquestionably true that in a pandemic, great efforts are necessary to prevent deaths and 

serious illnesses. But an extreme policy aimed entirely at controlling the disease harbors the 

risk that a political system will emerge that is incompatible with our basic values – and 

which in the end produces more suffering and more victims than a pandemic could ever do in 

a modern and open society.  

Welt – German newspaper writes about it.. In New South Wales, the city council decided to 

shoot more than a dozen dogs from the shelter as citizens willing to care for them could infect 

shelter personnel. Now that we have reached such inhumanity, what stands in the way of 

shooting people who were sentenced to execution by this nonsensical test?  

    

  

https://www.welt.de/kultur/plus233329053/Corona-Politik-Jetzt-zeigt-sich-das-wahre-Gesicht-von-NoCovid.html
https://www.welt.de/kultur/plus233329053/Corona-Politik-Jetzt-zeigt-sich-das-wahre-Gesicht-von-NoCovid.html
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103. Ten percent  

Vienna 8/28/2021  

In the chapter on Psychological warfare I mentioned a psychologist from Austria, Mag. 

Katayun PRACHER-HILANDER. A week ago she argued in an interview with the Austrian 

independent television company AUF1, that we don’t need a huge mass of undecided 

people to make a policy change.  

From a psychological point of view, the psychological war is just beginning. We now have a 

moment of calm before the storm. We have had small skirmishes so far, but the decisive 

(psychological) war is still ahead of us. In autumn the propaganda fight against these 

“unvaccinated egoists” begins. We hear the first signals in the media. If you are not 

vaccinated, we will not pay your salary, you will not receive any medical treatment, etc. 

There have already been proposals on TV to send people who are not in a medical 

experiment on unpaid leave. That way, it will be easy to bring the economy to total ruin – 

we’re already halfway there. When half of the workers are disabled, there is not much the 

other half can do.  

When people are exposed to an invisible threat – the virus – anything can be done on the 

basis of fear. It is enough if 10% of the population actively oppose this madness and this 

house of lies will fall apart by itself.  

  

Because if half of the population has succumbed to propaganda and has accepted this 

experimental substance, then there is still the other half who just don’t want it. Even at the 

price of foregoing the “free” sausage! Among the carriers of the effects of the mRNA 

experiment, only a minority took the preparation out of fear of the virus. The main reason, 

though completely devoid of logic, was to return to normal life – travel, venues, parties, and 

theaters. Masks must be worn like everyone else, and official media are increasingly 

reporting that the majority – around 70% – of those newly “infected”, i.e. those who tested 

positive, took the full dose of the medical experiment. If this group of fellow citizens does 

not feel cheated, it can only be a sign of self-deception.  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2722
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2722
https://auf1.tv/aufrecht-auf1/psychologin-pracher-hilander-wir-brauchen-die-masse-nicht
https://auf1.tv/aufrecht-auf1/psychologin-pracher-hilander-wir-brauchen-die-masse-nicht
https://auf1.tv/aufrecht-auf1/psychologin-pracher-hilander-wir-brauchen-die-masse-nicht
https://auf1.tv/aufrecht-auf1/psychologin-pracher-hilander-wir-brauchen-die-masse-nicht
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It is hard to expect that people who so easily succumbed to the propaganda for a dangerous 

experiment will now take to the streets to protest, but who knows what despair can lead to?  

  

According to my estimates, about 75% of the adult population do not support – at least 

passively – incomprehensible government measures to “protect” us from invisible threats.  

Don’t you wonder why politicians have tried to scare us for so many years? Drugs, terror, 

failed pandemics, false claims about industrial global warming. In two weeks it will be 20 

years since the WTC attacks in New York. I am currently preparing some interesting 

documentaries on the subject.  
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104. Ivermectin  

Vienna 8/30/2021  

Yesterday an article was published in German in tkp.at: Dramatic difference thanks to 

ivermectin in Africa: 31 countries use it and 22 do not.  

Studies with 200 participants that allegedly prove ineffectual are popular with the 

pharmaceutical industry and their friends. On the other hand, there are India and Africa, 

which are proving the effectiveness of 2.7 billion people.  

For example, Indian states like Uttar Prahdesh, with a population of 236 million, have used 

ivermectin for prophylaxis and early treatment for a while and had no problems, then it was 

suspended, the cases went up, then it was reinstated and the cases immediately went back. 

The small state of Tamil Nadu with a population of 10 million, on the other hand, relied on 

remdesivir and had much worse results. In total, India had around 952 million people who 

gained immunity from infection in early July, according to a nationwide antibody study, 

which is an infection mortality rate of 0.045%, well below that of flu. Great success using 

ivermectin in most of India.  

But back to Africa. Twitter user KBirb put together an interesting thread that shows the 

dramatic effectiveness of ivermectin:  

  

https://tkp.at/2021/08/29/dramatischer-unterschied-dank-ivermectin-in-afrika-31-staaten-nutzen-es-und-22-nicht/
https://tkp.at/2021/08/29/dramatischer-unterschied-dank-ivermectin-in-afrika-31-staaten-nutzen-es-und-22-nicht/
https://tkp.at/2021/08/29/dramatischer-unterschied-dank-ivermectin-in-afrika-31-staaten-nutzen-es-und-22-nicht/
https://tkp.at/2021/08/29/dramatischer-unterschied-dank-ivermectin-in-afrika-31-staaten-nutzen-es-und-22-nicht/
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COVID19 mortality tables  

In blue we see the countries that use ivermectin and beige those without. Below that are the 

curves of deaths with (blue) and without (beige) ivermectin. Impressive.  

Most countries in the world prefer to use unexplored preparations that millions of subjects do 

not know they are participating in this very dangerous experiment.  
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105. Side effects after vaccination  

Vienna 8/31/2021  

An article was published on Sunday on the German-language platform tkp.at: Massive 

underreporting of side effects and deaths after vaccinations. This is the second time I’ve 

started my blog post this way. This is because this website is an excellent and reliable source 

of unpublished information in the official media space. The author analyzed the data collected 

around the world on adverse vaccination reactions.  

The interest in suppressing the news about vaccine side effects as much as possible is much 

more pronounced in some countries than in others. In the EudraVigilance database, in which 

the European Medical Agency (EMA) collects side effects, the Dutch analyst Wouter 

Aukema determined the number of side effects per 100,000 vaccinations for each country as 

of May 28th.  

  

In the Netherlands there are 701 per 100,000 vaccinations, in Austria only 331, in Germany a 

total of 38, which obviously cannot be true. For Austria, the pharmacists’ association Pharmig 

had estimated the reporting rate at a meager 6%.  

Public Health Scotland has published an interesting statistic that counts all deaths that 

occurred within 28 days of vaccination. The last of its kind was released on June 23, 2021. 

There is a meticulous list, depending on the preparation, of a total of 5522 deaths in the 

period of 28 days after the vaccination. The reporting period is December 8, 2020 to June 

11, 2021. By June 11, 3.47 million people in Scotland had been vaccinated at least once. 

The vaccination mortality rate is therefore 0.16%. This means that 905 people per month 

died within 28 days of the vaccination.  

In a study entitled „Estimating the number of COVID vaccine deaths in America”, Steve  

https://tkp.at/2021/08/29/massive-unterfassung-von-nebenwirkungen-und-todesfaellen-nach-impfungen/
https://tkp.at/2021/08/29/massive-unterfassung-von-nebenwirkungen-und-todesfaellen-nach-impfungen/
https://tkp.at/2021/08/29/massive-unterfassung-von-nebenwirkungen-und-todesfaellen-nach-impfungen/
https://tkp.at/2021/08/29/massive-unterfassung-von-nebenwirkungen-und-todesfaellen-nach-impfungen/
https://science.orf.at/stories/3206228/
https://science.orf.at/stories/3206228/
https://beta.publichealthscotland.scot/media/8183/21-06-23-covid19-publication_report.pdf
https://beta.publichealthscotland.scot/media/8183/21-06-23-covid19-publication_report.pdf
http://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
http://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf
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Kirsch, Jessica Rose, and Mathew Crawford calculate the extent of the under-reporting of side 

effects and deaths in the USA’s VAERS database. They conclude that underreporting is a 

factor of 41 and therefore between 148,000 and 226,000 Americans have died from the 

vaccinations.  

In the face of this plandemic, why do we see every day the propaganda lies that were 

presented yesterday in the media as the only indisputable truth? Everyone should answer 

this question for themselves. There’s no shortage of information, just take a look around. I 

don’t want to convince anyone of the information presented here. I definitely want to 

motivate you to look for it yourself. This is the only way you can form a reasonably 

independent opinion – also from me and this blog – on this topic, which is important for 

everyone. Unlike the editors on television, I believe that each of you can think and draw 

conclusions.  
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106. Technocracy and money  

Vienna 9/2/2021  

American President Franklin Delano Roosevelt once said: Nothing happens by chance in 

politics. If something happens, you can bet that it will be exactly what was planned. This is 

how Ernst Wolff began his speech at the WEFF Forum in Davos, Switzerland. Unlike the 

World Economic Forum (WEF) by Klaus Schwab, the WEFF is also an organization in 

Davos whose name is derived from the first letters of the words: Wachstum Erde Friede 

Freiheit – Growth Earth Peace Freedom.  

Any doctor can certify that the current state of health of most people is far worse than it was 

before the virus crisis. From the point of view of those who have imposed these nonsensical 

rules on us, we are today in front of a heap of rubble. This supposedly imminent “fourth 

wave”, the announcement of the need for a third, fourth and fifth dose of the preparation, 

clearly shows that the previous measures to contain the disease have failed completely.  

The middle class – the world’s largest employer and taxpayer is being devastated 

unprecedented. Who set such destructive goals for themselves? There is only one answer: 

the technical and financial complex. It is a kind of community of interests, headed by the 

largest IT companies and the largest asset managers. The largest digital technology groups 

include: Apple, Alphabet (owner of Google), Amazon, Microsoft and Facebook. The market 

value of just these five companies is currently $ 9,100 billion. For comparison: The 

combined gross domestic product of Germany, France and Italy was 8,600 billion US 

dollars in 2020.  

  

The biggest finance managers are BlackRock, Vangard, State Street, and Fidelity. You are a 

shareholder in all of the above digital technology companies. These four companies currently 

manage a total of $ 22,600 billion. For comparison: the gross domestic product of all 28 

countries of the European Union was 15,700 billion US dollars last year.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mz2IpF0ajs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9mz2IpF0ajs
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IT companies control most of their customer data. For example, Microsoft is able to collect 

all information about the behavior of Windows customers. The IT industry is like a cancer 

that has metastasized, made dependent and completely dominated all industries.  

The situation of great finance managers is no different. They are shareholders in every 

major company in the world and can move any area of the stock market in any direction. 

The largest of them, BlackRock, has the world’s largest financial database, Alladyn, which 

was founded 40 years ago. BlackRock is an advisor to the largest central banks in the world 

– the US Federal Reserve FED in Europe, the European Central Bank. With so much 

information ahead, it is clear who is setting the tone here.  

In the second quarter of 2021, the companies named here achieved their highest financial 

gains to date. This financially digital complex is capable of bringing down the government 

of any country in the world at any time and forcing it to take desired action.  

At first glance, it looks like these technocrats are trying to destroy their own sources of 

income, resulting in the ruin of the largest taxpayer, the middle class. But the reality is 

different – they have no choice but to do what they do. What we are experiencing right now 

is not the result of a big business plan.  

We are currently experiencing a gigantic act of despair. The largest so far in the history of the 

world. The current monetary system cannot be kept alive with the previous methods. Even in 

the crisis of 2008 it was possible, at great expense, to keep this sick financial system alive by 

pumping uncovered money into it. These virtual cash injections had to be increased regularly 

over a period of 12 years, and interest rates had to be increased regularly.  

In March 2020, the interest rate hit zero and printing empty money was not counted in the 

billions. but in the billions. Banks would not long survive negative interest rates. This 

means that we as a world have reached the limit of control over this situation. The 

continued pumping of money will increase inflation, which is already high and threatened 

with hyperinflation, much like it was 100 years ago.  

In such a situation, the financial-technocratic complex decided to implement a double 

strategy: on the one hand, the new financial system prepares itself without informing 

anyone, on the other hand, one uses this situation to plunder the world according to all 

known rules.  

The new system would completely eliminate cash and replace it with a fully controlled 

central bank IT system. The ultimate goal is that each of us only have one central bank 

account. Central banks are free to create money out of nothing, and negative interest rates 

would not be a problem for them. All financial transactions would be under the full control 

of the state. It will also be possible to give any amount an expiration date to force us to spend 

money. It would also be possible to limit the purchase targets to the state-created list of 

goods and geographic regions.  
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In such a system, it is enough to click the mouse of a person authorized by the state to close 

the possibility of paying people inconvenient for the state.  

Of course, the creators are aware that such slavery will meet tremendous opposition. So they 

decided to throw the world into chaos so that this new “miracle” system would be accepted as 

the only possible (do we know it somehow?) From the crisis as a salvation. Candy would be a 

universal basic income for sitting at home. For example, much of the work that has been done 

by humans can be hijacked by artificial intelligence robots and products. After all, we are 

dealing with technocrats.  

This macabre plan, published in Klaus Schwab’s book Covid19, The Great Reset, is doomed 

to fail. All of the lies of this plan are slowly coming to light, and fewer and fewer people are 

following the mass propaganda. Violence and the growing discrepancy with reality testify to 

the weakness, not the strength, of this totalitarian program. Lies like the unvaccinated 

pandemic that healthy people are a threat to public health are getting shorter and shorter 

legs. Anyone who closes an entire region because of illness or a positive test result does so 

because they lack arguments and deal blind blows out of desperation.  

Never before has there been such a great opportunity to reach millions of people with factual 

arguments that globalists lack.  
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107. The situation in Israel  

Vienna 9/8/2021  

Four days ago, the American newspaper Lewrockwell.com published an article Data from 

Israel show vaccine ineffectiveness.  

In Israel, over 80% of the population underwent a medical experiment to prevent the spread 

of a disease that is so fashionable in the media today. This article asks the following 

question: What can we learn from the fact that one of the most vaccinated countries in the 

world has one of the highest rates of Covid infection in the world?  

The Pfizer vaccine, which is widely used in this country, has proven ineffective. The Israeli 

government saw this when it began providing booster vaccines on July 30th. Booster 

vaccinations are nothing more than an admission by the Israeli health authorities that the 

original vaccines are not doing their job properly.  

According to Dr. Kobi Haviv, director of Herzog Hospital in Jerusalem, fully vaccinated 

people make up 85-90 percent of hospital stays at his facility. Given that less than this 

percentage of the Israeli population is fully vaccinated, it appears that not only does 

vaccination fail to prevent contracting the disease, but it may even increase the chances of 

becoming a serious case of Covid.  

However, most people are unable to see this obvious truth because they have been 

brainwashed to believe that vaccines are a way out of a pandemic. Vaccination 

propagandists could induce cognitive dissonance in their victims.  

Worse, these vaccines aren’t just ineffective. Serious side effects and injuries have been 

reported from all over the world. According to a report by the Israel People’s Committee 

(IPC), a citizen-led group of Israeli health experts, the Pfizer / BioNTech vaccine can harm 

virtually any system in the human body. Based on data from the Central Statistical Office 

and the Israeli Ministry of Health, the group estimates the death rate among vaccinated 

people to be around 1 in 5,000. This would mean that more than 1,000 Israeli citizens died 

unnecessarily from vaccines.  

  
We are already used to the media responding to logical arguments backed by scientific 

research by attacking the person who dares to preach and completely ignoring the subject 

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/vasko-kohlmayer/recognizing-the-obvious-hard-data-from-israel-reveals-vaccine-failure/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/vasko-kohlmayer/recognizing-the-obvious-hard-data-from-israel-reveals-vaccine-failure/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/vasko-kohlmayer/recognizing-the-obvious-hard-data-from-israel-reveals-vaccine-failure/
https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/09/vasko-kohlmayer/recognizing-the-obvious-hard-data-from-israel-reveals-vaccine-failure/
https://twitter.com/bryanvilleneuve/status/1429112778489483268
https://twitter.com/bryanvilleneuve/status/1429112778489483268
https://twitter.com/bryanvilleneuve/status/1429112778489483268
https://twitter.com/bryanvilleneuve/status/1429112778489483268
https://twitter.com/bryanvilleneuve/status/1429112778489483268
https://twitter.com/bryanvilleneuve/status/1429112778489483268
https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/07/26/pfizer-covid-vaccines-destroy-every-system-of-the-human-body-warns-israeli-health-experts/
https://rightsfreedoms.wordpress.com/2021/07/26/pfizer-covid-vaccines-destroy-every-system-of-the-human-body-warns-israeli-health-experts/
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itself. A logical conclusion can be drawn from this: defamation is easier than starting a 

discussion. Especially when they have no arguments.  

All that remain are the hackneyed phrases that have been repeated for a year and a half. 

Solidarity is good when you defend people without seeking the opinion of those at risk. 

However, by condemning older people to die lonely in abandonment and very often under 

abusive conditions, solidarity loses all meaning.  
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108. 20 years of Ground Zero  

Vienna 9/11/2021  

Today, exactly 20 years have passed since the events in Manhattan, New York.  

Apparently, most of us adults remember what we did that day. I also remember that day very 

well.  

I was on my way to an interview with the Vienna branch of the American company 

Scientific Games International GmbH when I heard on the radio that a (first) airplane had hit 

a skyscraper in NY. But I don’t want to write about my memories today.  

We all know that two planes are said to have pierced the two towers of the World Trade 

Center, WTC1 and WTC2. However, few know that the third, lower, 47-story WTC7 

skyscraper collapsed that day. the management center of the WTC, several banks, the CIA 

offices and the headquarters and bunker of the governor of New York. The building did not 

collapse until 5:20 p.m. local time, seven hours after the two WTC towers collapsed. There 

were no injuries as everyone had been evacuated beforehand.  

Interestingly, BBC reporter Jane Standley published the WTC7 collapse twenty minutes 

earlier than it actually happened.  

  

The building was still standing while she was transmitting this information live. The smoke 

came from both WTC1 and WTC2 buildings, which had collapsed much earlier.  
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[02/20/2023] I just found a video showing explosions at WTC7 just before the building collapsed. 

Source. 

 

 

During these 20 years many theories have arisen as to the true cause of these events. Many of 

them are mutually exclusive. They are all portrayed as conspiracy theories by the mainstream 

media. In my opinion, the most conspiratorial and even the most unrealistic theory is the 

official version presented by US President George Bush.  

I recently received an interesting YouTube video that explains the disaster in a completely 

surprising but argumentative way. I encourage you to watch. It lasts over four hours, but I 

assure you that you will not be bored.  

For the impatient, I will introduce some of the theses from this film.  

• The term “ground zero”, which was used to describe the area in which the previously 

destroyed skyscrapers stood, had a different meaning before this attack. This is how the 
place on earth was defined after the explosion of an atomic bomb. After September 11th 

this definition was changed in many dictionaries. The new definition no longer mentions the 

atomic bomb;  

• The WTC was built in the 1970s and one of the conditions for obtaining a building permit 

was the ability to remove the skyscrapers when they are no longer needed. At that time, the 
concept of an underground atomic explosion, equivalent to a maximum of 150 kilotons of 

TNT, was created for the controlled collapse of a skyscraper. And this concept was used in 
the construction of the WTC;  

• The laws of physics contradict the possibility of penetrating a massive steel structure (steel 
elements were thicker than in the tank) by an aluminum airplane moving at subsonic speed. 

All he could do was move in and destroy the rooms he had run into. Such an aircraft would 

crush itself on impact and fall to the ground. Aircraft in television coverage were digital 

https://www.facebook.com/messenger_media/?attachment_id=594971642487069&message_id=mid.%24cAABa9SdDJw6Mnb4GUWGbHhqClb2K&thread_id=100010098286112
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onzrJIAEEbQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=onzrJIAEEbQ
https://world-scam.com/Files/331201993_6157728984277465_6621766186193525762_n.mp4
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manipulation. In these videos, the aluminum aircraft pierces the steel tower and leaves the 
aluminum front of the aircraft in the same shape as it was before the impact, after having 

penetrated eight rows of steel columns, each with a thickness of armor (6.3 cm steel):  

  

In addition, the angle at which the aircraft allegedly entered the tower does not correspond to 

the exit point from the tower;  

• Traces in the Pentagon clearly indicate that a missile was deployed here, certainly not an 
airplane. Such a trajectory is impossible even for the best pilot, and here was supposedly an 

amateur. A half-megaton atomic charge was discovered at the site of the explosion, but it 

did not explode and was likely from a missile (previously stolen from the Soviet Kursk 
submarine – disaster in August 2000) that struck the Pentagon;  

• Three months later, a still molten metal was found while cleaning Ground Zero. If the WTC 

were blown up, as one theory claims with a termite explosive, it would stay at that 

temperature for 15 minutes at most, not 90 days;  
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• More than 10,000 Ground Zero remediation workers have died. Mostly in diseases such as 
leukemia and cancer;  

• Manhattan residents near Ground Zero were not allowed to return home until 6 months 

after the crash;  

• Both towers had been insured by the owner two months earlier – in the summer of 2001 – 

in the event of a terrorist attack. After the trial, he received double compensation for having 

two towers, about $ 8 billion;  

• Journalists covering live events learned from colleagues on the phone that the arriving 

planes were being shown on television – they only heard the explosion themselves.  

This brief description does not convey the technical possibility of a collapse with an 

underground atomic bomb. Watching the film makes it easier to understand why this 

concept explains all of the phenomena that occur during and after this tragedy. For example, 

how could thousands of tons of steel turn into dust? In both cases, why did all 110 floors 

collapse in less than 10 seconds? If, according to official reports, the collapse was caused by 

a fire in the upper floors, the collapse would have to take 13 times as long. Nothing was 

found that would belong to these offices. Neither furniture nor computer parts, nor the 

remains of nearly 3,000 people. Everything turned into microscopic powder that covered 

large areas of Manhattan with a thick layer.  
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This thick layer of dust covered the surrounding disaster areas. It was made up mostly of iron 

particles, and steel was the basic building block of the WTC towers. After the buildings 

collapsed due to the fire, a huge iron rubble was created. There is no fire that can turn steel to 

dust. Only a nuclear explosion can do that.  

Effects of the events:  

1. Introduction of thorough controls on air passengers worldwide;  

2. Issuing passports only after fingerprinting – a database was established. Fingerprints that 

also have traces of us all;  

3. The unjustified beginning of the Twenty Years’ War in Afghanistan, the end of which we can 

now watch;  

4. Unlawful attack on Iraq;  

5. Unlawful attack on Libya;  

6. Unlawful attack on Syria;  

7. Murder of Osama Bin Laden. Whether he was a terrorist or not, there was no trial – there 

was an execution;  

8. Murder of Muammar al-Gaddafi. Whether he was a terrorist or not, there was no trial – 

there was an execution;  

9. Assassination of Iranian General Soleimani in January 2020. Terrorist or not, there was no 

trial – there was an execution;  

10. Guantánamo.  

Who did everything? You can answer this question yourself.  

It’s like Orwell’s “1984” Three World Powers – is that a coincidence? Was Winston Smith of 

the Truth Department involved in the publication of the new encyclopedias – the change in 

definition of “ground zero” described above?  

IIs this version, which explains what happened then, true? I do not know. I believe it is much 

closer to the truth than the official version.  

In this video I drew attention to the story of the publication of Dmitri Khalezov’s book and 

his contact with the FBI. What interest would the FBI have in giving him previously 

unknown information that would appear in his book? Such companies collect information 

for themselves and politicians. If they make it public, then only if they want to convey a 
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new version of the “truth”. It is possible that the truth is much worse and that version is in 

favor of the politicians at the moment.  

  

What does this story have to do with today’s plandemic? I see similarities in the propaganda, 

in the lies of the media, in the fight against people who ask about the real background of the 

events, in the attitudes of the media and politicians and in the horrific consequences of such 

politics.  
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109. Poznan / Poland – September 2021  

Vienna 9/19/2021  

I combined my last trip to Poland with two events that took place in Poznan. I took part in 

the freedom march on Saturday, September 11th. I was back in Poznan on Sunday, 

September 12th to meet Artur Kalbarczyk, a journalist living in Canada. Artur Kalbarczyk 

publishes videos on YouTube and Facebook in which he presents facts and precise analyzes 

of the geopolitical situation from the point of view of North America as objectively as 

possible.  

Despite the rain in Poznan, several thousand people came to the freedom march. My first 

participation in the Freedom March in Warsaw in October 2020 ended with a 25-hour 

detention by the police. This time it was possible to dispense with such illegal actions by the 

law enforcement authorities. For organizational reasons I was only present at the beginning 

of the march. If you are interested in what happened, you can watch the video of this march..  

I recorded the entire meeting in Polish in two films:  

Part 1. 

Part 2.  

Mr. Artur told about his adventure flight from Canada to Poland. His view of Polish affairs 

is very interesting. I am also not fully involved in parliamentary disputes. I also see the 

subject of chemical planning in a global context. Whether the Polish Minister of Health 

ordered this or that, or whether MP Braun said to his face that he was going to hang, is 

perhaps interesting, but practically irrelevant when you consider that this is a problem that 

affects the whole world. And believe me, there are countries where the nightmare of full 

social control has already been introduced. And I don’t mean China or North Korea. Look 

at Australia or Canada, where Mr. Arthur is from. There is a situation that is much more 

critical.  

Poles who work in Germany, for example, see the difference when they go to a store in  

Germany and Poland. Wearing masks is compulsory, but practically voluntary in most Polish 

shops. You go to the hairdresser or the swimming pool without having to show the result of a 

manure test that does not test anything.  

We Poles are a nation that has immunity to aggressors in our blood. You are probably 

wondering where these new aggressors are in Poland? They are not in Poland because they 

don’t have to be. It is enough that our politicians depend on them through corruption, 

blackmail or simply a globalist ideology. It seems that politicians are waiting for some 

distant recommendations – they said something a week ago that they deny today.  

https://bittube.tv/post/ea3593e2-efe5-4f26-aca9-3a5e6634f589
https://bittube.tv/post/ea3593e2-efe5-4f26-aca9-3a5e6634f589
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RMha-gclhU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6RMha-gclhU
https://bittube.tv/post/b51eea99-8d4c-4ff1-bca4-b824160a17cc
https://bittube.tv/post/b51eea99-8d4c-4ff1-bca4-b824160a17cc
https://bittube.tv/post/96cc2cba-f1e9-4e48-ace2-eeeae98cfb24
https://bittube.tv/post/96cc2cba-f1e9-4e48-ace2-eeeae98cfb24
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Mr. Kalbarczyk believes that the WEF (Klaus Schwab’s World Economic Forum) in Davos 

will become less important if the US moves away from globalism, for example by winning 

the Republican Party renewed by Donald Trump in the upcoming 2022 elections. Now the 

globalists are trying to end US domination by weakening the importance of this country, 

for example by introducing the ineffective Biden as president. And they are on their way 

there. Even if Trump is elected in the next presidential election in 2024, he will not care 

about the fate of the world, only the US. We in Europe are not given freedom as a gift from 

another struggling nation. We always had to fight for our own freedom.  
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As Mr. Artur said in Poznan: We are in the middle of a war and there are deaths on both sides.  
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110. Large study from Israel  

Vienna 9/20/2021  

An interesting article was published in the Austrian weekly newspaper ZurZeit about a 

scientific study carried out in Israel that used data on the health of 2.5 million people. The 

research began in March 2020 and lasted through July 2021 and concerned comparing natural 

immune resistance after SARS-CoV-2 illness with that achieved through the use of the 

BioNTech / Pfizer preparation.  

This study was conducted by top scientists from Maccabi Healthcare Services, Israel’s second 

largest medical provider serving more than a quarter of the country’s population, Ashdod 

University Hospital and Tel Aviv Medical University.  

Study results: The risk of corona infection in vaccinated people is 13 times higher than in 

people who have recovered from SARS-CoV-2 disease and have naturally acquired 

immunity. The new delta variant was explicitly included; all vaccinated received two doses 

of BioNTech / Pfizer (BNT162b2). People who were vaccinated were up to 27 times more 

likely to have severe symptomatic illnesses than those who recovered.  

According to the authors, this study, the world’s largest and longest field study on this topic 

to date, delivers clear and unambiguous results: Epidemiologically, people who have been 

vaccinated are more than ten times more dangerous than those who have recovered with 

regard to a corona infection and possible transmission.   

https://zurzeit.at/index.php/israelische-grossstudie-geimpfte-viel-gefaehrlicher-als-genesene/
https://zurzeit.at/index.php/israelische-grossstudie-geimpfte-viel-gefaehrlicher-als-genesene/
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111. The return of Dr. Mengele  

Vienna 9/22/2021  

Entire blog as a PDF eBook.  

In Poland there is a competition for YouTube, independent of large corporations and global 

propaganda. Soon, at the end of this year, the first version of this great company will appear 

in our internet life. Now you can see what it will look like.  

There are few cruel things today that can shock us. This time, however, the news about illegal 

experiments on children over 3 months old must have an impact on our conscience – at least 

for those who have a conscience. Yesterday an interview in Polish with the doctor Dr. 

Katarzyna Ratkowska and the lawyer Katarzyna Tarnava-Gwóźdź.  

Clinical trials in children up to 11 years of age are being conducted in four countries around 

the world with the aim of commercializing Pfizer’s experimental drug against the most 

fashionable viral infection in a year and a half for children of that age. The four countries 

are Finland, Spain, Poland and the USA. 4.5 thousand children will take part in this study. 

So it seems that in Poland over a thousand children are being donated for experiments that 

are incompatible with Polish and international law. The Nuremberg Code, which was 

created after the Second World War to prevent human experiences without your consent or 

the consent of your legal guardian, also does not allow such activities.  

  
Painting by Władysław Siwek, gate with the inscription “Work makes you free”.  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Plandemic%20of%20fear.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Plandemic%20of%20fear.pdf
https://wrealu24.tv/
https://wrealu24.tv/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLNHkUQlnA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLNHkUQlnA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLNHkUQlnA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLNHkUQlnA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLNHkUQlnA8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLNHkUQlnA8
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Since it was possible to rally over a thousand children to take part in this crime so quickly, it 

is suspected that they are children from orphanages whose legal guardians are officials in 

these homes.  

Eighty years ago it was easier not to know what was going on behind the barbed wire of the 

concentration camps. Today?  
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112. Six pandemic-free countries in Europe  

Vienna 9/24/2021  

The last dictatorship in Europe, Belarus, was a country free from Covid hysteria from the 

start.  

Five countries in Europe have already joined Belarus and this viral madness is over. On July 

19, Britain began treatment for corona, as did the flu and other infectious diseases. Denmark, 

the Netherlands, Norway and Croatia later alternately entered this path.  

We Will Not Be Vaccinated Anymore – says President Of Croatia Zoran Milanovic 

pandemic should come to an end.  

Croatian President Zoran Milanović goes against the current of Covid history. In a TV 

interview, he stressed that his country’s citizens are not badly vaccinated as suggested by the 

media, accused the media of spreading the Covid panic, and stressed that there are thousands 

of other diseases in the world that target must also be respected. “There is no life without 

risk,” he emphasized.  

The UN General Assembly is currently taking place in New York. The Brazilian President 

Jair Bolsonaro refused to accept the “lucky injection” and was therefore not allowed to go to 

the restaurant. So he decided to have pizza on a New York street.  

  

President Bolsonaro eats pizza in the street. Image from Twitter  

For globalists, the earth burns under their feet. I can imagine how many sleepless nights Klaus 

Schwab, Chairman of the World Economic Forum, spent. In the United States, Antoni Fauci 

admitted that in the run-up to the congress he was funding many years of research in China to 

https://greatgameindia.com/croatia-president-vaccine/
https://greatgameindia.com/croatia-president-vaccine/
https://greatgameindia.com/croatia-president-vaccine/
https://greatgameindia.com/croatia-president-vaccine/
https://greatgameindia.com/croatia-president-vaccine/
https://greatgameindia.com/croatia-president-vaccine/
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/why-brazils-president-jair-bolsonaro-had-to-eat-pizza-on-a-new-york-sidewalk-2548155
https://www.ndtv.com/world-news/why-brazils-president-jair-bolsonaro-had-to-eat-pizza-on-a-new-york-sidewalk-2548155
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develop a new, dangerous variant of the coronavirus. But when he commissioned the Chinese, 

he also received a product made in China in the appropriate quality.  

You will probably think of Sweden too. This country rightly chose its own path and failed to 

implement most of the bans that have been placed on the world.  

Yesterday the Portuguese government abolished certificates confirming that a citizen does not 

have a specific disease. Portugal is not yet a member of a club of nations that do not recognize 

a false pandemic, but it is moving in that direction.  
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113. Blackout  

Vienna 9/25/2021  

The film in German Fiery Autumn? The situation will almost certainly escalate on AUF1 

(Austrian independent television), which inspired me to write this article.  

Are we threatened with a major power outage? If you look at this question in a purely 

technical way, it is unlikely that something like this will happen on a large scale, for example 

across Europe. That is of course not impossible, but our energy system can take a lot.  

However, there is another point of view on the matter. What happens, what if the plandemic 

lie falls – because sooner or later it has to – like a house of cards? Will the Minister of 

Health say I am sorry I was wrong? I’m sorry thousands of people died because of me? And 

we will forgive him because Christians do this? Somehow I find it difficult to imagine such a 

development of events. He’s unlikely to be hanged unless there is a lynching, but I hope 

common sense prevails. Not because I want to defend a man who I think is a criminal. 

However, an independent court should decide whether this is the case. If we want to live in a 

law abiding country, we also accept the laws of that country.  

I know many will say: after all, the Minister of Health did not bother with the law in force 

when he introduced deadly restrictions. True, but lawlessness cannot be overcome by 

lawlessness. In addition, most politicians, including members of most political parties, are 

mere puppets under the influence of eminences gray. Through corruption, blackmail, or 

brainwashing. Some people just jumped on a Covid for their own ends.  

Such times show, as seldom ever, the characters of many people. The real ones. The problem 

of punishing only the guilty puppets is important, but it doesn’t seem to be the most 

important thing today. Why am I writing about this in an article called Blackout? Because I 

am convinced that such mediocre people will do everything they can to avoid being held 

accountable for the crimes committed. MPs are protected by immunity, but the government, 

including the Chancellor, has full responsibility for its actions.  

In mid-September, the German city of Dresden saw an example of such a minor disaster. 

There was a failure of the city’s power system and a much larger failure of the emergency 

power system. I suspect it was indeed a technical failure, but what if someone decides to tear 

down most of the electrical systems in order to remove liability for the victims of the 

plandemic?  

https://auf1.tv/stefan-magnet-auf1/heftiger-herbst-die-lage-wird-ziemlich-sicher-eskalieren
https://auf1.tv/stefan-magnet-auf1/heftiger-herbst-die-lage-wird-ziemlich-sicher-eskalieren
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According to corona prophet Klaus Schwab from the World Economic Forum, we are ten 

times more susceptible than the corona virus. A hacker attack that involved, among other 

things, large energy companies, especially energy control systems, generation and 

distribution. So far, Mr. Schwab has “predicted” the development of the plandemic 

perfectly. No wonder, in my opinion he is one of the creative creators of this crisis. So I take 

this warning seriously and believe that we will face a global energy crisis in the form of a 

power outage of unprecedented proportions for two weeks, for example.  

And what happens if there is no electricity in the world for 14 days? What happens in such 

situations will happen in the first few hours. Elevators will stop, garage doors won’t open, 

there will be no lights and no television. Even if someone has a receiver that is supplied by a 

network-independent source, he will not receive anything anyway, since stations that 

broadcast programs (including on satellites) cannot broadcast without power. Food that has 

gone bad in fridges and freezers. Trains, trams and buses stop. Car traffic at night would 

only be illuminated by the lights of the cars. Cars that cannot refuel – petrol pumps also need 

electricity.  
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Power outage in winter? It is not a problem!  

Nobody will take money from the ATM because there is no electricity. The water on the 

upper floors will disappear because it was pumped by electric motors. Shops only accept 

cash, if at all, so no electricity. The internet no longer works, the cell phone does not work. 

In such situations, the emergency power supply is very short. In hospitals, only devices that 

support the patient’s life until the end of the ongoing operation are supplied with emergency 

power.  

I have only briefly described the consequences of such a failure. The people lacked water and 

food. This will lead to social protests. Criminals would use this situation to rob businesses or 

homes. And they would look for water and food instead of jewelry … And violence becomes 

the order of the day. The law of the fist will be the law in force.  

A year and a half ago I didn’t buy a single roll of toilet paper, not because I ran out of it – 

because I didn’t look for it at all. I had a couple and it turned out that it was enough. I am not 

so calm anymore. You have to be well prepared for such a crisis in order to have a chance of 

surviving it. It is not enough to collect a lot of water in plastic bottles. To do this, you need a 

water purifier. Preferably based on chlorine dioxide.  

The author of the “Blackout” – bestseller Marc Elsberg, wrote that after two weeks of 

blackout (lack of electricity) our civilization will move to the level of the Middle Ages and 

after a month into the Stone Age. This could be the only chance for historians to experience 

their field of research so directly.  

I am sorry to have to show you such negative visions. I am by nature an optimist and I hope it 

doesn’t come to that. But logic tells me that globalists won’t give up easily. You will have no 

choice but to save your skin. On the positive side, this will be her last, desperate attempt.  
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114. Blackout – continued  

Vienna 9/28/2021  

I received a couple of inquiries about the previous article and decided to write a follow up. I 

don’t want to scare anyone – this fear propaganda spread by the media is enough. However, 

I want to let you know about real threats that I hope will not endanger us and our very 

existence.  

I wrote about the intentions and reasons for a possible blackout in 106. Technocracy and 

Money.  

Are there serious power outages in the USA? Yes, they are possible and even happened in 

the past. Not on the order of magnitude I described in the previous article, but they were so 

serious that those responsible for energy security took them very seriously. You can read 

about it here.  

Please note, however, that technical problems are foreseen here and not deliberate subversive 

actions by large political forces who want to cause a crisis on a larger scale. If you doubt the 

existence of such forces, read the previous article and the one previously mentioned on 

technocracy and finance.  

I have only given you sources on USA. However, this is a problem on a much larger scale. In 

Austria, Interior Minister Nehammer has decided to protect the police in the event of a power 

failure. Yesterday there was an article on the subject of blackout protection on the also 

mainstream ORF.  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/3010
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/3010
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/3010
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/3010
https://harcresearch.org/news/the-great-texas-blackout-of-2021-how-does-this-not-happen-again/?gclid=CjwKCAjw-sqKBhBjEiwAVaQ9a5PY6OOOGLRHZCIU62xBNPGQR8MUkPQ_r_AXEj8OfB65RDo6ufjDrBoC76YQAvD_BwE
https://harcresearch.org/news/the-great-texas-blackout-of-2021-how-does-this-not-happen-again/?gclid=CjwKCAjw-sqKBhBjEiwAVaQ9a5PY6OOOGLRHZCIU62xBNPGQR8MUkPQ_r_AXEj8OfB65RDo6ufjDrBoC76YQAvD_BwE
https://harcresearch.org/news/the-great-texas-blackout-of-2021-how-does-this-not-happen-again/?gclid=CjwKCAjw-sqKBhBjEiwAVaQ9a5PY6OOOGLRHZCIU62xBNPGQR8MUkPQ_r_AXEj8OfB65RDo6ufjDrBoC76YQAvD_BwE
https://harcresearch.org/news/the-great-texas-blackout-of-2021-how-does-this-not-happen-again/?gclid=CjwKCAjw-sqKBhBjEiwAVaQ9a5PY6OOOGLRHZCIU62xBNPGQR8MUkPQ_r_AXEj8OfB65RDo6ufjDrBoC76YQAvD_BwE
https://kurier.at/chronik/oesterreich/oesterreichs-polizei-ruestet-sich-fuer-blackout-szenario/401749821
https://kurier.at/chronik/oesterreich/oesterreichs-polizei-ruestet-sich-fuer-blackout-szenario/401749821
https://kurier.at/chronik/oesterreich/oesterreichs-polizei-ruestet-sich-fuer-blackout-szenario/401749821
https://kurier.at/chronik/oesterreich/oesterreichs-polizei-ruestet-sich-fuer-blackout-szenario/401749821
https://wien.orf.at/stories/3123382/
https://wien.orf.at/stories/3123382/
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I hope I have answered your questions. Don’t expect me to explain all of the inexplicable 

phenomena. I respect your intelligence and count on your own thoughts. It is high time to 

find out the truth for yourself. Nobody will bring it to them on a gold plate. What would it 

be worth then? Not sure how to proceed? Read Article 68. Globalresearch. You can access 

important information even without knowledge of a foreign language.  

    

  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/1511
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/1511
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115. Delta Story  

Vienna 9/29/2021  

In May I wrote about Mutations from India, where the Indian Ministry of Health got the fake 

news spread around the world about the new, extremely dangerous one  

The results of a study on this variant were published in the USA a week ago. The results can 

be found in an article. JPMorgan Makes An Unexpected Discovery: Delta Variant Only 

“Half As Infectious As Assumed”.  

… A new JPMorgan analysis found that, unlike developed countries, many of which have 

imposed draconian blockades, particularly Australia, developing countries experienced a delta 

wave that was “much milder” than expected.  

JPMorgan policy analyst David Mackie said: “The delta wave was much softer than 

expected: none of the countries studied (Philippines, Peru, Colombia, South Africa, 

Ecuador, Thailand and Mexico) recorded the infections we expected”.  

While on average, Re was expected to rise by 0.58 from the end of June to the time when the 

Delta variant was fully prevalent (from 1.07 to 1.65), the average rise was only by 0.24 (from 

1.07 to 1.31); in other words, around half of the expected gain in Re did not occur.  

  

What does this mean? Simple: as Mackie explains, “it is very possible that the Delta 

variant is around half as infectious as initially assumed.” While this – JPM exclaims 

optimistically – would be very positive going forward, and would limit any increase in 

infections in the coming months, it would be devastating for such institutions as the NIH, not 

to mention Biden’s chief Covid advisor, Fauci, whose entire argument since the start is that 

the delta variant was far more infectious than any of the previous covid variants; it would 

also once again make a mockery of “the science” which had fully supported the theory that 

Delta had a far greater infectiousness.  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2088
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2088
https://invesbrain.com/jpmorgan-makes-an-unexpected-discovery-delta-variant-only-half-as-infectious-as-assumed/
https://invesbrain.com/jpmorgan-makes-an-unexpected-discovery-delta-variant-only-half-as-infectious-as-assumed/
https://invesbrain.com/jpmorgan-makes-an-unexpected-discovery-delta-variant-only-half-as-infectious-as-assumed/
https://invesbrain.com/jpmorgan-makes-an-unexpected-discovery-delta-variant-only-half-as-infectious-as-assumed/
https://invesbrain.com/jpmorgan-makes-an-unexpected-discovery-delta-variant-only-half-as-infectious-as-assumed/
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Of course by even getting this far, the JPMorgan analyst may have broken most of the most 

cardinal of taboos of delta variant discussion in “polite society”, so we are not surprised that 

he did not even dare breathe the word “ivermectin” and its use in Peru, Philippines, South 

Africa, Ecuador, Thailand and Mexico.  

  

     

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02958-2
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-02958-2
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/philippines-start-clinical-trials-ivermectin-other-drugs-covid-19-2021-04-20/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/philippines-start-clinical-trials-ivermectin-other-drugs-covid-19-2021-04-20/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/philippines-start-clinical-trials-ivermectin-other-drugs-covid-19-2021-04-20/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/philippines-start-clinical-trials-ivermectin-other-drugs-covid-19-2021-04-20/
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-56526632
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-56526632
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-56526632
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-56526632
https://twitter.com/alcaldiagye/status/1348981272526381059
https://twitter.com/alcaldiagye/status/1348981272526381059
https://twitter.com/alcaldiagye/status/1348981272526381059
https://twitter.com/alcaldiagye/status/1348981272526381059
https://thethaiger.com/news/national/thai-researchers-to-study-animal-antiparasitic-drug-for-treating-covid-19
https://thethaiger.com/news/national/thai-researchers-to-study-animal-antiparasitic-drug-for-treating-covid-19
https://aapsonline.org/covid-19-disease-hitting-a-brick-wall-in-mexico-city/
https://aapsonline.org/covid-19-disease-hitting-a-brick-wall-in-mexico-city/
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116. Rome – Declaration of Doctors  

Vienna 10/2/2021  

In September 2021, the International Association of Doctors and Physicians in Rome 

announced a declaration that by October 1, 2021 had already been signed by over 8,600 

medical doctors and scientists worldwide. Here is the declaration:  

We the physicians of the world, united and loyal to the Hippocratic Oath, recognizing the 

profession of medicine as we know it is at a crossroad, are compelled to declare the 

following:  

• WHEREAS, it is our utmost responsibility and duty to uphold and restore the dignity, 
integrity, art and science of medicine;  

• WHEREAS, there is an unprecedented assault on our ability to care for our patients;  

• WHEREAS, public policy makers have chosen to force a “one size fits all” treatment 

strategy, resulting in needless illness and death, rather than upholding fundamental 

concepts of the individualized, personalized approach to patient care which is proven to be 
safe and more effective;  

• WHEREAS, physicians and other health care providers working on the front lines, utilizing 
their knowledge of epidemiology, pathophysiology and pharmacology, are often first to 

identify new, potentially life saving treatments;  

• WHEREAS, physicians are increasingly being discouraged from engaging in open 

professional discourse and the exchange of ideas about new and emerging diseases, not 

only endangering the essence of the medical profession, but more importantly, more 

tragically, the lives of our patients;  

• WHEREAS, thousands of physicians are being prevented from providing treatment to their 

patients, as a result of barriers put up by pharmacies, hospitals, and public health agencies, 

rendering the vast majority of healthcare providers helpless to protect their patients in the 

face of disease.  Physicians are now advising their patients to simply go home (allowing the 

virus to replicate) and return when their disease worsens, resulting in hundreds of 
thousands of unnecessary patient deaths, due to failure-to-treat;  

WHEREAS, this is not medicine. This is not care. These policies may actually constitute 

crimes against humanity.  

NOW THEREFORE, IT IS:  

• RESOLVED, that the physician-patient relationship must be restored. The very heart of 
medicine is this relationship, which allows physicians to best understand their patients and 

their illnesses, to formulate treatments that give the best chance for success, while the 

patient is an active participant in their care.   

• RESOLVED, that the political intrusion into the practice of medicine and the 

physician/patient relationship must end. Physicians, and all health care providers, must be 

free to practice the art and science of medicine without fear of retribution, censorship, 

slander, or disciplinary action, including possible loss of licensure and hospital privileges, 

loss of insurance contracts and interference from government entities and organizations – 
which further prevent us from caring for patients in need. More than ever, the right and 

ability to exchange objective scientific findings, which further our understanding of disease, 

must be protected.  

• RESOLVED, that physicians must defend their right to prescribe treatment, observing the 

tenet FIRST, DO NO HARM. Physicians shall not be restricted from prescribing safe and 

effective treatments. These restrictions continue to cause unnecessary sickness and death. 
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The rights of patients, after being fully informed about the risks and benefits of each 
option, must be restored to receive those treatments.  

• RESOLVED, that we invite physicians of the world and all health care providers to join us in 

this noble cause as we endeavor to restore trust, integrity and professionalism to the 
practice of medicine.  

• RESOLVED, that we invite the scientists of the world, who are skilled in biomedical research 

and uphold the highest ethical and moral standards, to insist on their ability to conduct and 

publish objective, empirical research without fear of reprisal upon their careers, 

reputations and livelihoods.  

• RESOLVED, that we invite patients, who believe in the importance of the physician-patient 

relationship and the ability to be active participants in their care, to demand access to 
science-based medical care.  

Source.  

     

https://doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org/
https://doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org/
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117. New Zealand  

Vienna 10/3/2021  

Australia’s GumshoeNews published an article on Jacinda’s Fakebook Post — 30,000 

Comments Expose Vax Injury and Deaths.  

New Zealand’s Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern’s Fakebook-entry backfired dramatically. On 

September 26, 2021 she published:  

I was reading some research today, on why some people have chosen not to be vaccinated to 

protect them against COVID 19 yet. One of the most common is that they’re worried about 

the side effects. So let’s talk about that!  

Like all medicines, you might experience some mild side effects 1—2 days after getting 

your vaccination. That is totally normal, and also a sign that your body is learning to fight 

the virus.  

Most side effects don’t last long. For me, I had a sore arm after my first dose (it reminded me 

of the tetanus jab) and I felt a bit weary after the second one, but not for long! If you’re 

worried about side effects, why not reach out to someone you know and trust who has had 

the vaccine, and ask how they felt? Or talk to your GP. You’ll also find more at 

https://covid19.govt.nz/…/side-effects-of-covid-19…/.  

At the time of writing, Ms. Jacindy Ardern has received 34,174 commens on Facebook. Most 

are reports of death or serious injury following this experiment. Here are some examples:  

My Father had a heart attack one week after his first shot. He was helicoptered to 

Waikato in a serious condition. Admittedly he is 81 however he had had a thorough heart 

check six weeks previously and had been advised his heart was in excellent condition for his 

age. He is/was extremely active and cycled 40 kilometers 5 days a week. The heart attack 

was due to blood clots. He is not going to get his second shot. Al Jonson  Kim L. 

Coppersmith Sending much love to you and Daniel and your Dad. The lies must stop. Julie 

King.   

One of our drivers father had heart attack 2 days ago one week after Jab. Our friend got 

half paralyzed one month later he still not feeling right Stace Da Ace Thompson  

A good friends brother in law has died, and another friend has had a death at their 

work. A girl from my school days nearly passed out at Vac centre and couldn’t move for a 

few days and have heard of another contact who has had a Bell’s palsy turn …my 

immediate family have only had sore arms and tiredness. Lots of people are OK BUT alot 

are not, it’s very concerning Letetia Kelly  

https://gumshoenews.com/2021/09/28/jacindas-fakebook-post-30000-comments-expose-vax-injury-and-deaths/
https://gumshoenews.com/2021/09/28/jacindas-fakebook-post-30000-comments-expose-vax-injury-and-deaths/
https://gumshoenews.com/2021/09/28/jacindas-fakebook-post-30000-comments-expose-vax-injury-and-deaths/
https://gumshoenews.com/2021/09/28/jacindas-fakebook-post-30000-comments-expose-vax-injury-and-deaths/
https://gumshoenews.com/2021/09/28/jacindas-fakebook-post-30000-comments-expose-vax-injury-and-deaths/
https://gumshoenews.com/2021/09/28/jacindas-fakebook-post-30000-comments-expose-vax-injury-and-deaths/
https://gumshoenews.com/2021/09/28/jacindas-fakebook-post-30000-comments-expose-vax-injury-and-deaths/
https://gumshoenews.com/2021/09/28/jacindas-fakebook-post-30000-comments-expose-vax-injury-and-deaths/
https://www.facebook.com/jacindaardern/posts/10158140116102441
https://www.facebook.com/jacindaardern/posts/10158140116102441
https://www.facebook.com/jacindaardern/posts/10158140116102441
https://www.facebook.com/jacindaardern/posts/10158140116102441
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fcovid19.govt.nz%2Fcovid-19-vaccines%2Fhow-to-get-a-covid-19-vaccination%2Fwhat-to-expect-when-you-get-your-vaccinations%2Fside-effects-of-covid-19-vaccines%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR2WCfReSo_-kMBOK6TdKCSrIgqeQteUIbyvcM9RINQEuBPJP5v46XvhwT4&h=AT125KDymejwCEsHQoXoCcqNqwEUP8g6qdPsc3bQDyAGPjp-yw7ZHkctjzem_bWyQw934gG8u_mSBsKs-kaQmhs1trx1hDpIndIgmtvgO84gS1eKOoKgjvZ3hcK3Dtur&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT1e4vRl-4-NdlXea4Q30bFoKivowmQsm8jwdN9TA7dWp0-p2n5QhKRRQA-7uPUVby__0csk5qU6jwWIr6lpVHqES-Jp0bxJLQ4sftd_uTOFeoMetCZEeMBMdyjivTd1aiUF2caEMDzWy0EMbn1KRSGVHrPzWlW-9FTzArWLxTAD9aMm
https://www.facebook.com/jacindaardern/posts/10158140116102441
https://www.facebook.com/jacindaardern/posts/10158140116102441
https://www.facebook.com/projectveritass?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV85MzA4OTk4OTA4NTA2MzE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/projectveritass?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV85MzA4OTk4OTA4NTA2MzE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/projectveritass?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV85MzA4OTk4OTA4NTA2MzE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/projectveritass?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV85MzA4OTk4OTA4NTA2MzE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/projectveritass?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV85MzA4OTk4OTA4NTA2MzE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/projectveritass?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV85MzA4OTk4OTA4NTA2MzE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kim.l.coppersmith?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/kim.l.coppersmith?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/Coppersmith22?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/Coppersmith22?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/Coppersmith22?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/juliekinglovesoup?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV8xMDUwNDc5MjM5MDM5NzUz&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/juliekinglovesoup?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV8xMDUwNDc5MjM5MDM5NzUz&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/juliekinglovesoup?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV8xMDUwNDc5MjM5MDM5NzUz&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/juliekinglovesoup?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV8xMDUwNDc5MjM5MDM5NzUz&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008821309316&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV8xMDE1ODE0MDEyNjIwMjQ0MQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100008821309316&comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV8xMDE1ODE0MDEyNjIwMjQ0MQ%3D%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/letetia.kelly1?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV80MTIxOTgzOTA1NzQyNTY%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/letetia.kelly1?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoxMDE1ODE0MDExNjEwMjQ0MV80MTIxOTgzOTA1NzQyNTY%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZX-tn91vcxcai03MELXgPzC54_ql4jwjBJB66MGQBKR3ZdQWwIMkT3ZBlEdBbfNwhUxg-R60MrPXQhPwsAJO-w4jIjTX56oGWyH6egBdGgSYlGXNTgX7T2-jqnQ06WXV-sCfusJCjgzJBXr9Srw6xWA&__tn__=R%5d-R
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The committed globalist Jacinda Ardern is a member of Klaus Schwab’s Young Global 

Leaders. I have in Article 95. Who really rules us? written about this company. These agendas 

of the global left, such as the issue of “transgender”, permeate his people with full force.  

Corrupt politicians can do a lot of damage, but more dangerous are naive politicians who have 

been manipulated by the total idea of globalism.  

    

  

https://www.younggloballeaders.org/community?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=Jacinda&x=17&y=7&status=&class_year=&sector=&region=#results
https://www.younggloballeaders.org/community?utf8=%E2%9C%93&q=Jacinda&x=17&y=7&status=&class_year=&sector=&region=#results
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2643
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2643
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118. Fakebook failure?  

Vienna 10/5/2021  

Yesterday around 5:30 p.m. MET, the popular Facebook.com website stopped working. 

WhatsApp and Instagram have also joined her, probably out of solidarity. They are all part of 

Mr. Mark Zuckerberg’s empire.  

  

So yesterday concerned users in Austria reported the failure of Facebook, which is no longer 

working.  

After six hours, the technical difficulties were overcome and all three platforms were back in 

operation. At the same time, the news caused a sensation that the domain www.facebook.com 

is for sale.  

  

According to Domaintools.com, the site is now back in the hands of Facebook Inc. in Menlo 

Park, California.  

There is a suspicion that Marek Zuckerberger simply forgot to pay the fees for this domain. A 

domain normally costs around 30 euros a year. Maybe we will support him with a donation? 

After all, we like to use the advantages of Facebook, Messenger & Co.  

During the duration of the outage, I made a simple attempt to verify the likely cause of the 

outage. I used the ping command to check whether the facebook.com page can be reached. 

Was not. What does it mean? The first thing a web browser like Chrome, Firefox etc. does, 

when it receives a command to connect to a website, it checks the closest so called DNS 

(Domain Names Server) is the IP address of the desired server. Sounds very technical to 

laypeople, but it is a simple standard operation without which the Internet would not function 

properly.  

In our case, regardless of whether we click the Facebook icon on the PC, tablet or switch on  
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FB on the mobile phone, such a query is created automatically. If everything works as it 

should, the DNS server answers me for example 69.171.250.35 – this is the so-called IP 

address that the computer needs to connect to the Facebook server.  

When we sent such a request from our devices yesterday, there was a response from the DNS 

server – I don’t know the server called facebook.com. What does it mean? This means that 

someone around the world made sure that the entries on these servers were deleted.  

I can hardly imagine that it happened by accident. I don’t know who is behind this attack on 

the Mr. Zuckerberger consortium? There are many opportunities. The above domain fee. 

There is no shortage of competition, for example on Twitter. Angry FB user for being 

censored by this platform. Hackers (necessarily from Russia because it sounds better in the 

media) for fun or the satisfaction of doing serious harm to an evil capitalist. We can theorize 

endlessly.  

And the damage really did show up – Mr. Zuckerberger lost around 7 billion euros on the 

stock exchange as a result of yesterday’s adventure. His position on the list of the world’s 

richest people has also changed. It dropped from second to third place. The second is now 

Bill Gates and the first is Amazon CEO Jeff Bezos.  

Or is it perhaps the greatest vaccine specialist behind it, just to improve his threatened 

position? In that case, the Amazon boss would have a serious problem. It’s true that Bill Gates 

didn’t code DOS himself, but I don’t think he’s having any trouble hacking DNS servers. Is 

amazon.com next? Who knows?   
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119. Pfizer  

Vienna 10/7/2021  

A million people viewed this YouTube video in 24 hours. In case this link doesn’t work, I’ll 

provide you with a copy of it.  

  

Here I quote the words of a Polish journalist from Canada, Artur Kalbarczyk, who 

recommended watching this film on mewe.com:  

The video on YT is remarkable, it has received nearly 1 million views in 24 hours. Project 

Veritas did a great job secretly welcoming the Pfizer scientists. It turns out that even the 

scientists themselves confirm that your immune system is better and more effective than the 

Pfizer vaccines … this is confirmed by 3 scientists who all work for Pfizer and say it on 

camera. This is serious business, one of the matters that should stop all vaccination campaigns 

in the world. My favorite quote is; “I work for a corporation from hell, there it’s all about 

money, they are only driven by profit, that has nothing to do with a pandemic. My employer 

only exists under Covid. “  

I might add that even Viagra, so popular in the world, was only an episode for Pfizer 

compared to the over $ 200 million the company makes daily from this experimental 

substance.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On5RYFbcxWY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=On5RYFbcxWY
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Pfizer%20Scientists.m4v
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Pfizer%20Scientists.m4v
https://mewe.com/i/arturkalbarczyk
https://mewe.com/i/arturkalbarczyk
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Merck, the manufacturer of a cheap and effective drug against Covid19 Ivermectin, has 

decided to create its own competition for ivermectin. We already know Mr. Fauci from the 

USA – Director of NIAID, Institute for Allergies and Infectious Diseases – who advertises 

this ineffective but very expensive product under the name Molnupiravir. Read about this in 

the article The Extraordinary Hypocrisy of Molnupiravir  

  

Business is business!  

    

  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2948
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2948
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/the-extraordinary-hypocrisy-of-molnupiravir
https://popularrationalism.substack.com/p/the-extraordinary-hypocrisy-of-molnupiravir
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120. 40 Evidence of a False Pandemic  

Wroclaw/Poland 10/12/2021  

In September, two parts of an article titled 40 Reasons Why the Covid-19 Pandemic Never 

Existed appeared on TruthUnmuted.org in Richmond, Texas. As you may have noticed, I long 

ago ceased to prove the falseness of such a modern planemic. But I still meet people whose 

only source of information is the main public media. You are surprised to learn of the events 

and arguments that have been kept silent by these media. For people like that, I decided to 

write this article.  

As usual, I will provide a link to these original articles in English:  

Part 1  

Part 2  

It’s completely understandable that people want to get on with their lives, but we will not be 

going back to the old normal. – WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus  

Many of us are pondering when things will return to normal…The short response is: never. 

Nothing will ever return to the ‘broken’ sense of normalcy that prevailed prior to the crisis 

because the coronavirus pandemic marks a fundamental inflection point in our global 

trajectory. – Klaus Schwab, World Economic Forum.  

This is the crisis of my lifetime. Even before the pandemic hit, I realized that we were in a 

revolutionary moment where what would be impossible or even inconceivable in normal 

times had become not only possible, but probably absolutely necessary…We will not go 

back to where we were when the pandemic started. That is pretty certain… – George Soros  

Authoritarian governments love emergency powers and executive orders because they provide 

cover to implement all manner of draconian dictates essentially destroying free speech, 

freedom of assembly, and freedom of the press all in the name of keeping people safe.  

What if the pretext for declaring a pandemic and locking down billions of people was all 

just a ruse? What if all that’s happened over the past 18 months had nothing to do with a 

global health crisis? What if many of the deaths attributed to COVID-19 could have 

stemmed from other causes? What if the reason for declaring a pandemic was destroy the 

current world system and institute a “new normal” New World Order?  

There is an abundance of evidence suggesting that the coronavirus “pandemic” is nothing 

but a global social engineering project meant to get people used to obeying mandates and 

dictates from local, state, federal, and even international powers. The following statement 

from World Economic Forum leader Klaus Schwab seems to indicate there is indeed another 

purpose for the crisis:  

https://truthunmuted.org/40-reasons-why-a-covid-19-pandemic-never-existed-part-1/
https://truthunmuted.org/40-reasons-why-a-covid-19-pandemic-never-existed-part-1/
https://truthunmuted.org/40-reasons-why-a-covid-19-pandemic-never-existed-pt-2/
https://truthunmuted.org/40-reasons-why-a-covid-19-pandemic-never-existed-pt-2/
https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/longevity/508732-who-we-will-not-be-going-back-to-the-old-normal
https://thehill.com/changing-america/well-being/longevity/508732-who-we-will-not-be-going-back-to-the-old-normal
https://summit.news/2020/11/10/globalist-klaus-schwab-world-will-never-return-to-normal-after-covid/
https://summit.news/2020/11/10/globalist-klaus-schwab-world-will-never-return-to-normal-after-covid/
https://summit.news/2020/11/10/globalist-klaus-schwab-world-will-never-return-to-normal-after-covid/
https://www.project-syndicate.org/onpoint/the-crisis-of-a-lifetime-by-george-soros-and-gregor-peter-schmitz-2020-05
https://www.project-syndicate.org/onpoint/the-crisis-of-a-lifetime-by-george-soros-and-gregor-peter-schmitz-2020-05
https://www.project-syndicate.org/onpoint/the-crisis-of-a-lifetime-by-george-soros-and-gregor-peter-schmitz-2020-05
https://www.weforum.org/focus/the-great-reset
https://www.weforum.org/focus/the-great-reset
https://www.weforum.org/focus/the-great-reset
https://www.weforum.org/focus/the-great-reset
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This two-part article will tie together many facts that when considered together, will destroy 

the illusion that humanity ever faced a dire “pandemic.” The list is in no particular order and 

links to source material are included for reference and further investigation.  

Now, let’s begin the journey and delve into the first twenty reasons why a COVID-19 

pandemic never existed.  

I will only present here in points 40 headings. The rationale and evidence linking to the 

sources can be found in the original article.  

• 1 COVID-19 symptoms are largely indistinguishable from symptoms of other common 

illnesses;  

• 2. Early test kits developed by the CDC were severely flawed;  

• 3. The RT-PCR test used to diagnose COVID-19 is fraudulent;  

• 4. Results from widespread PCR testing led to an increase in false positive “cases” giving 

the illusion of a pandemic;  

• 5. The Delta and all other COVID-19 variants are a sham;  

• 6. Asymptomatic transmission is a myth;  

• 7. Over 80% of people who were diagnosed with COVID-19 and placed on ventilators died;  

• 8. Nursing homes and long-term care facilities comprised a large portion of COVID-19 
deaths worldwide  

• 9. Some COVID-19 patients were denied life-saving medical treatments;  

• 10. Doctors and hospitals were paid more to diagnose patients with COVID-19;  

• 11. The CDC dishonestly mixed in mortality data from pneumonia, influenza or COVID-19 
(PIC) to tally death rates;  

• 12. COVID-19 death numbers were inflated;  

• 13. Excess deaths in 2020 were beyond those explainable by COVID-19;  

• 14. In 2009, the corrupt World Health Organization (WHO) changed the definition of a 
pandemic;  

• 15. WHO deleted the references to naturally acquired immunity from its website;  

• 16. WHO Director General Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, the person who declared a 

worldwide pandemic on March 11, 2020, is not even a medical doctor;  

https://knowledgeofhealth.com/cdc-data-covid-19-not-killer/#more-2446
https://knowledgeofhealth.com/cdc-data-covid-19-not-killer/#more-2446
https://knowledgeofhealth.com/cdc-data-covid-19-not-killer/#more-2446
https://knowledgeofhealth.com/cdc-data-covid-19-not-killer/#more-2446
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1281081/who-world-health-organisation-coronavirus-latest-swine-flu-covid-19-europe-politics-spt
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1281081/who-world-health-organisation-coronavirus-latest-swine-flu-covid-19-europe-politics-spt
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1281081/who-world-health-organisation-coronavirus-latest-swine-flu-covid-19-europe-politics-spt
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1281081/who-world-health-organisation-coronavirus-latest-swine-flu-covid-19-europe-politics-spt
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1237777021742338049
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1237777021742338049
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1237777021742338049
https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1237777021742338049
https://thenewamerican.com/marxist-un-who-boss-must-be-put-on-trial-critics-say/
https://thenewamerican.com/marxist-un-who-boss-must-be-put-on-trial-critics-say/
https://thenewamerican.com/marxist-un-who-boss-must-be-put-on-trial-critics-say/
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• 17. WHO, CDC, and many public health officials confirmed COVID-19 is no more dangerous 
than the flu;  

• 18. Predictions based on false pandemic models led to lockdowns and harsh measures to 

“stop the spread” of the “virus.”;  

• 19. Deborah Birx, former White House Coronavirus Response Coordinator, backed another 

fraudulent coronavirus model;  

• 20. The SARS-CoV-2 virus has never been isolated, only sequenced by a computer;  

• 21. Hydroxychloroquine was sidelined to make sure vaccines were the only available 

treatment for COVID-19;  

• 22. Props were used to make the “pandemic” look worse than it actually was;  

• 23.Big Tech, the White House, the media, and governments worldwide joined to censor 
information;  

• 24. Surprise! COVID-19 doesn’t just infect humans;  

• 25. According to real science, face masks do not stop viral transmission;  

• 26. There are several other reasons that could explain the sickness and death supposedly 
caused by COVID-19;  

• 27. Social distancing is a sham;  

• 28. Lockdowns do not stop viral transmission, but do destroy people’s lives and the 

economy;  

• 29. Quarantining healthy people is tyrannical and goes against all conventional wisdom;  

 30. Risk to children is extremely minimal;  

• 31. Though often vilified, marginalized, and censored, other treatments for COVID-19 exist 
and are proven to be effective, including;  

• 32. Hospitals being full to capacity with COVID-19 patients is greatly exaggerated;  

• 33. George Floyd protests proved “COVID-19 prevention measures” had nothing to do with 

public health;  

• 34. Public officials’ hypocrisy in violating their own rules also prove “COVID-19 prevention 

measures” had nothing to do with public health;  

• 35. There is strong evidence that the coronavirus “pandemic” was pre-planned;  

• 36. Governments have tried to inflate illnesses into pandemics when not justified before;  

• 37. The WHO reacted slowly and allowed China to keep air travel going, which allowed the 

“virus” to spread internationally;  

• 38. Constant confusion and misinformation from public health and government officials 

keep people fearful and bewildered;  

• 39. The “pandemic” ushered in the rise of authoritarian leadership just as predicted in the 

2010 Rockefeller Report (see page 18);  

• 40. We were immediately and repeatedly told that only a vaccine could remedy the 

“pandemic” and get us back to normal.  

The year is 2020. There is a protest against the Covid restrictions in Berlin.  

A policeman tugs at the lapel of one of the protesters.  

Anti-Covid ?!  

Islamic terrorist.  

Oh … I’m so sorry, sir.  

  

  
lm    

https://off-guardian.org/2020/10/08/who-accidentally-confirms-covid-is-no-more-dangerous-than-flu/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/10/08/who-accidentally-confirms-covid-is-no-more-dangerous-than-flu/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/10/08/who-accidentally-confirms-covid-is-no-more-dangerous-than-flu/
https://off-guardian.org/2020/10/08/who-accidentally-confirms-covid-is-no-more-dangerous-than-flu/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8583925/The-land-no-face-masks-Hollands-scientists-say-theres-no-solid-evidence-coverings-work.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8583925/The-land-no-face-masks-Hollands-scientists-say-theres-no-solid-evidence-coverings-work.html
https://fee.org/articles/3-studies-that-show-lockdowns-are-ineffective-at-slowing-covid-19/
https://fee.org/articles/3-studies-that-show-lockdowns-are-ineffective-at-slowing-covid-19/
https://www.businessinsider.com/5-million-left-wuhan-before-coronavirus-quarantine-2020-1?op=1
https://www.businessinsider.com/5-million-left-wuhan-before-coronavirus-quarantine-2020-1?op=1
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/blogs/Whathappensif/how-china-locked-down-internally-for-covid-19-but-pushed-foreign-travel/
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/blogs/Whathappensif/how-china-locked-down-internally-for-covid-19-but-pushed-foreign-travel/
https://archive.org/details/pdfy-tNG7MjZUicS-wiJb
https://archive.org/details/pdfy-tNG7MjZUicS-wiJb
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121. News from Texas and Florida  

Wroclaw / Poland 10/15/2021  

The population of the second most populous US state, Texas, was over 29 million in 2020.  

The information in this article comes from a German-language article in RT-DE Corona: Ban 

on mandatory vaccination in Texas.  

The Texan Governor Greg Abbott issued an executive order on Monday with which he takes 

action against the corona vaccination requirement. The ordinance prohibits any Texas facility 

from requiring vaccinations for employees or customers. This puts the state in direct conflict 

with the requirements of the US federal government.  

The regulation also applies to private companies. Governor Abbott says that while he is in 

favor of vaccination, you should never be coerced against your will.  

The ordinance signed on Monday states that “no facility in Texas may force the corona 

vaccination on a person if they – for whatever reason – resist such a vaccination”. Whether it 

is religious beliefs, medical concerns or other reasons of “personal conscience”. Failure to 

comply could result in a fine of up to $ 1,000.  

In a separate letter to the Texas Legislature, Abbott urged lawmakers to draft a bill similar to 

its own executive order that “stipulates that no facility in Texas can enforce a COVID-19 

vaccine,” in the hope that the Legally codify the measure and not just rely on the 

implementing regulation.  

https://de.rt.com/nordamerika/125577-corona-texas-verbietet-pflichtimpfungen/amp/
https://de.rt.com/nordamerika/125577-corona-texas-verbietet-pflichtimpfungen/amp/
https://de.rt.com/nordamerika/125577-corona-texas-verbietet-pflichtimpfungen/amp/
https://de.rt.com/nordamerika/125577-corona-texas-verbietet-pflichtimpfungen/amp/
https://de.rt.com/nordamerika/125577-corona-texas-verbietet-pflichtimpfungen/amp/
https://de.rt.com/nordamerika/125577-corona-texas-verbietet-pflichtimpfungen/amp/
https://gov.texas.gov/uploads/files/press/EO-GA-40_prohibiting_vaccine_mandates_legislative_action_IMAGE_10-11-2021.pdf
https://gov.texas.gov/uploads/files/press/EO-GA-40_prohibiting_vaccine_mandates_legislative_action_IMAGE_10-11-2021.pdf
https://gov.texas.gov/uploads/files/press/MESSAGE_3rd_called_87th_adding_matters_to_call_IMAGE_10-11-21.pdf
https://gov.texas.gov/uploads/files/press/MESSAGE_3rd_called_87th_adding_matters_to_call_IMAGE_10-11-21.pdf
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Image from the family album, Texas  

Abbott also signed law in June threatening to revoke licenses and operating permits from 

companies that require their customers to be vaccinated. This effectively prevented what the 

governor referred to as a “vaccination certificate”. He argued that “Texas is 100 percent open. 

We want to make sure you have the freedom to go where you want without restrictions”.  

Abbott’s moves against vaccination requirements mirror similar aspirations from Florida 

Governor Ron DeSantis, who is one of the most vocal opponents of such regulations in the 

country. Last month, DeSantis threatened any government agency that required vaccination as 

a prerequisite for employment with fines of up to $ 5,000. He stressed that in Florida vaccines 

will be “available to everyone but not mandatory”.  

Not only has DeSantis banned the introduction of vaccination records for government and 

private institutions, but it has also created a heated legal battle against mask requirements in a 

number of institutions, including public schools.  

    

122. Vaccine Statistics in Scotland  

Vienna 10/18/2021  

https://www.texastribune.org/2021/06/07/texas-vaccine-passports-covid-19/
https://www.texastribune.org/2021/06/07/texas-vaccine-passports-covid-19/
https://de.rt.com/nordamerika/123528-florida-5000-us-dollar-bussgeld/
https://de.rt.com/nordamerika/123528-florida-5000-us-dollar-bussgeld/
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Scotland is the most vaccinated part of the British Isles. Of the 8.16 million inhabitants, 3.88 

million people received the full dose, that is 71.1%. Further down the list are Wales 70.9%, 

England 67.5% and Northern Ireland 64.0%. Scotland also provides solid statistics on this 

experiment. I read about the situation in Scotland in a German-language Austrian article: 

Over-mortality in Scotland up to 30 percent higher than last year.  

On June 23, 2021, the Scottish CDC – Public Health Scotland announced that 5,522 people 

had died in Scotland from December 8, 2020 to June 11, 2021 within 28 days of receiving an 

mRNA dose. It follows that 0.1423% of the participants died from it after receiving this 

preparation. There were 1,877 deaths from the Pfizer formulation. AstraZeneca vaccinated 

3,643 people while Moderna vaccinated 2 people. There is one fatal case out of 700 

participants. Serious complications are not considered here.  

If we assume similar conditions in England, there were 37.80 million people on June 23, 

2021 who agreed to this experiment. One can calculate: 37,800,000 x 0.001423 = 53,789 

deaths within 4 weeks of taking this substance. So many English people would be alive if 

they weren’t fooled by the criminal propaganda on television.  

  

In 2007, Scotland hired the best advertising company and spent £ 125,000 inventing a new 

“hot” slogan to boost tourism  

According to data released by the National Records of Scotland, in the 40th week of 21st 

(October 3rd to 10th) in Scotland – regardless of the cause of death – 315 people (30%) more 

died than the 2016-2019 average. It’s also a record weekly excess mortality rate this year.  

123. Giorgio Agamben  

Vienna 10/19/2021  

Giorgio Agamben, Italian philosopher, essayist and book author, born in Rome in 1942, is 

considered one of the most famous contemporary philosophers.  

https://tkp.at/2021/10/16/uebersterblichkeit-in-schottland-um-bis-zu-30-prozent-hoeher-als-im-vorjahr/
https://tkp.at/2021/10/16/uebersterblichkeit-in-schottland-um-bis-zu-30-prozent-hoeher-als-im-vorjahr/
https://tkp.at/2021/10/16/uebersterblichkeit-in-schottland-um-bis-zu-30-prozent-hoeher-als-im-vorjahr/
https://tkp.at/2021/10/16/uebersterblichkeit-in-schottland-um-bis-zu-30-prozent-hoeher-als-im-vorjahr/
https://publichealthscotland.scot/media/8184/deaths-within-28-days-of-vaccination.xlsx
https://publichealthscotland.scot/media/8184/deaths-within-28-days-of-vaccination.xlsx
https://publichealthscotland.scot/media/8184/deaths-within-28-days-of-vaccination.xlsx
https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/files/statistics/covid19/covid-deaths-21-report-week-40.pdf
https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/files/statistics/covid19/covid-deaths-21-report-week-40.pdf
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Two days ago, on September 17th, he wrote:  

Giorgio Agamben: A community in society  

Italy, as the political laboratory of the West, in which the strategies of the dominant powers 

are elaborated in advance in their extreme form, is today a country humanly and politically 

in disrepair, in which an unscrupulous and determined tyranny has allied itself with a mass 

in the grip of a pseudo-religious terror, ready to sacrifice not only what were once called 

constitutional freedoms, but even all warmth in human relations.   

In fact, believing that the greenpass means a return to normalcy is really naive. Just as a third 

vaccine is already being imposed, new ones will be imposed and new emergency situations 

and new red zones will be declared as long as the government and the powers it expresses 

consider it useful.   

And those who have unwisely obeyed will pay the price.  

In these conditions, without putting down every possible instrument of immediate resistance, 

dissidents need to think about creating something like a society in society, a community of 

friends and neighbors within the society of enmity and distance. The forms of this new 

clandestinity, which will have to make itself as autonomous as possible from the institutions, 

will be pondered and experimented from time to time, but only they will be able to guarantee 

human survival in a world that has devoted itself to a more or less conscious self-destruction.  

The source in Italian.  

  

    

124. The illusion of total control  

Vienna 10/21/2021  

https://www.quodlibet.it/giorgio-agamben-una-comunit-14-ella-societa
https://www.quodlibet.it/giorgio-agamben-una-comunit-14-ella-societa
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There is a disease that is professionally known as Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. In the 

extreme, it can lead to serious behavioral disorders in the patient, but each of us has elements 

of this disorder that are usually not very noticeable.  

Logically, if you have an unreasonable fear, such as going into a narrow space 

(claustrophobia) or bending over an abyss (agoraphobia), it is an obsessive-compulsive 

disorder. In most cases, that is, in most healthy people, reason cannot be driven by fear, and 

we overcome such phobias if necessary, albeit reluctantly. A common trait experienced in 

these situations is fear. Who of us does not feel uncomfortable in the dark, between shadows 

that stimulate the imagination that fall from barely visible crevices, bizarre shapes that are 

twisted by our consciousness.  

The most common of these phobias is the fear of losing control.  

  
We all want to control our life. Most often we do this when we are checking the car or the 

condition of the building we live in. It is much more difficult to control other people. Control 

over one’s own children usually ends with puberty. We may think we know our partner. But 

you can also completely surprise us.  
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The real meaning of such controls is another matter. When we don’t trust our loved ones, 

the problem lies more within ourselves. Perhaps we are the ones who willingly lie to 

others? Of course, one can cite thousands of examples of dishonest partners or the lies of 

one’s own children. The cause of this condition usually lies on both sides. Maybe it’s an 

excess of control that makes the other feel like they’re trapped and lying, even if it doesn’t 

change anything. It is a doom-loop. The exam does not solve the problem of mistrust. On 

the contrary, if someone is not caught, a control addict begins to doubt the effectiveness of 

the method, not his own suspicions.  

So he improves the control methods. How do you think all Chinese, like passive sheep, 

submit to the ubiquitous surveillance on the streets? There is no control that cannot be 

bypassed. The Chinese who deal with it know the places where the surveillance cameras 

are. As in besieged Sarajevo (May 1993), I was shown places to avoid because of sniper 

fire.  

Globalists and technocrats try to satisfy their obsession with controlling the whole world with 

artificial intelligence. This is how censorship works on Facebook, Instagram and YouTube. 

They choose conspiracy theorists’ slogans from ‘dangerous’ content that is inconsistent with 

their philosophy to reject parsley-related content. I apologize to those interested in the parsley 

topic, but this is just one example of apolitical content.  

Noah was also a conspiracy theorist …  

  
… until the flood came.  

I recently saw several devices in a friend’s apartment in Poland that, plugged in, supposedly 

reduce energy consumption. As an electronics technician, I was interested. I knew there was 

no physically compatible way to save energy by plugging anything, not between a 

powerconsuming device, but at a completely random power outlet. I pulled out this miracle 

https://www.world-scam.com/en/in-besieged-sarajevo
https://www.world-scam.com/en/in-besieged-sarajevo
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and found it just a simple electronic device, the main element of which was a microphone. I 

don’t know why someone has to eavesdrop on the average person?  
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125. Trieste is fighting  

Vienna 10/22/2021  

For days the Italians have been fighting peacefully but steadfastly for their basic rights and 

freedoms and have taken to the streets by the thousands. The larger ports in Trieste and Genoa 

are also blocked. Such headlines can be read in independent media such as the Austrian 

Wochenblick.  

The police brutally use water cannons and tear gas against the demonstrators. However, they 

are not impressed by it and sometimes even pray against the Corona regime. Since Friday, 

October 15th, the “Green Pass” has been compulsory for workers in Italy. Anyone who goes 

to work without the passport risks fines of up to 1,500 euros. Those who do not come to 

work are given unpaid leave. The tests, which are valid for 48 hours, must be paid for by 

yourself.  

Trieste chiama il mondo risponde – this slogan, Trieste calls and the world answers, is taken 

up not only in Italy but also in other countries.  

  

Protest that couldn’t be more peaceful: common prayer.  

But the water cannons do not stop at praying people either. Almost no matter where in the 

world, the Corona regime has long since thrown all scruples overboard.  

The port of Trieste, together with the port of Hamburg, is the largest in Europe. Both ports are 

largely owned by China. This is where most of the goods on our continent arrive. Dock 

workers in Trieste have been on strike for a week.  

https://www.wochenblick.at/italiener-bleiben-unbeugsam-demonstrationen-gegen-3g-regime-dauern-an/
https://www.wochenblick.at/italiener-bleiben-unbeugsam-demonstrationen-gegen-3g-regime-dauern-an/
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This is similar to a different situation in Europe. August 1980 the ports of Gdansk and Stettin 

in communist Poland. At that time it was also a non-violent struggle for freedom. At least 

from the striking crews.  
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126. Master of the experiment  

Vienna 10/23/2021  

In Article 68 of Globalresearch.org, I gave an example of how to read well-crafted and reliable 

news that is not tampered with by mainstream media with no language skills. Yesterday, 

professionally compiled statistics on mortality and serious illnesses in countries with the highest 

acceptance of experimental preparations, taking into account the elixir status of these victims, 

appeared on this website. The website opens in English, but you can choose from 95 other 

languages whichever is best for you. You can find detailed instructions on how to do this in the 

first link above.  

I encourage you to read this article. I am not going to repeat the same information that you can 

read at the source. I will just add my own comment on the manipulation and falsification of the 

truth that is ubiquitous in the public media.  

  

Who hasn’t heard that 90 or even 95% of the patients who go through this fashionable flu illness 

are unvaccinated? These completely arbitrary numbers, given with a straight face – the  

“expert” has to be serious after all – can be completely arbitrary, for example 110%. We are 

bombarded with such information several times a day. It is a manipulated reality that is becoming 

more and more aware that people are being lied to.  

The trick used is very simple. Top down, likely by the Department of Disease, an order was made 

that hospitals would either admit people who were vaccinated or those with a negative PCR test. 

In addition, people who are ill with this disease despite the miracle preparation are officially 

recognized as unvaccinated, but can graciously remain in the hospital. These patients form this 

group of seriously ill patients. So we (un) vaccinated – because how should you name people who 

are officially recognized as opponents of vaccination after two doses of the preparation? These 

are seriously ill people who cannot defend themselves against such fraud.  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/1511
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/1511
https://www.globalresearch.ca/high-recorded-mortality-in-countries-categorized-as-covid-19-vaccine-champions-increased-hospitalization/5757173
https://www.globalresearch.ca/high-recorded-mortality-in-countries-categorized-as-covid-19-vaccine-champions-increased-hospitalization/5757173
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If you think you are not being manipulated, then you are a victim of true professionals.  

It’s not the first time we’ve been lied to so brazenly. It is done at the hands of corrupt politicians, 

but it is by no means just a one-country phenomenon. This is the situation all over the world. These 

politicians are just puppets – yes, they should be punished for crimes against their own people. The 

words “You will hang”, which MP Grzegorz Braun shouted to the Minister of Health in the Polish 

Parliament, are just a blunt representation of the mood in society. It is for this reason that this MP 

created a team to gather evidence of the physical destruction of the nation. This group is called 

Nuremberg 2.0  
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127. Contract with Pfizer  

Vienna 10/28/2021  

A top secret agreement was circulating on the internet to buy a miracle potion that would 

mark a breakthrough in the fight against plandemic. It’s a contract between the Brazilian 

Ministry of Health and Pfizer. Manufactured on 03/15/2021.  

The contract was drawn up in two languages. In the first part, the official language of Brazil – 

Portuguese – is used. The English text of the contract is reproduced in the second part of the 

document. According to this contract, the legally binding contract language is English. Source. If 

the source is not available, you can download a copy of this document.  

Point 2.1 b of this contract is interesting:  

Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that Pfizer’s efforts to develop and manufacture the Product 

are aspirational in nature and subject to significant risks and uncertainties, and the fact that any 

other drug or vaccine to prevent, treat or cure COVID-19 infection is successfully developed or 

granted authorization earlier than the granting of Authorization for the Product shall not change 

the current situation of urgent needs for prevention of the spread of the COVID-19 infection that 

poses serious threats to and harmful effects on the lives and health of the general public.  

To include a clause in the contract that all other drugs without knowledge of these drugs 

cannot prevent the spread of this “terrible pandemic” is completely unfounded and only serves 

to protect the interests of the manufacturer.  

In point 5.5 of the contract we read:  

Purchaser acknowledges that the Vaccine and materials related to the Vaccine, and their 

components and constituent materials are being rapidly developed due to the emergency 

circumstances of the COVID-19 pandemic and will continue to be studied after provision of the 

Vaccine to Purchaser under this Agreement. Purchaser further acknowledges that the long-term 

effects and efficacy of the Vaccine are not currently known and that there may be adverse effects 

of the Vaccine that are not currently known. Further, to the extent applicable, Purchaser 

acknowledges that the Product shall not be serialized..  

Most interesting for us, of course, is the price Brazil paid for the delivery of over 100 million 

doses of this genetic experiment, which the contract falsely refers to as a vaccine. In this 

document, this information is contained in Appendix B of this Agreement. According to the 

agreement, Brazil should receive 100,001,070 doses in the second and third quarters of 2021 at a 

price of $ 10 (excluding VAT) per dose. Given Brazil’s current population of 215 million, this 

deal covers roughly 25% of the population. The agreement presented here applies only to Pfizer.  

158.72 million people in Brazil have currently taken at least one dose of this substance – 

including from other manufacturers.  

https://philosophers-stone.info/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/contrato-pfizer.pdf
https://philosophers-stone.info/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/contrato-pfizer.pdf
https://world-scam.com/Files/contrato-pfizer.pdf
https://world-scam.com/Files/contrato-pfizer.pdf
https://www.populationof.net/pl/brazil/
https://www.populationof.net/pl/brazil/
https://ourworldindata.org/explorers/coronavirus-data-explorer?zoomToSelection=true&time=2020-03-01..latest&facet=none&pickerSort=asc&pickerMetric=location&Metric=People+vaccinated&Interval=Cumulative&Relative+to+Population=false&Align+outbreaks=false&country=~BRA
https://ourworldindata.org/explorers/coronavirus-data-explorer?zoomToSelection=true&time=2020-03-01..latest&facet=none&pickerSort=asc&pickerMetric=location&Metric=People+vaccinated&Interval=Cumulative&Relative+to+Population=false&Align+outbreaks=false&country=~BRA
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In section 10.1 on confidentiality we read:  

…Purchaser may not disclose any of the financial or indemnification provisions contained in this 

Agreement, including, without limitation, the price per dose of Product or refundability of the 

Advance Payment or any information that could reasonably ascertain the price per dose of Product, 

without the prior written consent of Pfizer…  

A similar document signed with the Albanian Ministry of Health has also been released. Albania 

paid $ 12 for a dose. According to the news from raport24.news, Israel paid five times as much, 

or more precisely 62 dollars, for an ampoule. In the US, a dose costs 19.50 $.  

    

  

https://report24.news/geheime-pfizer-vertraege-geleakt-keinerlei-risiko-oder-haftung-wucherpreise-und-mehr/
https://report24.news/geheime-pfizer-vertraege-geleakt-keinerlei-risiko-oder-haftung-wucherpreise-und-mehr/
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128. Suddenly and unexpectedly die  

Vienna 10/30/2021  

I have selected some examples of the side effects of “safe vaccines” against COVID19 for 

you.  

  

Sao Paulo Sao Paulo Brazil. A 16 year old school girl died 8 days after receiving the Pfizer 

“vaccine”.  

After Isabel’s death, the Brazilian Ministry of Health suspended vaccinating 12 to 17-yearolds 

against COVID-19.  

Isabell received her vaccine from Pfizer on August 25th. She died on September 2nd of heart 

problems. Isabella had symptoms such as dizziness, headache, shortness of breath and sleepiness 

the day after the vaccination. On Sunday August 29, her mother (Cristina) took her to the hospital 

after complaining of a tingling sensation in her body. “The attending physician said that these 

symptoms could be psychologically related to the vaccination and that she would be discharged. 

Isabell passed out before she left the hospital, ”said the mother.  

https://uncutnews.ch/isabelli-eine-16-jaehrige-schuelerin-starb-8-tage-nach-der-verabreichung-des-covid-19-impfstoffs-von-pfizer/
https://uncutnews.ch/isabelli-eine-16-jaehrige-schuelerin-starb-8-tage-nach-der-verabreichung-des-covid-19-impfstoffs-von-pfizer/
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Germany. Deceased employee of Saarland University. Please note the date of death and the 

age of the deceased. Full correlation with the vaccination program.  
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University of Georgia. 21-Year-Old Fully Vaccinated Student Shawn Kuhn Dies of COVID.  

For the past six weeks, Kuhn had been in and out of three different hospitals, was placed in a 

medically induced coma and was put on a ventilator, his father said in a social media post on Oct. 

10.   

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vaccinated-student-dies-covid/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f0d14dea-f409-40fd-9d99-e182adad8805
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vaccinated-student-dies-covid/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f0d14dea-f409-40fd-9d99-e182adad8805
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vaccinated-student-dies-covid/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f0d14dea-f409-40fd-9d99-e182adad8805
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vaccinated-student-dies-covid/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f0d14dea-f409-40fd-9d99-e182adad8805
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vaccinated-student-dies-covid/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f0d14dea-f409-40fd-9d99-e182adad8805
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vaccinated-student-dies-covid/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f0d14dea-f409-40fd-9d99-e182adad8805
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vaccinated-student-dies-covid/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f0d14dea-f409-40fd-9d99-e182adad8805
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vaccinated-student-dies-covid/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f0d14dea-f409-40fd-9d99-e182adad8805
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/21-year-old-shawn-kuhn-fully-vaccinated-student-dies-covid/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=f0d14dea-f409-40fd-9d99-e182adad8805
https://www.facebook.com/timothy.kuhn.7524/posts/1303313533520141
https://www.facebook.com/timothy.kuhn.7524/posts/1303313533520141
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Former US Secretary of State Colin Powell died after taking the second dose …  
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Germany. Saarbrücken DJ legend has died. Last weekend, the Saarbrücken cult DJ Klaus 

Radvanowsky died suddenly and unexpectedly.   

  

https://www.sol.de/saarland/saarbruecker-dj-legende-gestorben-spendenaktion-fuer-familie-gestartet,282633.html
https://www.sol.de/saarland/saarbruecker-dj-legende-gestorben-spendenaktion-fuer-familie-gestartet,282633.html
https://www.sol.de/saarland/saarbruecker-dj-legende-gestorben-spendenaktion-fuer-familie-gestartet,282633.html
https://www.sol.de/saarland/saarbruecker-dj-legende-gestorben-spendenaktion-fuer-familie-gestartet,282633.html
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Unexpected side effects in the US as of October 15, 2021. Died 17,128 (342,560), lifethreatening 

condition 18,924 (378,480), permanent disability 26,199 (523,980), hospitalization 83,412 

(1,668,240), 911 calls 91,961 (1,839,220). As officially recognized by the American CDC (the 

equivalent of the German RKI), 1-6% of the cases are included in this statistic. So it can be 

estimated that these numbers are 20 times higher. The estimated numbers of victims are given in 

brackets.  

We are constantly bombarded with TV advertisements: “Vaccines are safe” – and who can we 

believe?  

  

Sign language interpreter translates the Dutch Prime Minister’s speech declaring that 

everything is under control.  
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129. I’m sick…  

Vienna 10/31/2021  

Over a year ago I met the German teacher Björn Köhler at a demonstration in Berlin in  

August 2020. He is the author of the book IQ is Nothing, Ignorance is everything. Original German 

title: IQ ist nichts, Unbildung alles. A very good book. Björn has his own YouTube channel and a 

few days ago he posted a video I’m sick of it … And that’s how he inspired me to make this post.  

Not only Björn, but also Prof. Dr. Knut Löschke, whose statement touched me both in the 

head and in the heart.  

I’m sick… I’m fed up with it, or, to put it even more clearly: I’m fed up with the permanent and 

increasingly religious climate gossip, fantasies about the energy transition, worshiping electric 

cars, scary stories about doomsday scenarios, from Corona to conflagrations to weather disasters. 

I can’t stand the people who shout this into microphones and cameras or print it in newspapers 

every day. I suffer from having to see how science is turned into a whore of politics.  

I’m fed up with being told by abused, pubescent children what to be ashamed of. I’m fed up with 

being told by some disturbed people that I am to blame for everything and everyone – but 

especially as a German for the past, present and future misery of the whole world.  

I’m tired of religious and sexual minorities who shamelessly exploit their well-documented 

minority rights with constant media support, wanting to dictate what I can do and say and 

what not.  

I’m fed up with completely crazy people screwing up my German mother tongue and 

believing I have to teach me how to write and speak in a mainstream-fair manner.  

I’m tired of seeing how completely uneducated people who have achieved nothing more in 

their lives than carrying someone else’s briefcase believe they can rule Germany. I can no 

longer bear it when, under the pretext of a “colorful society”, law and security disappear and 

when you come out of the main station in the evening, you have to step over dirt, dirt, 

homeless people, drug addicts and procurement criminals, past scrawled walls.  

I want people in my country, regardless of gender, skin color and origin, to be valued and supported 

who, with their hard-working, productive and value-adding work, bring out the wealth of society as 

a whole: the employees in the companies, the craftsmen , the freelancers, the many committed and 

socially active entrepreneurs in small and medium-sized businesses.  

I want our children’s teachers, doctors and nurses for our sick and needy people to receive the 

recognition, appreciation and support they deserve every day. I want the young and impetuous to let 

off steam in the well-set limits of our legal area, but also to bow to their parents and grandparents, 

to the old and experienced, because they are the creators of their prosperity and their freedom.  

Prof. Dr. Knut Löschke  

The voice of reason in the desert of thoughtless, media-driven madness. I have nothing to add – I 

agree with the professor.  

I think it is worth adding the editor’s note to this newspaper:  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/490
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/490
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/490
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/490
https://www.amazon.de/IQ-ist-nichts-Unbildung-alles/dp/B08YD5QNSY/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_de_DE=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=1V0XNSWHOTH7I&dchild=1&keywords=iq+ist+nichts%2C+unbildung+alles&qid=1635678948&qsid=261-9810855-3151666&sprefix=IQ+ist%2Caps%2C203&sr=8-1&sres=B08YD5QNSY%2CB08YRZ4VJZ
https://www.amazon.de/IQ-ist-nichts-Unbildung-alles/dp/B08YD5QNSY/ref=sr_1_1?__mk_de_DE=%C3%85M%C3%85%C5%BD%C3%95%C3%91&crid=1V0XNSWHOTH7I&dchild=1&keywords=iq+ist+nichts%2C+unbildung+alles&qid=1635678948&qsid=261-9810855-3151666&sprefix=IQ+ist%2Caps%2C203&sr=8-1&sres=B08YD5QNSY%2CB08YRZ4VJZ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CE_QS7WsbNg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CE_QS7WsbNg
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The statements and opinions presented in the forum are not necessarily identical to those of 

the editorial team. The author is responsible for the content. The editors reserve the right to 

make cuts.  

Why do newsrooms feel obliged to protect themselves in this way today? Probably only a 

mindless person could blame the editors for 100% support of everything their interviewees 

write and say. There are no two people who agree with everything without exception.  

I also discussed with the Nazis in various forums. My attitude comes from what I say, not 

from the fact that I argue with people who disagree with me.  
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130. Japam without a pandemic  

Vienna 11/03/2021  

On October 27, the American Internet platform Hal Turner Radio Show from New York, 

independent of the major media, published a very interesting article about the Japanese way out of 

the impasse of the worldwide viral hysteria.  

… in September the head of the Tokyo Medical Society appeared on national television asking 

doctors to use ivermectin. They also. A little over a month later and COVID is almost non-

existent in Japan!  

All Scandinavian countries, Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden have suspended the use of 

Moderna’s preparations for younger age groups. The decision was made because of the increased 

risk of side effects such as myocarditis and pericarditis.{ Link to CBS News }.  

The European Medicines Agency (EMA) announced on Thursday, September 23rd, 2021 that new 

preliminary data from Scandinavian countries confirm the agency’s July warning of an 

inflammation of the heart called myocarditis and pericarditis, which sometimes follows the 

Moderna and Pfizer vaccines.  

This is what happened in Japan:  

• Deaths from COVID-19 vaccinations were investigated through September;  

• At that time, vials of Moderna were examined under the microscope. A metallic “magnetic” 

material was found in it;  

• Shortly afterwards, the Japanese Minister of Health announced that doctors could prescribe 
ivermectin;  

• A month later, the Western press was shocked to learn that COVID was almost gone from the 

island.  

If our government really wanted to end COVID, if that was its real goal, it would have done what 

Japan did.  

So if our government doesn’t do what Japan did now after JAPAN DEFEAT COVID-19, 

what does that tell us about our government?  

As in most cases, the conspiracy theorists were right! This contradicts the official narrative 

that the government is trying to fight infection with viruses.  

We now have a historical precedent for when a government does the right thing and wins. If our 

government doesn’t, it’s because this genetic experiment is about something other than the public 

good.  

Hmmmm. What could it be? How about totalitarian control?  

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/japan-drops-vax-rollout-goes-to-ivermectin-ends-covid-almost-overnight
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/japan-drops-vax-rollout-goes-to-ivermectin-ends-covid-almost-overnight
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/japan-drops-vax-rollout-goes-to-ivermectin-ends-covid-almost-overnight
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/japan-drops-vax-rollout-goes-to-ivermectin-ends-covid-almost-overnight
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-vaccine-moderna-sweden-halts-use-in-under-30s/
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/covid-vaccine-moderna-sweden-halts-use-in-under-30s/
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131. Israel’s war against ist own people  

Vienna 11/04/2021  

Today I found an important document that was prepared for the Israeli Knesset. It is a memorandum 

of law, more precisely a proposal to amend the law to introduce new plandemic restrictions. The 

original Hebrew document can be downloaded here.  

The translation quality is not good. It is a legal text, and since I did not know the Hebrew 

language or the legal nuances, I preferred not to correct the stylistic errors made by the 

Google translator. Nevertheless, I believe that the text of this memorandum is easy to 

understand.  

You can find such jewelry as:  

• Extension of the pandemic status until December 31, 2022;  

• Extension of the quarantine period to 60 days;  

• Changes in the law to the state of emergency;  

• “Anchoring Power” to control tests and “green passports”, whatever that anchoring would 
mean;  

• Parental consent is not required for adolescents over the age of 14 to participate in a medical 

experiment;  

• Government suspension of hotel fees for forced quarantine;  

• The possibility of closure by the competent office of premises where the pandemic control is 

not guaranteed;  

• Heavy fines for disobedience.  

Most of all, however, I was shocked by the information in the document about vaccinations in 

Israel:  

To date, around 6.2 million people have been vaccinated with at least two vaccines, of which 3.9 

million people have been vaccinated voluntarily.   

It follows that approximately 2.3 million Israelis were subjected to this experiment against 

their will! Dr. Mengele says hello.  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Memorandum%20of%20law.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Memorandum%20of%20law.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Memorandum%20of%20law.pdf
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmoj--c.documentforce.com%2Fsfc%2Fdist%2Fversion%2Fdownload%2F%3Foid%3D00D1t000000uX5h%26ids%3D0683Y00000IWMUQ%26d%3D%252Fa%252F3Y000001Vclv%252F0Fve0EEcbw6WqZA3QJuneb2uup7vQPnPosL5fw212D0%26asPdf%3Dfalse%26fbclid%3DIwAR31uzDeuRahaEjwH_F69PSA0V5XANnyrTv4UXmk4rVR6c8nndyVRgbsbyA&h=AT1S12HHNpmYNrm0opmL2VrsDQ4VcRfwIyky0qP7CZuh0reRAI5VvMBae-Ixc8OQUln34QoIQCnUGcCJCAN_iZVCeSc42W0DFGtNj06HrYgEfgyUwrMvkyqIYIPBmznH5sY
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fmoj--c.documentforce.com%2Fsfc%2Fdist%2Fversion%2Fdownload%2F%3Foid%3D00D1t000000uX5h%26ids%3D0683Y00000IWMUQ%26d%3D%252Fa%252F3Y000001Vclv%252F0Fve0EEcbw6WqZA3QJuneb2uup7vQPnPosL5fw212D0%26asPdf%3Dfalse%26fbclid%3DIwAR31uzDeuRahaEjwH_F69PSA0V5XANnyrTv4UXmk4rVR6c8nndyVRgbsbyA&h=AT1S12HHNpmYNrm0opmL2VrsDQ4VcRfwIyky0qP7CZuh0reRAI5VvMBae-Ixc8OQUln34QoIQCnUGcCJCAN_iZVCeSc42W0DFGtNj06HrYgEfgyUwrMvkyqIYIPBmznH5sY
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And another quote:  

Mortality in the current wave was high and was particularly evident in the rapid pace of mortality 

growth, including in the young age group. The information is correct and apparently this gene 

therapy is the cause of the increased mortality.  
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132. The pill for plandemic  

Wroclaw/Poland 11/6/2021  

Reuters yesterday published an article that the UK is the first in the world to approve Merck’s 

COVID-19 pill. The pharmaceutical company Merc is the manufacturer of a drug called 

Ivermectin, which has been used and approved for decades. I wrote about him in August. Since 

then, Japan has also been one of the countries that got rid of the pandemic thanks to ivermectin.  

As a result, Merc has received British approval for a second, powerful remedy for a fashionable 

disease that was developed for planemic. How is this new drug different from the previous one? I 

am not a pharmacist and I do not intend to study the chemical makeup of either drug. It is not 

necessary at all. I wouldn’t be surprised if molnupiravir – that was the name of the new drug – 

had only a slightly different chemical composition. It is important for the company that it is 

effective and that there is evidence that these tablets do not alter human DNA. The most 

important difference, however, is the price of both drugs. As we learn from the Polish article on 

spiderweb.pl, treating a patient with molnupiravir costs around PLN 2,800 (equivalent to around $ 

700.00). In contrast, ivermectin costs a few US dollars.  

So we have a clear motive here as to why this pharmaceutical company is launching a new 

drug on the market. But is it really all about the money?  

Britain is no longer under pressure from Brussels. Therefore, the end of the pandemic was 

announced there on July 19. So they allowed this drug against Union officials corrupted by 

GAVI & Co. (vaccine lobby).  

Something else is also possible. It is already clear that complete contagion of the world – I used 

this term on purpose – through experimental vaccination methods is not possible without the use 

of direct coercive measures. And this could be the way to stop this failed global campaign (unless 

you are a proponent of eugenics).  

https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/britain-approves-mercks-oral-covid-19-pill-2021-11-04/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/britain-approves-mercks-oral-covid-19-pill-2021-11-04/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/britain-approves-mercks-oral-covid-19-pill-2021-11-04/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/britain-approves-mercks-oral-covid-19-pill-2021-11-04/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/britain-approves-mercks-oral-covid-19-pill-2021-11-04/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/britain-approves-mercks-oral-covid-19-pill-2021-11-04/
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2948
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2948
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/4488
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/4488
https://spidersweb.pl/2021/11/molnupiravir-lek-na-koronawirusa-covid-19-cena.html
https://spidersweb.pl/2021/11/molnupiravir-lek-na-koronawirusa-covid-19-cena.html
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When you are ready for the fourth dose after the third dose.  
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133. Are there really viruses?  

Wroclaw/Poland 11/9/2021  

This topic is covered in Chapter: Is Virology a Science?  

Why am I writing about it? I found the source (posted on August 18, 2021) on the Telegram 

platform for 17 language versions of the film The Final Refutal of Virology.  

In this video, naturopath and researcher Ekaterina Sugak explains in great detail and in an 

accessible manner a topic that is central today, namely the absence of the isolated SARSCOV-2 

virus. Since the Covid-19 virus (SARS-COV-2) has not been isolated, it means that its existence 

has not been proven and measures such as lockdown, quarantine, masks, tests and vaccinations 

have no scientific basis.  

The three rules for checking the existence of the virus presented in the video are the so-called 

postulates of Robert Koch. These postulates were not met in any of the studies on Covid-19.  

Viruses have been talked about as if their existence had been proven for nearly 70 years.  

However, the concept of a virus is a mental construct that has never been proven in life. 

Scientifically, the virus is just a theory.  

During the so-called Spanish flu, scientists in the United States got to work over 100 years ago 

and carried out a number of well-documented scientific studies using Koch’s postulates. One 

such attempt was to inject healthy patients with a large dose of a substance obtained from sick 

people, and it has not been shown that this effect can cause the disease to spread. In the chapter 

on Spanish flu, I have provided a copy of the original result of this research with a detailed 

description of all the medical experiments performed.  

There is also an unproven thesis that this flu was caused by flu vaccines. These vaccinations were 

initiated by the US military authorities. All soldiers sent to Europe were vaccinated against 

influenza. Several US military ships were found years later – all of their crews were extinct.  

  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/1537
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/1537
https://t.me/Zuerst_Deutschland
https://t.me/Zuerst_Deutschland
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/01%20Ekaterina%20Sugak%20-%20Englisch.mp4
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/01%20Ekaterina%20Sugak%20-%20Englisch.mp4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Koch%27s_postulates
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134. Sportsmen collapse  

Wroclaw/Poland 11/11/2021  

Today I am looking at the dramatic increase in unexpected deaths among young, fit and 

healthy people. I found a video on this topic on YouTube. Sportsmen collapse. If YouTube 

censors blocked this video, you can watch it here.  

Athletes who fall dead on the pitch – a new phenomenon in the current situation! In addition, 

there are more and more obituaries with the phrase “suddenly and unexpectedly”. The problem of 

fatal heart problems has been around for a long time, but now it’s growing rapidly! According to 

the RKI, the number of emergency admissions due to neurological or heart problems is also 

increasing. This surge has occurred since the beginning of the Covid-19 “vaccination,” which, 

incidentally, is the first vaccine in history that doesn’t even claim to protect against infection or 

disease.  

We have a real pandemic! You won’t find the key information about these deaths in the 

media. All of the dead were voluntarily or not subjected to a genetic experiment now called 

genocide. Never before in the history we know of did young, healthy athletes die on such a 

large scale.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oU8IFMpXhAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oU8IFMpXhAs
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CU0jHd55FKRZ/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/CU0jHd55FKRZ/
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Why don’t you want to understand that you live in a democracy and are a free man?  
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135. Nuremberg Codex  

Wroclaw/Poland 11/12/2021  

After the Second World War, war criminals were tried in Nuremberg. The result of this process 

was also the Nuremberg Code. It is a set of rules for performing medical experiments on humans 

that has been widely used worldwide since then.  

During the 1939-1945 war, cruel medical examinations were carried out on people of all ages in 

concentration camps. The most famous “researcher” was Dr. Józef Mengele in Auschwitz. In 

order to prevent similar human tragedies in the future, the Nuremberg Codex was created in 

Nuremberg in 1947.  

The largest medical experiment in world history has been carried out on billions of people for 

almost a year. Are the rules of the Nuremberg Code included in the advertising campaign? No, 

and therefore it can be called a crime against humanity.  

It’s not about the so-called vaccinations against fashionable. If the pros and cons of introducing 

such substances into the body were fully and honestly explained, and if voluntary decision-making 

were practiced in practice without moral or professional blackmail, it could be viewed as an 

attempt to mitigate the threat. Misleading with lies, intrusive propaganda on television, hiding the 

deaths and severe disabilities caused by this experiment – this is genocide. Who among those 

vaccinated would testify that they had been thoroughly informed about the possible consequences 

of this step before ingesting this poison?   

http://auschwitz.org/en/history/medical-experiments/josef-mengele
http://auschwitz.org/en/history/medical-experiments/josef-mengele
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/BMJ_No_7070_Volume_313_The_Nuremberg_Code.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/BMJ_No_7070_Volume_313_The_Nuremberg_Code.pdf
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136. The story of a cardiologist  

Wroclaw/Poland 11/14/2021  

In a Twitter post in July, the cardiologist in Saint John, Canada, Dr. Sohrab Lutchmedial has 

expressed his feelings towards “selfish” unvaccinated people, saying that he will not be sad at their 

funerals.  

  

In another post in August, the doctor also suggested calling vaccinations “antibody guns” to 

encourage Americans to participate in vaccinations.  

Dr. Lutchmedial died in his sleep at the age of 52, two weeks after taking the third dose of the so-

called booster.  

It was sudden, unexpected for all of us. He was on duty yesterday morning, said colleague  

Jean-Fracois Légaré. Given the timeframe for the most recent injection of the third dose by 

Dr. Lutchmedial is widely speculated and it is very likely that the vaccine could be 

responsible for his death.  

Despite the mysterious death, however, a CBC article dedicated to Lutchmedial made no 

mention of an investigation launched to determine the doctor’s cause of death.  

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/sohrab-lutchmedial-cardiac-surgeon-obituary-1.6242359
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/new-brunswick/sohrab-lutchmedial-cardiac-surgeon-obituary-1.6242359
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137. The ten stages of genocide  

Wroclaw/Poland 11/15/2021  

You can watch the film with this title here. The stages of genocide mentioned in the film are:  

• Classification;  

• Symbolization;  

• Discrimination;  

• Dehumanization;  

• Organization;  

• Polarization;  

• Preparation;  

• Persecution;   Extermination;   Denial.  

These ten phases of the depopulation of our planet are described in this video released in 

January 2021.   

https://odysee.com/@FearlessNation:7/Henna-Maria-The-Ten-Stages-of-Genocide:4
https://odysee.com/@FearlessNation:7/Henna-Maria-The-Ten-Stages-of-Genocide:4
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138. YouTube  

Wroclaw/Poland 11/17/2021  

I received an email from the YouTube team yesterday before midnight. I received an email 

from the YouTube team yesterday before midnight. Twenty months was enough to get us 

used to the censorship.  

You can watch the original, deleted film – a piece of music in German – here.  

I still remember the times of the People’s Republic of Poland well. At that time, preventive 

censorship was used in our country. In Warsaw, on Mysia Street, there was a central censorship 

agency (the Press, Publications and Performance Control Office) whose approval was a condition 

for the publication of books, articles in a newspaper, film or cabaret.  

  

We know about the world … as much as the world’s major television networks want to know. 

They do not practice censorship, they practice manipulation. Deviating from the truth is not just a 

simple falsehood; it means accepting the falsehood for the truth. Ryszard Kapuściński source.  

Proponents of censorship believe that the recipients of the message are unable to think for 

themselves. This is an example of the transfer of one’s own characteristics to other people: since 

such a follower of the censorship trafficking is unable to find sources of information, ask 

questions and get to the heart of the matter, he believes that all others cannot . Therefore, the only 

way for them to convey information is: an omniscient teacher and a believing listener. Today we 

have examples of people who believe in information like:  

Today we have a new virus incidence record. The number of new infections is xxxx. Yyy 

people have died from Covid19.  

For a year and a half, the media has been bombarding us with such imaginary sensations, 

today most people believe that tests can detect the presence of an infectious virus.  

  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Zensur1.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Zensur1.pdf
https://bittube.tv/post/81888d7d-3109-4d05-8613-419778f54335
https://bittube.tv/post/81888d7d-3109-4d05-8613-419778f54335
https://bittube.tv/post/81888d7d-3109-4d05-8613-419778f54335
https://quotepark.com/pl/cytaty/356207-ryszard-kapuscinski-wiemy-o-swiecie-tyle-ile-chca-wiedziec-wielkie-s/
https://quotepark.com/pl/cytaty/356207-ryszard-kapuscinski-wiemy-o-swiecie-tyle-ile-chca-wiedziec-wielkie-s/
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Unfortunately, they are not, and this has been proven time and time again. Few people know that 

even the WHO refrains from replacing medical diagnoses.  

Laboratory tests are of great help to doctors, but they cannot be the only mediators who 

replace direct medical diagnosis.  

     

https://www.who.int/news/item/20-01-2021-who-information-notice-for-ivd-users-2020-05
https://www.who.int/news/item/20-01-2021-who-information-notice-for-ivd-users-2020-05
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139. Vaccine effects  

Vienna 11/18/2021  

In 2015, the World Health Organization (WHO) commissioned VigiAccess to collect data on the 

side effects of various medical devices around the world.  

  
Iwermectin, marked with an orange dot in the table above, which I wrote about in August, has 

reported 5,705 side effects in 30 years.  

http://www.vigiaccess.org/
http://www.vigiaccess.org/
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2948
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2948
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The green mark marks the flu vaccination. Over the course of more than half a century (19682021), 

272,202 reports of adverse reactions were collected.  

The last red Covid19 vaccination in the table collected 2,457,386 reports of side effects over the 

course of the year.  

VAERS – Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System, founded in the United States in 1990, 

reported vaccine deaths from 1990-2021:  

  

  

Please do not expect any comments from me on this matter. I respect my readers, and I 

believe that you can draw your own conclusions from the information I give you.  
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140. Protests in Vienna  

Vienna 11/23/2021  

Veni, vidi, vici like Julius Caesar, I was, I saw, I won. The latter is a little exaggerated, but the 

successes that many demonstrators celebrated on the streets of Vienna on Saturday cannot be 

overestimated. After all, half of them took to the streets for the first time to vent their outrage. 

Many of them believed that, as reported on television, only right-wing groups took to the streets to 

disrupt order. Anyone who has attended such a demonstration will never again believe the lies and 

intrusive propaganda of the dirty official media.  

 

In front of the opera house in Vienna  

I made a video just showing the crowd marching and leaving out the speeches from the many stalls 

in different parts of town. I shot my film on Human Rights Square, where I estimate 10 to 20,000 

people gathered. This procession joined another march at the intersection at the Vienna Opera 

House.  

For those interested, I provide links to two films from this event:  

Demonstration in Vienna on November 20, 2021 part 1  

Demonstration in Vienna on November 20, 2021 part 2  

In the first video, minute 22:41, you can see a group of plainclothes police officers who have 

joined the demonstration. The unions of the Austrian Armed Forces also called for participation in 

this historic event.  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Ein%20Marsch%20durch%20die%20Stra%C3%9Fen%20Wiens%2020.11.2021.m4v
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Ein%20Marsch%20durch%20die%20Stra%C3%9Fen%20Wiens%2020.11.2021.m4v
https://bittube.tv/post/37f1833e-725a-48d2-b485-ce41c9992cb8
https://bittube.tv/post/37f1833e-725a-48d2-b485-ce41c9992cb8
https://bittube.tv/post/5b86f3e0-5c5a-4fed-91e1-d9c3c7d948cf
https://bittube.tv/post/5b86f3e0-5c5a-4fed-91e1-d9c3c7d948cf
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This banner says Enough! We are with you. Police officers in defense of freedom and law.  

The ORF – Austrian media reports that 40,000 took part in the demonstration  

 

There wasn’t enough space at Heroes’ Square (Heldenplatz), which has room for 100,000 people, and there 

were also crowds outside.  

In January of this year I wrote about the largest demonstration against the Covid restrictions. At 

that time the number of participants was estimated at 160,000. Last Saturday at least twice as many 

people took to the streets.  

https://wien.orf.at/stories/3130896/
https://wien.orf.at/stories/3130896/
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141. Who doesn’t fight  

Vienna 11/24/2021  

WHO STAYS AT HOME WHEN THE FIGHT BEGINS  

If you stay at home when the fight starts and let others fight for your cause, you have to be careful: 

because if you haven’t shared the fight, you will share the defeat. Not even to avoid the fight, 

whoever wants to avoid the fight: because he fights for the cause of the enemy who has not fought 

for his own cause.  

Bertolt Brecht, Kolomann Wallisch Cantata  

II started this post with a quote from Bertolt Brecht, because that’s what I want to write about today.  

Some also attribute this quote to Brecht, although it is probably not his:  

  

Nowadays I have to make a reservation that I mean fighting in the sense of peaceful protests. 

Because if you speak to someone who supports a criminal theory and do not distance yourself from 

it, you will be attacked as an advocate of that theory. Likewise, if I stood next to an Antifa 

supporter, I could be accused of fascism, because this organization, despite its name, supports 

modern fascist rule.  

In the previous post about the demonstration in Vienna on Saturday I did not choose the cover 

picture (these photos are not in the e-book), which shows the masses, although there were many. I 

chose the end of the march where you will see a man walking on crutches. He still had about 10 

km to march through the main streets of Vienna. Although walking is very difficult for him, he 

did. This is the fight today. Even if you have a lot to lose, go and show the world that you are not 

for outlaw society.  

Austria was the first in Europe to announce the introduction of forced medical experiments. This is 

the next step in the escalation of the current war. It will certainly not be limited to one country or 

Europe.  

In response to this comment:  
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… everything goes exactly in the planned direction! Protests are part of that scenario, and soon, if 

not already, they will inspire the protests. We are entering the phase of chaos, shortages of 

supplies, electricity, coal, gas, food, medicines, etc., all of which will be the source of a rebellion 

that will tame and stabilize one in the name of the “greater good” got to.  

I wrote on Facebook today:  

This global coup has been in preparation for over 20 years. Carefully planned by the best 

specialists in psychological warfare, tactics, even philosophers. So it seems that they have to be 

successful. It doesn’t have to be like that, however. You have no other choice, you put everything 

on one card.  

Such planning fits into the technocratic worldview. We have a test for the disease whether you 

are sick or not. However, this is a very one-sided view of the world. History has shown more 

than once that a man plans what he will do tomorrow and fails because he failed to foresee 

that “Anushka has already spilled oil” (Bulgakov “Master and Margaret”).  

You too can influence the fate of the world – come to the demonstration and show that you 

disagree, instead of sitting in the comfort of your home.  
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142. The Stephanie Gard case  

Vienna 11/24/2021  

Stephanie Gard: Equine athlete seriously injured after Pfizer vaccination  

Stephanie Gard was hospitalized a few days after the vaccination. There, she was diagnosed with 

peripheral neuropathy – a serious condition that damages the nervous system and can cause pain, 

muscle weakness, tremors and extreme tingling in the limbs.  

Stephanie was paralyzed from the knees down and could no longer walk just a few days after the 

Pfizer injection. She was also diagnosed with pericarditis (inflammation of the heart muscle).  

Source CheckMateNews – Telegram.  

Here you can see what this experiment did to a young, healthy female athlete.  

After all, it’s just a little stitch….  

     

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Stephanie-Gard.mp4
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Stephanie-Gard.mp4
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143. Protest camp in Vienna  

Vienna 11/25/2021  

Today it has been three weeks since a group of activists fighting against the growing 

dictatorship in Austria decided to set up a protest camp in downtown Vienna. The protest is 

primarily directed against the impending vaccination requirement.  

Several tents have been set up in the city park and a group of around 50 people has been there 

permanently for 21 days. In the first days this camp was set up on Heldenplatz, but a few days later 

it was moved to this park near the Andreas Zelinka monument.  

  

Today I visited this camp and shot this film.  

The protest camp will stay until next Tuesday, November 30th. and ends with a stroll through the 

city. The participants received permission from the Austrian authorities to protest and the march 

that ended the protest. The approval was necessary because we will have a lockdown in Austria 

again from November 22nd.  

The weather forecast for the next few days predicts a temperature between 0 °C and 5 °C (32 – 41 

°F).  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Wien_Protest_Camp.m4v
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Wien_Protest_Camp.m4v
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Freedom & Dignity Without Compulsory Vaccination! Permanent protest camp in the city park.  

Anywhere in the wide world and such miracles can happen…  

    

  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/IMG_0115.MP4
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/IMG_0115.MP4
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144. What can each of us do?  

Vienna 11/27/2021  

Vaccination is murder – that was the inscription on his bus of the courageous driver from Linz (the 

capital of Upper Austria), Manfred Scheiblmair, who showed moral courage last Friday and set an 

example against the obsession with vaccinations. An example that caused a stir internationally.  

  

An interview with this brave man appeared yesterday on the independent Austrian television AUF1.  

When asked what drove him when he decided to take this step during a break in the course, he 

simply replied: That was my personal demonstration. After this demonstration, he was dismissed 

without notice as a bus driver. Nevertheless, he does not regret this step and would not hesitate to 

repeat it in the future.  

And what could you do to show your opposition to apartheid, the vaccination dictatorship and 

censorship? Can it help spread hidden facts by mailing printed information about the real situation 

in intensive care units to neighbors? There is no risk of losing your job and it is possible that your 

neighbor will read the truth for the first time. You don’t have to act so spectacularly.  

Where can I find such prepared leaflets? Well, do you always want someone to serve your breakfast 

in bed? Sure you can, but if you don’t come to work alone, no one will do it for you. Compose the 

text yourself – as you can. Only then, even if things don’t go well the first time, will you learn to 

take your fate and that of your country into your own hands. You can also search for relevant texts 

on the Internet at any time and print them out. Don’t have a printer? What a shame! You have a 

great excuse! How about the neighbor who has it?  

The most important thing is that you preach and act according to your beliefs. This is a simple 

answer to what I can do about lawlessness. You can actively contradict them.  

I have been running this blog for 20 months and sign it with my real name. This, too, is an example 

of acting according to one’s own convictions. I could be wrong – nobody is licensed to write the 

truth, especially the media. If someone shows me I’m wrong, I’ll apologize and correct it. It is not 

what preaching the truth is about promoting all that serves us and our position.  

It is true that I write one-sided. However, this is in response to the growing censorship, and I 

mention topics that are hypocritical or stupid on TV. I also believe that I am writing about the 

https://auf1.tv/nachrichten-auf1/impfen-ist-mord-jetzt-spricht-der-linzer-busfahrer
https://auf1.tv/nachrichten-auf1/impfen-ist-mord-jetzt-spricht-der-linzer-busfahrer
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most important problems facing the world today. Inconceivable global warming as a pretext for a 

new taxation of the inhabitants of our planet. Not a pandemic that is a pretext for a group of self-

proclaimed, very wealthy globalists who cannot imagine the gray life of the world to take over.  

But our life is not gray at all. We can easily look at our reflection in the mirror while shaving or 

with makeup. They are the ones who have a problem with that. At least those of them who have 

not been completely freed from lust for power and the desire to raise billions of dollars by their 

human impulses.  
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145. New threat from South Africa?  

Vienna 11/28/2021  

Omicron – a new cause for concern? What broke the Greek alphabet when it was discredited for 

propaganda purposes?  

 

You can find such a plan on Facebook.  

The South African Minister of Health appeared in front of television cameras to protest the 

spread of misinformation about a potential threat in Europe.  

Such false information is disseminated by the media in order to maintain an atmosphere of fear. 

How long can you be afraid of imaginary threats? Eventually they all turned out to be untrue. In 

May we were informed of the threat posed by the Delta variant. It turned out to be a result of 

vaccinations and has nothing to do with India.  

  
  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/suedafrika%20gesundheitsminister.mp4
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/suedafrika%20gesundheitsminister.mp4
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2088
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/2088
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FEAR is the target of this pandemic. We must be afraid of succumbing to criminal fraud on a scale 

unprecedented in human history.  

Today I ordered a newly published book from Heiko Schöning GAME OVER. COVID-19 | 

Antrax. It is in German and shows the backdrop of this criminal act. You can order it here: 

https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/ After reading it, I’ll 

definitely share what I’ve learned.  

     

https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
https://kontro-vers.at/produkt/heiko-schoening-game-over-covid-19-auf-1/
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146. Charged with murder  

Vienna 11/29/2021  

DieThe Indian Bar Association announced that the World’s First Vaccine Murder case against Bill 

Gates, Adar Poonawalla filed in India’s High Court.  

The petitioner brought charges against Bill Gates, the maker of AstraZeneca (Covishield), his 

partner Adar Poonawalla and other government officials and leaders who were involved in the 

murder of a 23-year-old man who died from vaccination. The deceased accepted the Covishield 

vaccine because he believed the false narrative that the vaccine was completely safe, and also 

because of a compliance requirement set by the railways that only doublevaccinated people are 

allowed to travel on the train.  

The Indian government agency AEFI (Adverse Reaction to Vaccination) recently admitted that 

Snehal Lunawata’s death was due to a side effect of the Covishield vaccine. This report exposed 

the falseness of the Vaccine Syndicate’s claim that vaccines are completely safe.  

If convicted, they face the death penalty. The article states that Bill Gates has been denied bail 

and that his property in India will soon be confiscated. According to the latest information, the 

defendant Bill Gates is currently on his private property in New Zealand.  

Most likely, after losing the lawsuit, Bill Gates will avoid punishment for being out of the 

reach of Indian jurisdiction. On the positive side, no one in India will dare to vaccinate on 

behalf of their company, as in 2017, when 8 female deaths were reported after the 

administration of HPV (human papillomavirus) vaccines.  

  

https://indianbarassociation.in/worlds-first-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-gates-adar-poonawalla-filed-in-indias-high-court/
https://indianbarassociation.in/worlds-first-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-gates-adar-poonawalla-filed-in-indias-high-court/
https://indianbarassociation.in/worlds-first-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-gates-adar-poonawalla-filed-in-indias-high-court/
https://indianbarassociation.in/worlds-first-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-gates-adar-poonawalla-filed-in-indias-high-court/
https://indianbarassociation.in/worlds-first-vaccine-murder-case-against-bill-gates-adar-poonawalla-filed-in-indias-high-court/
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147. It is not easy to be a philanthropist  

Vienna 11/30/2021  

Why does nobody want to understand that I want it so good for humanity?  

That’s what the world’s greatest philanthropist, Bill Gates, has to think. He just wants to be good. 

After all, reducing the population with vaccines is the best way to relieve environmental pressures 

on our planet. Is it that hard to understand that humans are parasites that need to be eradicated like 

bed bugs?  

His opponents ask why extinction doesn’t begin with creatures like Bill Gates? The answer is only: 

a Bill Gates has enough resources to do this. He is also protected by an army of bodyguards who 

ensure that nothing unpleasant happens to him day and night. They weren’t always effective as seen 

in this video.  

But let’s not be petty, the cake hasn’t harmed anyone. However, vaccines that this philanthropist 

sponsored in India and several African countries have hurt. But he just wants to help selflessly. 

How else can the effectiveness of vaccine preparations be checked? Had he done that in the 

United States, a major scandal would have broken out and it spread through the bones. Multiple 

sacrifices on behalf of science? So what? After all, it is collateral damage. Another name for crime 

and crime is gone.  

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDjcwqwl4Wk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RDjcwqwl4Wk
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Eugenics – she was worshiped more than a god in his parents’ house. Why are we surprised that it 

is he who supports depopulation? That sounds better than the bad guys who call it genocide. So 

what if it’s the same? If we name the goal nicer, it will be easier to swallow for those who want to 

make at least a few dollars out of their fortune.  

  

However, it is not worth envying him – this man lives in constant fear. To those who 

misunderstand his philanthropy.  

See how this man is scared – his body language underlines this clearly in this video.  

     

https://bittube.tv/post/65a0949e-42ea-4b01-b931-4a490cd2be60
https://bittube.tv/post/65a0949e-42ea-4b01-b931-4a490cd2be60
https://bittube.tv/post/65a0949e-42ea-4b01-b931-4a490cd2be60
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148. Austria  

Vienna 12/03/2021  

I’ve lived in this country for almost 40 years. I left Poland, where there was no free speech at the 

time, where a foreign power imposed a binding and “only correct” narration. Even then, the term 

“no alternative” was used to describe the situation in the country. At that time I also actively 

fought against totalitarianism. For those interested, I recommend reading my story from this time.  

I try to avoid political issues on this blog. I don’t want to divide us any more. Politics has a huge 

impact on everyone’s life. One of them always tried to create not necessarily authentic divisions 

according to the principle of divide et impera (divide and rule) – even in the times of the Roman 

Empire, and it is still going on. However, it is difficult not to mention the current political situation 

in Austria in this blog.  

Former Federal Chancellor Sebastian Kurz yesterday at the age of 35 “out of concern for his 

newborn son” decided to get out of politics and devote himself to his family. I don’t think he will be 

successful in this newborn care. Several cases of corruption and false testimony at a parliamentary 

hearing are pending against him.  

His successor Alexander Schallenberg, who resigned after two months as puppet chancellor, gave 

the same reason for his resignation. Finance minister Gernot Blümel, whose house was searched a 

few months ago on suspicion of corruption, also resigned yesterday.  

A large demonstration took place on Saturday, November 20, after the outgoing Chancellor 

announced the day before that he would introduce this life-threatening and health-threatening 

compulsion to conduct mass experiments. December will be very uncomfortable for those who 

do not agree to “voluntary” gene therapy, announced the Chancellor herself. An earthquake 

doesn’t come by itself. A year ago, the slogan was raised at the demonstrations: Kurz must go! 

The ruling party ÖVP – the strongest in Austria for years – suffered an unprecedented drop in 

votes in the ranking. The catastrophic policy of fighting pandemics, with the help of which 

politicians and citizens intensely intimidated, many corruption scandals, for example with a 

state-affiliated Hygiene Austria that bought masks in China and carried out the fraudulent 

labeling with the label Made in Austria with the help of undeclared workers. Details in German 

can be found here. The case is still in development – therefore the presumption of innocence 

applies to the accused.   

https://www.wojcik.at/en/Story.php
https://www.wojcik.at/en/Story.php
https://www.meinbezirk.at/c-wirtschaft/geld-zurueck-fuer-vermeindliche-china-masken_a5042809
https://www.meinbezirk.at/c-wirtschaft/geld-zurueck-fuer-vermeindliche-china-masken_a5042809
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Who should take over the duties of the Federal Chancellor of Austria? Yesterday it was announced 

on television that the new Federal Chancellor would be Interior Minister Karl Nehammer. The 

same one who made a public mockery in front of the cameras with a statement about a fake attack 

on the Austrian parliament. The same person who, despite the information available to him, 

permitted a terrorist attack in downtown Vienna a year ago in which people were killed. The same 

one who successfully defended himself against the use of water cannons against peaceful 

demonstrators by the Austrian police in the winter. The ruling party ÖVP has just announced its 

appointment as Austrian Chancellor.  

The next big demonstration in Vienna is planned for tomorrow. As always, you can find my film 

reports by clicking on “Movies” in the menu on this blog.  

    

  

https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
https://bittube.tv/profile/MarekWojcik
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149. Hyde Park  

Vienna 12/04/2021  

Perhaps you will be surprised why I am writing about the Park of London? The topic of this post is 

going to be freedom of expression and it has a lot to do with this park. When I visited this park in 

London 9 years ago, I was interested in Speakers ’Corner.  

  

This place – a symbol of freedom of expression – has been a place of well-deserved pride for the 

British for hundreds of years. This is what freedom looks like – everyone can express their opinion. 

If he insults someone, he is inciting a crime – he is criminally responsible for it. But from the start 

everyone could go on the podium and talk. There has never been any censorship here. You talk 

stupid – you get laughed at and you won’t win an audience. If you speak smart and curious, the 

audience will gather and applaud. Not a big deal, but still!  

On September 26, 2020, the German doctor Heiko Schöning was invited to give a speech. As soon 

as he spoke about the new book “Corona – False Alarm” (authors Dr. Karin Reiss and Prof. 

Sucharit Bhakdi), which was just published in English, a group of police officers switched off the 

power to prevent the microphone from working immediately afterwards she arrested the speaker. 

He was handcuffed and taken to the police station. This ended a long tradition of maintaining 

freedom of expression in England.  

I would like to point out that in the book discussed by the speaker, the world-renowned scholar 

debunks myths and presents facts in the field of virology and immunology, which are supported 

by the most recognized scholars.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnZ1h5Iqcmg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnZ1h5Iqcmg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnZ1h5Iqcmg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MnZ1h5Iqcmg
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This article was inspired by the information in the book: Heiko Schöning “GAME OVER. 

COVID-19 | ANTHRAX-01 ″ Language: German. ISBN: 978-9-493-26207-2  
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150. A long long time ago …  

Wroclaw/Poland 12/06/2021  

On the night of July 1978 … so begins an old story that Al Pacino himself would not be 

ashamed of. There was a strong explosion in the small town of Celle near Hanover / 

Germany.  

A loud bang. A fireball lights up the night when a bomb detonated at the Celle correctional 

facility at 2.54 a.m. on July 25, 1978. The officers in the watchtower sound the alarm and use 

searchlights to illuminate the six-meter-high outer wall. There is a hole about 40 centimeters in 

diameter there.  

  

There was information in the press that it was an attempt to free a terrorist from the extreme left 

faction of the Red Army in the RAF, Milieu Debus, who was imprisoned in this prison.  

The bomb bursts for the second time. On April 25, 1986 – three weeks before the state elections in 

Lower Saxony – the “Hannoversche Allgemeine Zeitung” opened with an unbelievable story: The 

attack on the prison in Celle was completely staged. But what journalist Ulrich Neufert uncovered 

in his later award-winning article is true. Officials planted the bomb, ministers were their 

employers, the protection of the Constitution seconded. The highest government circles from 

Lower Saxony’s Prime Minister Ernst Albrecht to the then Federal Minister of the Interior Werner 

Maihofer were inaugurated, as were prison director Paul Kühling.  

Read the article by NDR Norddeutsche Rundfunk.  

https://www.ndr.de/geschichte/chronologie/Juli-1978-Celler-Loch-erschuettert-Niedersachsen,cellerloch100.html
https://www.ndr.de/geschichte/chronologie/Juli-1978-Celler-Loch-erschuettert-Niedersachsen,cellerloch100.html
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Prime Minister Ernst Albrecht defended the action and rated it as a success.  

You will probably be interested in the information that the late Ernst Albrecht is Ursula von der 

Leyen’s father. In Germany she was Federal Defense Minister from 2013-2019 – she was 

commonly referred to as Minister of War. She is currently President of the European Commission, 

where she plays a leading role in spreading genocide.   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursula_von_der_Leyen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursula_von_der_Leyen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursula_von_der_Leyen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursula_von_der_Leyen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ursula_von_der_Leyen
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Ursula Gertrud von der Leyen saves Europe from a dangerous virus of lies  

What is the German Office for the Protection of the Constitution doing today? We know from the 

press that he observes the only German Bundestag party, the AFD, which criticizes the 

government’s lack of plan. The Querdenker-movement, which has organized many demonstrations 

against the destruction of democracy in Germany, is, as the press often writes, under constant 

scrutiny by the Office for the Protection of the Constitution. Typical manipulation to create the 

impression that we are dealing with something illegal.  

This article was inspired by the information in the book: Heiko Schöning “GAME OVER. 

COVID-19 | ANTHRAX-01 ″ Language: German. ISBN: 978-9-493-26207-2  
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151. Awakening  

Wroclaw / Poland 12/07/2021  

For almost two years I came across the term “Wake the Sleeper”. Two years will pass and energy 

will be wasted trying to convince those who for various reasons do not want to know the truth. 

What are these reasons? The first is fear. Today hardly anyone is afraid of a “dangerous virus” – 

if so, then only marginally. These are the same ones who barricaded their apartments in March 

2020. Some of them who did not kill themselves in this way took courage and gradually showed 

up in stores with whatever they thought were sterile safety precautions to avoid starvation.  

Conformists are a much larger group. You know the pandemic is a joke. You know the media is 

running a fraudulent propaganda campaign of unprecedented proportions. These people just don’t 

stand out. During the discussions, they repeat media slogans to get new messages from the brave. 

But they will never agree, they will laugh more at “conspiracy theorists”. Because that’s how they 

feel better.  

 

Wake up. The moment when you realize that freedom is more precious than honey  

The largest group is those who need complete security. In a private discussion, you criticize the 

nonsense of masks, blockades and all means to combat an invented pandemic. They know 

everything they need to know about this plague. But they’re too cowardly to risk defending their 

views even at work.  

The independent media have done a tremendous job that requires courage and dedication. Despite 

the technical and financial advantages of public means of mass disinformation, the truth is 

reaching more and more people. I mean information that has been hidden or tampered with by the 

mass media. It’s true, nobody has a patent on the truth, everyone can be wrong. However, there is 

a completely different problem here: public television, radio and press only show one side and 

unscrupulously hide everything that contradicts the ideology of the medical dictatorship that has 

been imposed on them.  
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However, there are gems on television, such as yesterday’s interview with Fox News in the 

United States, in which Fauci, the chief epidemiologist in the United States, was clearly 

portrayed at eye level with Auschwitz doctor Joseph Mengele. Both have degrees, which I 

deliberately omit because of their contribution to the spread of the genocide.  

Back to the topic of awakening. The question is – why are you waking her up? We are unable to 

convince everyone that if they are passive they will allow Hitler to come to power like it was 80 

years ago. You don’t believe it. Nor do they believe that the world economy is being purposely 

bankrupt. Without them, according to Mr. Klaus Schwab, there will be no Great Reset. The world 

financial system is already on the edge of the abyss.  

Those jobs that they worry about so much will cease to exist in a year or two. How is the 

government responding to the threat that health workers who are still in short supply will be fired 

from their jobs if they are forced to conduct these dangerous and useless health experiments? 

Increases the pressure to let her take the next dose of poison after all. Everything revolves around 

health here!  

  

See more and more people around the world wake up  

  

https://bittube.tv/post/148da093-2938-4318-b773-b38b18738cd6
https://bittube.tv/post/148da093-2938-4318-b773-b38b18738cd6
https://bittube.tv/post/e2d94fa2-819d-4c3c-a6b4-721a61b86517
https://bittube.tv/post/e2d94fa2-819d-4c3c-a6b4-721a61b86517
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152. Science and “Vaccination”  

Vienna 12/12/2021  

Originally I wanted to write about yesterday’s mass demonstration in Vienna.  

On December 5, FrenchDailyNews published an article in English in which 60,000 scientists called 

for an end to mass vaccination.  

Mass vaccination with a still experimental messenger RNA vaccine has long worried the 

scientific community. As of October 4, 2020, three high-level scientists:  

• Prof. Martin Kulldorff, professor of medicine at Harvard University, biostatistician and 

epidemiologist, specializing in the detection and monitoring of infectious disease outbreaks and in 

the evaluation of vaccine safety,  

• Dr. Sunetra Gupta, professor at Oxford University, an epidemiologist specializing in immunology, 

vaccine development and mathematical modeling of infectious diseases,  

• Dr. Jay Bhattacharya, a professor at Stanford University School of Medicine, a physician, 

epidemiologist, health economist, and public health policy expert specializing in infectious diseases 

and vulnerable populations  

recommended an alternative approach to Covid-19 in what was called the Great Barrington 

Declaration. Because they are very concerned about the side effects of mass vaccination on 

populations.  

What do they advocate? A “focused” protection. That is to say, to protect as much as possible the 

elderly, the infirm, the frail and to leave the others to live normally until the society reaches the 

collective immunity. However, mass vaccination by mRNA makes this collective immunity 
impossible.  

One of the original co-signatories was Dr. Simon Thornley, an epidemiologist and biostatistician at 

the University of Auckland. The Great Barrington Declaration has since been signed by 60,000 

physicians and scientists and is becoming increasingly well known around the world. A petition 

has so far gathered 870,000 signatures of support.  

You can also sign this declaration.  

  

As you can see, many doctors disagree with the global policy of unilateral flu vaccination or some 

variant of it. Doctors, especially scientists, have a hard time making public statements that do not 

support this massive propaganda.  

https://bittube.tv/post/e27330f9-1624-47b5-9356-22ed64af98a7
https://bittube.tv/post/e27330f9-1624-47b5-9356-22ed64af98a7
https://frenchdailynews.com/society/3732-60000-scientists-call-for-an-end-to-mass-vaccination
https://frenchdailynews.com/society/3732-60000-scientists-call-for-an-end-to-mass-vaccination
https://frenchdailynews.com/society/3732-60000-scientists-call-for-an-end-to-mass-vaccination
https://frenchdailynews.com/society/3732-60000-scientists-call-for-an-end-to-mass-vaccination
https://frenchdailynews.com/society/3732-60000-scientists-call-for-an-end-to-mass-vaccination
https://gbdeclaration.org/
https://gbdeclaration.org/
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Doctors are deprived of their professional rights, scientists are dependent on research projects, 

which in turn are decided by politicians. There are also media smear campaigns against disobedient 

scientists. Such scientists can only speak in independent media. They become Orwellian unpersons 

in the official media.  
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 153. Specimen of blood  

Vienna 12/13/2021  

Blood testing under the dark field microscope is the standard test today and can be performed in the 

laboratory.  

Eight people volunteered for this study. Four of them took part in a global genetic experiment. As 

pictures speak more than words, I will present the results of this study to you.  

 

Result 1. A person did not submit to the mRNA experiment.  

 

Result 2. The person after taking the experimental preparation of the Moderna company.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark-field_microscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dark-field_microscopy
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The result of the 3rd person after taking the Biontech preparation.  

 

Result 4. A person did not submit to the mRNA experiment.  
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The result of the 5th person took the Biontech preparation.  

 

Result 6. A person did not submit to the mRNA experiment.   
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Result 7. A person after an experiment with a Biontech preparation.  

 

Result 8. A person did not submit to the mRNA experiment.   

If any of you are interested in how this research was carried out, I invite you to watch the movie. 

You don’t need to know German to understand how it happened.  

Why is such research not being published? A purely rhetorical question.  

     

https://bittube.tv/post/69e83ae8-89f8-4c93-b155-aadf6719dad8
https://bittube.tv/post/69e83ae8-89f8-4c93-b155-aadf6719dad8
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154. Political correctness  

Vienna 12/15/2021  

I no longer found two opposing words that were forcibly stuffed into a sentence – the slogan: 

political correctness!  

History and our experience teach us that if something is correct it is definitely not politics, and 

if it is politics it is certainly incompatible with correctness.  

  
Words express our thoughts and our thoughts describe and create the world of each of us. If 

we start using different words frequently, our world will change accordingly. Because we 

create the world. We create with our thoughts what we then see as reality. It’s different for 
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each of us. Yes, I already wrote on this blog that there are as many different worlds on earth 

as there are people.  

That is why new rules of grammar and word formation are being fought for. When we replace 

the beautiful word “mother” with the word “parent number 1,” we agree to limit the emotional 

ties between ourselves and our closest being. In this way, family relationships are gradually 

destroyed.  

Every mammal, animal, and every human being always has two pairs of genes. YY women 

and XY men. When a new life arises, the mother inherits one of the two genes Y and the 

father either Y or X. Therefore, the sex of the child only depends on which of the two types of 

sperm with the X or Y gene wins the race for the new one Life. There were, are and will 

always be people in the world who belong to only one of the two sexes, women and men. 

Neither of these genders is worse or better – both play an important role.  

Every living being of a mammalian species, whether or not it has undergone sex reassignment 

surgery, has one of these two sets of genes from its parents in each of its cells. No sick 

philosophy can change that – it can only scream and it is happening right now.  

Let us not be fooled by the thesis that 17 sexes are superior to two.  

The use of gender should be banned! Such a slogan pops up here and there. I don’t agree with 

that – that’s censorship. I would rather consider another slogan: The use of gender should be 

ridiculed!  

    

  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/553
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/553
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/553
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/553
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155. Death list  

Vienna 12/18/2021  

I made it back onto the list of over 200 athletes who “died suddenly and unexpectedly” this 

year. Again they were all forced to take this poison. After all, athletes work for years to take 

part in competitions and to be able to win. This makes it easy to get them to take part in a 

medical experiment. Certainly some did it out of conviction, but were they honestly informed 

about the purpose?  

For each case a link to the information was provided in the language of the respective country 

of death. Please take the effort to look at at least some of these links. At least in this way let’s 

pay our respects to the victims of this war.  

In all cases the circumstances of the tragedy of each of these people were given. Never in 

history have there been so many deaths among the healthiest of all people – regularly 

monitored athletes. Don’t let the media demagoguery fool you about other causes of death – it 

is clearly genocide. Not only did athletes die, but they had no reason to fall in numbers and 

not get up.  

This is how World War III is waged. Their purpose, like the first two, is to rule the world or to 

divide zones of influence.  

Who Really Believes in the Danger of a Pandemic? Maybe just the intimidated, who fear the 

consequences and refuse to know that they are being betrayed. Do delta-omicron fairy tales 

scare anyone? Since the virus brings out many new mutations every day, what is the point of 

just dreading the mutations that have been spread in the media?  

  

https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Liste%20Sportler%2017.12.21.pdf
https://www.world-scam.com/Files/Liste%20Sportler%2017.12.21.pdf
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156. Do idiots rule us?  

Vienna 12/19/2021  

Many of us ask ourselves this question. Because that’s what it looks like. Hopelessly stupid 

ministerial ordinances that cannot be justified in any way. I’ll ask another question: is it 

possible for the governments of nearly two hundred countries in the world to be dominated by 

idiots at the same time? Think about it.  

What was your conclusion? Maybe mental illness is contagious? Or maybe only people from 

the ministerial level upwards become infected? My conclusions are entirely different. They 

are not idiots, they have no choice but to let them play idiots.  

  

One can imagine a situation where the Disease Secretary goes in front of the television 

cameras and announces that, as some expect, he will have to put in place restrictions that have 

given him $ 2 million. Or that these people post photos of the minister in the arms of a woman 

who absolutely does not want to look like his wife? As a rule, the minister is more afraid of 

his wife than of the voters. That’s why he lets himself be made an idiot, in the hope that in 

addition to the aforementioned bribery, he can steal as much as possible before he is fired like 

his predecessor.  
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Let us add that the globalists have assured the rulers that after world power is taken over by 

world government, they will remain inviolable in these positions in their countries and serve 

as useful idiots for the new masters of the world. I haven’t been to any of these interviews 

where these assurances have been made, but I can well imagine how it went:  

The envoy of the gray eminence of the future world government: They introduce the 

lockdown, the mask requirement, the general vaccination of the entire population in the 

country and are waiting for further recommendations.  

Politician: It will be difficult – our people will rebel.  

Envoy: We are aware of that, so we will introduce it in small steps.  

Politician: And how do we manage to avoid responsibility later?  

Envoys: Do not be afraid that after the victory of the Great Reset, when we gain power over 

the world, you will rule your country undivided. As long as you stick to our few rules, you will 

stay in office or be promoted if you wish.  

The course of this conversation was something like that. So politicians can be defined as you 

like, but I would ask you not to use the term “idiot” in this context – it insults the mentally ill 

who are not guilty of anything.  

    

  

https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/723
https://www.world-scam.com/en/archive/723
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157. World owner  

Vienna 12/20/2021  

I present you a film by the Belgian publicist Tim Gielen MONOPOLY – Who owns the 

world?. The film is an excellent analysis of the connections of the largest financial 

organizations in the world. If you spend an hour watching this well-made and understandable 

movie, it will be easier for you to understand what is actually happening in the world.  

This is a fresh take on Klaus Schwab’s Great Reset from the World Economic Forum. I will 

not summarize information from the film here – I would like to encourage you to watch it in 

full.  

The link to the document of the German Bundestag from 2012 mentioned in the video can be 

found here. The risk analysis for protecting the population threatened by the SARS virus starts 

on page 55. It also mentions SARS-Corona (page 85). Date of issue 10.12.2012.  

  

The link to the official website of Event201 is provided here. The date of these exercises is 

October 18, 2019. This is not a theory – it is the practice of a conspiracy. Anyone can check it 

for themselves. Globalists are not hiding that a few months before this deceived pandemic 

was triggered, they were doing corona virus pandemic trials with all the aspects that they put 

into practice from March 2020.  

  

    

  

https://rumble.com/vmyx1n-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-documentary-by-tim-gielen.html
https://rumble.com/vmyx1n-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-documentary-by-tim-gielen.html
https://rumble.com/vmyx1n-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-documentary-by-tim-gielen.html
https://rumble.com/vmyx1n-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-documentary-by-tim-gielen.html
https://rumble.com/vmyx1n-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-documentary-by-tim-gielen.html
https://rumble.com/vmyx1n-monopoly-who-owns-the-world-documentary-by-tim-gielen.html
https://dserver.bundestag.de/btd/17/120/1712051.pdf
https://dserver.bundestag.de/btd/17/120/1712051.pdf
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/scenario.html
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/event201/scenario.html
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158. Who collects our data?  

Vienna 12/22/2021  

Melissa Ciummei, a financial investor from Northern Ireland, gave an understandable 

overview of the as yet unspoken causes of the current state of the global financial system. In 

an interview with Sara Haboubi, Melissa talks about the economic aspects of the ongoing 

financial reset, why it is inevitable and the risks it entails. She pays particular attention to 

discussing the real reasons for introducing the so-called vaccination passport. She explains 

that they have nothing to do with health, but are an economic tool, part of an infrastructure 

under construction to monitor citizens, a data platform with the sole purpose of gradually 

extending government control over citizens.  

Before deciding to get this pass for a soccer game or major event, please read this interview 

carefully. When you need an excuse for not doing it, use the one that always works: no time. 

They will join those who prefer not to know because they are threatened with the collapse of a 

house of cards – their world of deceptive, false stereotypes instilled by television for years.  

 

Vaccination certificate? High respect!   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPBH3k7blRw&list=PL2Fz4CtTV8sv8EDUmQ59C20x5qM1XIRTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPBH3k7blRw&list=PL2Fz4CtTV8sv8EDUmQ59C20x5qM1XIRTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPBH3k7blRw&list=PL2Fz4CtTV8sv8EDUmQ59C20x5qM1XIRTo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPBH3k7blRw&list=PL2Fz4CtTV8sv8EDUmQ59C20x5qM1XIRTo
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159. No!  

Vienna 12/23/2021  

My protest is against lies based on intrusive propaganda. I am firmly against any pressure to 

force medical experimentation. I am against dividing ourselves into righteous people and 

“criminals” who are supposed to be a threat to public health. Both of these groups are 

ordinary people like you and me. Everyone has the right to act according to their own beliefs. 

I will say more: I despise those who persuade others to use gene therapy while they are taking 

the placebo themselves.  

  

If someone, most of the people in Europe, has accepted this test substance and injected 

themselves, that’s just their problem. No one, no matter what group they belong to, has the 

right to judge those on the other side of the barricade. Such evaluations are always subjective 

– they only take into account the arguments of the evaluator and certainly not the evaluated 

ones. In addition, such an assessment primarily serves to underpin one’s own arguments, to 

dispel uncertainty – am I sure I did the right thing? So let’s give up these unnecessary 

separations!  

You can probably imagine that I did not succumb to this manipulation and did not visit the 

mobile medical enrichment center. I didn’t and I will refuse until the end. So far, I haven’t 

done a single test for this most fashionable disease. Austria, where I live, is the second 

country in the world (after Cyprus) where most of the tests are done to find what doesn’t 

really exist – an imaginary plague.  

You might ask, what would I do if I had symptoms of lung disease? The answer is simple, 

since from a medical point of view nothing has changed in years, I’ll do the same thing as 

before: I’ll take flu medication, something not so healthy – I’ll get sick in bed and after a few 

days everything will return to normal And unless? Well, supposedly life is a disease that 

always ends in death. None of us are eternal. The fear of death is more cruel than death itself. 

The dying process is usually short. On the other hand, the fear of death can haunt us 

throughout our lives. It will destroy all the joy we can feel when we live as a free person. It’s 

just our choice.  

I use a high dose of vitamin D3 every day – I don’t even have a runny nose. It is also 

everyone’s choice. I am not promoting medical advice here – I am not authorized to do so. I 

just write how I get along in this difficult time.  
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160. Start Nuremberg 2.0  

Vienna 12/25/2021  

A few days ago, The Desert Review, California published an article: Gates, Fauci, and Daszak 

charged with Genocide in Court Filing.   

In December 2021, a large number of people were charged with genocide before the 

International Tribunal in The Hague. The prosecutors are lawyers from the UK. You can find 

the details in the link I provided.  

As usual, such an important event will not have dissonance in the official media. Will there be 

a trial, a conviction and an enforcement? I’m usually an optimist. However, I can judge what 

is real in life. I believe that without the support of the population it is difficult to expect the 

court in The Hague to assume all the risks and dangers for the judges in this regard. Suffice it 

to say, the role of the US courts during the last US presidential election.  

Nonetheless, I believe that right now we should be resolutely protesting against this war on 

humanity. Only the mass social movement can stop these crimes. What crimes? Read in the 

article – they are listed there.  

  

Your Honor, we are not beasts at all! We were only fighting the problem of overpopulation in the 

world …  

    

  

https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/gates-fauci-and-daszak-charged-with-genocide-in-court-filing/article_76c6081c-61b8-11ec-ae59-7718e6d063ed.html?fbclid=IwAR2apgU0Xg9FVRvEOE5TPDsDfBkT9gTqt8uVUCejpm4DJRnSgymclj_SsO0
https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/gates-fauci-and-daszak-charged-with-genocide-in-court-filing/article_76c6081c-61b8-11ec-ae59-7718e6d063ed.html?fbclid=IwAR2apgU0Xg9FVRvEOE5TPDsDfBkT9gTqt8uVUCejpm4DJRnSgymclj_SsO0
https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/gates-fauci-and-daszak-charged-with-genocide-in-court-filing/article_76c6081c-61b8-11ec-ae59-7718e6d063ed.html?fbclid=IwAR2apgU0Xg9FVRvEOE5TPDsDfBkT9gTqt8uVUCejpm4DJRnSgymclj_SsO0
https://www.thedesertreview.com/opinion/columnists/gates-fauci-and-daszak-charged-with-genocide-in-court-filing/article_76c6081c-61b8-11ec-ae59-7718e6d063ed.html?fbclid=IwAR2apgU0Xg9FVRvEOE5TPDsDfBkT9gTqt8uVUCejpm4DJRnSgymclj_SsO0
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The whole or other years of the blog can be downloaded at: 

https://www.world-scam.com/en/ebook-3 

 

https://www.world-scam.com/en/ebook-3

